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Of course it is marvellous that so many people 
have played bridge online and for many it has been 
a lifeline – providing a connection to others during 
lonely periods, and a distraction during scary, 
daunting and very sad times. 

You will see in the letters page that we have had 
several members ask that we continue an element of 
online bridge even when we can resume F2F bridge. 
This makes sense when matches need to be played 
against far-flung opposition. It can be quicker and 
much cheaper. As well as no travelling time, online 
bridge is so speedy. You can practically fit 12 hands 
in over an extended office lunch hour – great for the 
workers of this world.  

However, let’s not forget that nearly half of our 
members have played no formal bridge since March 
2020. We must make sure we are inclusive of all. 
Personally I can’t wait to go back to club bridge and 
see players who became friends.  Some of our finest 
club players have resisted computer bridge. I’m 
rather hoping they’ll be a bit rusty when we reopen. 
We must also be careful to nurture brave souls who 
are at the beginning of their bridge journey – being 
encouraging and friendly and grateful that they 
come to the club.  

A NEW BREED OF PLAYER 
Has anyone else noticed how quickly players have 
improved with online bridge? When I’m on BBO I 
see pupils logging on and off for a quick game of 
solitaire, or a gang of four meeting up, and the 
improvement from so much bridge has been huge. 
As much as anything, they’ve got faster – more 
confident and sure-fingered. That augers well for 
the future of the game. 

 AN ONLINE SPECIAL IN JULY 
Our summer issue will be online only and a 
collaboration between the EBU and EBED. It will 
focus on bridge nuggets that should help you 
improve your score at the club quickly. It will arrive 
by email, and we hope you will enjoy it.    r 

It will be time to say thank you

English Bridge                  by the Editor, Lou Hobhouse

click 
 

link

There are so many unsung heroes who have 
volunteered to provide a virtual club for 
their members. This entails a huge amount 

of work. We’ve almost forgotten the days when 
many generous stalwarts were coaching less 
technically-minded bridge friends and bridge foes 
through the registration, log in procedures, and 
play vagaries of the various bridge platforms. ‘No 
Joan, the button with the lines on it, probably top 
right, well may be top left, oh you’re on an iPad, 
then bottom right - that’s it - ' etc etc.  

I direct for a few of the virtual clubs and I’m very 
fortunate because I’m paid. However, I am all too 
aware that each club has one or two committee 
volunteers who have written countless emails to 
keep club members informed, made countless 
decisions about whether to allow Undos, whether to 
allow anyone to become a club member or keep it 
exclusive so everyone knows everyone, coached 
countless players through the process of playing 
online, held countless Zoom meetings with 
committee members to agree these points, and dealt 
with countless requests for information, sorted out 
the countless payments from their chosen platform, 
from the EBU, and some have even added the need 
to bill members directly to their tally of countless 
jobs. On top of this, many have added SIM Pairs to 
their workload, and other events to support 
charities which must be feeling the loss of so many 
fund-raising initiatives.  

AND MY POINT HERE . . .?  
When we get back to face-to-face bridge it would 

be lovely if members who’ve played week in and 
week out without having to undertake any of the 
administration can find a way to say ‘thank you’. 
How will you, as a club, celebrate going back to 
face-to-face bridge and show your appreciation for 
the volunteers who have kept bridge going during 
the pandemic?
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We’ve now covered the basics of bidding in 
Acol. Let’s revisit and consolidate these 
by looking at some commonly asked 

questions and problems that come up at the table. 
Lots of these will involve material from several 
articles, so this will give you a chance to see how all 
of these separate ideas fit together. 

I thought we’d start by looking at when you can 
support partner with three cards, and when 
supporting promises at least four. A good general 
rule here is that you can support partner with three 
cards in their major (but not usually their minor) if 
you are making a bid at the two level, but no higher, 
unless they have promised a five card suit by 
overcalling or by bidding it more than once. 

WHEN PARTNER HAS OPENED 
If partner has opened 1™ or 1´ you can raise to 

2™ or 2´ with 6-9 points and three-card support: 
that is what the bid promises! When partner opens 
at the one level they will either have a five-card suit, 
in which case supporting with three is fine, or they 
will have 15 or more points and a balanced hand, in 
which case playing in 2™/´ might not be as good as 
1NT but you should have enough points between 
you for it to be fine. If partner held 12-14 points and 
a balanced hand, they would open 1NT. The only 
exception to this is 4·4·4·1 hands, which bridge 
players like to pretend do not exist and often fudge 
a bit when they do come up! I would not, however, 
raise a 1®/t opening on three cards because I will 
almost always have a four card suit of my own to bid 
at the one level. 

So, when partner has opened one of a major, you 
can support with three cards if you have 6-9 points; 
if you are weaker, just pass, and if you are stronger, 
bid your own suit. Otherwise, no supporting with 
three! 

WHEN PARTNER HAS OVERCALLED 
An overcall promises at least a five-card suit so 

you can definitely support with three.

AFTER PARTNER’S RESPONSE  
After you have opened, a change of suit by 

responder (your partner) only shows four cards. 
That doesn’t mean you can never support with 
three, just that you need to be a little careful. A good 
rule here is that with extra values (a good 15+) you 
should tell partner about the rest of your shape 
rather than supporting with three cards. With a 
weak hand you can support with only three cards, as 
you won’t make game unless partner makes another 
bid, in which case you can then ascertain whether or 
not you actually have a fit.  

On the auction 1x:1y, if I held three-card support 
for partner and wondered what to do, this would be 
my mental list of priorities: 

1 Rebid NT with 15+ points and a balanced hand. 

2 Bid a new suit or make a jump rebid in my first 
suit with 16+ points. If you bid a new suit, you can 
support partner later. 

3 If neither of those applies, raise partner to the two 
level with three-card support for their major. You 
shouldn’t be balanced for this, as if you were 15+ 
balanced you’d be rebidding NT and if you were 
12-14 balanced you should have opened 1NT. If 
partner's suit is diamonds I'd usually tell them 
about a four card major I held rather than 
supporting them with only three, so I might bid 
1®:1t, 1™ with a 1·4·3·5 shape.  

Let’s look at a few problems on the next page: 

When to support with three cards

ACOLytes - Common Problems    by Sarah Bell

click 
 

link
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Hand 1 Hand 2 Hand 3 
1´-(P)-? 1® (P)-? 1®-(P)-1´-(P) 

? 
´ K 7 6 ´ Q 5 3 ´ K 7 6 
™ 7 3 ™ J 8 7 6 ™ 8 
t A 9 8 6 3 t 9 5 4 t A 8 6 5 
® 6 3 2 ® K Q J ® K Q J 8 7 

Hand 7 Hand 8 

1™-(P)-? 1´-(P)-? 

´ Q 9 7 6 5 ´ Q 7 3 
™ 8 7 3 ™ J 7 6 5 
t A 9 8 t A 9 8 6 3 
® 6 4 ® 6 

Hand 4 Hand 5 Hand 6 
1®-(P)-1´-(P) (1´)-2®-(2´)-? 1™-(P)-? 
?  

´ K 8 7 ´ 8 ´ J 4 
™ 6 ™ 8 7 6 5 ™ Q 4 3 
t A K 8 6 t K J 9 6 2 t A J 10 7 6 5 
® A Q J 6 5 ® Q J 6 ® A Q 

Hand 1 – Bid 2´. This shows three or four spades 
and 6-9 points. A perfect description of your 
hand! 

Hand 2 – Bid 1™. Your hearts are bad and your 
clubs good, but that doesn’t matter: it’s much 
easier to make game in hearts than in clubs! If you 
don’t mention your hearts now you may miss a 
fit. You can always go back to clubs later. 

Hand 3 – Bid 2´. You need 16+ points to reverse 
into diamonds by bidding 2t, so your only other 
option is to bid 2®. Your clubs are nice but with a 
singleton heart the hand rates to play well in 
spades even if partner only has four. If partner 
wants to play in game they should know that you 
might only have three spades for this, and offer 
you a chance to find another strain if they only 
have four spades. 

Hand 4 – Bid 2t. You are showing 5+ clubs, 4+ 
diamonds and 16+ points. This hand is very 
similar to the previous one, but stronger! You 
now have enough points to reverse into 
diamonds, so do it. If you try to raise spades you’ll 
have a problem. You are too strong to just raise to 
2´ but you really don’t want to get to the three 
level without a guaranteed fit. 

Hand 5 –  Bid 3®. Partner has overcalled, so they 
have promised at least five clubs. You don’t have 
loads of points but your singleton in the 
opponents’ suit is gold dust. 

Hand 6 – Bid 2t. You are far too strong to bid 2™, 
which shows 6-9 points, and you can’t support at 
a higher level without four. Start by telling 
partner about your diamonds and if they don’t 
bid no trumps you will know that you have a fit.

Hand 7 – Bid 1´. A good general rule is that you 
shouldn’t raise on a three card suit if you have 
something better to do. Here, if partner is 4-4 in 
the majors you have nine spades and only seven 
hearts between you, so you’ll look a bit foolish if 
you play in 2™! If your hand were a little stronger 
you’d have more of a problem, as now if you 
respond 1´, partner bids two of a minor, and you 
give preference to 2™ they will not expect a nine 
count with three-card support and may well 
misjudge the hand. That is a problem hand in 
Acol, with no great answer. This hand, however, is 
weak enough that giving simple preference back 
to hearts isn’t a horrible distortion of your hand.  

Hand 8 – Bid 2´. You can’t bid 2t as you don’t 
have a strong enough hand, and if you respond 
1NT you might miss a spade fit. If partner only 
has four spades they won’t be too upset to play in 
a 4-3 fit: you have a singleton so can take some 
club ruffs with the short trumps, so it should play 
well. Don’t think that you can respond 1NT and 
then get back to spades if partner is unbalanced! 
This is technically true but if the auction proceeds 
something like 1´:1NT, 2®:2´ partner simply 
won’t expect three-card support and might 
misjudge the hand. They will play you for 
something like  

´Qx ™Jxxx tAxxxx ®xx 
not the hand you have, which is far more suitable 
for playing in spades.          r

The content of ACOLytes may occasionally differ 

from Bridge for All teaching materials produced by 

EBED, and the author may make some changes 

according to personal teaching style. Bridge for All 

teaching and practice books can be purchased from 

www.bridge-warehouse.co.uk

BRIDGE FOR ALL & ACOLYTES

Here are some slightly tougher hands. Have a think 
how you would bid them:
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David Bakhshi gives the 
answers on page 42

In each of the following hands you are sitting 
South. You are playing in a teams match with 
IMPs scoring. You should make a plan to give 

yourself the best chance of making your contract, 
even if that means giving up on the possibility of 
making overtricks.

Hand 1 
        ´  K 10 
        ™  Q 7 5 2 
        t  A K J 9 5 
        ®  10 4                
          
             
             

         
        ´  A Q 
        ™  K J 6 
        t  Q 8 3              
        ®  J 7 6 5 2

Hand 2 
        ´  – 
        ™  K 7 5 4 3 
        t  K 7 6 4 3 
        ®  Q 5 2 
             
             
             

         
        ´  K 8 6 
        ™  A Q J 8 6 2 
        t  8 
        ®  A 8 4

Hand 3 
        ´  A K 7 4 
        ™  8 5 3 
        t  A K 5 
        ®  7 4 2 
             
             
             

         
        ´  Q 6 2              
        ™  A Q 
        t  Q 7 6 3 
        ®  A 9 6 3

Hand 4 
        ´  8 7 
        ™  Q J 10 9 8 
        t  A K Q 6 4 
        ®  8 
             
             
             

         
        ´  A J 6 5 4 
        ™  A K 
        t  J                      
        ®  A K Q 5 4

You are in 3NT. West 
leads the ´5. Plan 

your play. 

You are in 3NT. West 
leads the ®K, and 

East follows with the 
®5. If you duck trick 
one East discards a 
heart on the second 
round of clubs. Plan 

your play.

You are in 6NT. West 
leads the t10. Plan 

your play.

You are in 5™ after 
West makes a pre-

emptive 3´ overcall 
and East raises to 4´. 

West leads the ´Q. 
Plan your play.

N 
W      E 

S

N 
W      E 

S

N 
W      E 

S

N 
W      E 

S

You are sitting West. What should you bid with 
each hand below on the given auction at 
matchpoint pairs? Assume love all except 
where indicated. 

 
W N E S          

2´A 3™ 
? 

A Weak 
 
 
 
 

W N E S          
1t Pass 1™ 

? 

 

 

 

W N E S          
1® 1™ 1´ 

Pass 2® Pass 2™A  
? 
A General force 

 
 
 
W N E S          

1NT 
Pass 2tA Pass 2™ 
Pass Pass 2´ 3®       
? 
A transfer 
 

W N E S          
1t 

Dble Pass 1™ 2® 
? 
 

 
 

W N E S          
1´ Pass 1NT Pass 
? 

Hand 2 
´ K J 5 
™ Q 6 4 3
t A 10 5 
® A 6 2

Hand 3 
´ 10 9 8 5 
™ A 8 
t K 10 8 4 
® 9 5 2

Hand 4 
´ Q 10 8 5 
™ A Q 10 5 
t J 8 4 3 
® 9

Hand 5 
´ Q 8 5 
™ A Q J 5 
t A  
® K Q 7 5 3

Hand 6 
´ A K Q J 4 
™ 8 6 
t K 8 4 
® Q J 3

Julian Pottage gives his answers 
on page 62

Hand 1 
´ Q 10 4 
™ A J 10 
t A 8 
® 10 9 5 3 2



https://brianbridge.net/brian/main.html
mailto:clive.goff@londonrugby.com
mailto:reservations@artingtonhotel.co.uk
https://www.ardingtonhotel.com/
mailto:brianplaysbridge@gmail.com
mailto:tours@merciantravel.co.uk
https://www.mercianbridge.co.uk/
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South plays 3NT. West leads the ´9 

                           ´  Q J 10 
                           ™  A 5 3 
                           t  9 7 6 4 
                           ®  J 7 5 
     ´   9 8 7 6 4                        ´  A 3 
     ™   Q 9 4                              ™  J 10 7 6 
     t  3                                     t  K 8 5 2 

 ®  Q 10 4 2                         ®  K 6 3 
                           ´  K 5 2 
                           ™  K 8 2 
                           t  A Q J 10 
                           ®  A 9 8 

N 
W      E 

S

Hand 2 
South plays in 3NT. 
West leads the ´5 

and East wins the ´A.

        
´  J 9 3 

        ™  K 8 7 5 
        t  7 5 2 
        ®  K 10 3 
                                
                                  

                             
          
        ´  Q 10             
        ™  A 10 2          
        t  A Q J 10       
        ®  A 8 5 2 

N 
W      E 

S

We will continue the theme of looking at 
entries – being in the right place at the 
right time. Here, I am considering the 

necessity of unblocking high cards so that you can 
place the lead where you want it to be later in the 
hand.  

Consider the following deal, played in 3NT by 
South. How should you play the hand after a spade 
lead from West, won by East’s ´A? 

Entries (unblocking)

Basic Cardplay    
click 

 
link

This deal goes to show that Count and Plan can 
encompass more than just counting tricks – it can 
also involve counting entries. It comes under the 
general heading of Planning, which is why 
experienced declarers take a considerable time 
before playing a card at trick one so they can make 
a suitable plan. Just how many contracts are 
wrecked by over-hasty play at trick one? (Rhetorical 
question. The answer is in the thousands.) 

Hand 2 is of similar ilk to the first example. If you 
understand the principles of Hand 1, you won’t go 
wrong here. West leads the ´5 against your 3NT 
contract and East plays the ace. How should you 
play the hand? 

Your initial Count and Plan reveals two hearts, a 
diamond and two clubs on top. You are going to 
make a slow spade trick for six winners, so need 
three more tricks to swell the coffers to nine. In 
effect, you need the diamond finesse to work. Do 
you have sufficient entries to the table, though? 

Suppose, with your mind on other matters, you 
were to follow to trick one with the ´10. East would 
return a spade and any West with an ounce of 
gumption would allow that to hold. Disaster would 
ensue if the following were the layout of the cards:

Your initial Count and Plan reveals two spades, 
two hearts, a diamond and a club on top. The only 
way of generating any extras is via the diamond 
finesse – put simply, either East has the tK or you 
are going down in this one. 

However, you may need to finesse diamonds 
three times, should East be inconsiderate enough to 
hold four (or even five) diamonds headed by the 
king. If so, you’d need three entries to the dummy to 
take three finesses. Where are those three entries?  

The answer is that you have a sure heart entry and 
can manufacture two spade entries, but only if you 
ditch the ´K at trick one under East’s ace. In many 
ways this is a simple hand. If you hold on to the ´K 
you’d go down in 3NT, if you throw it away you 
make the hand by crossing to the table three times 
and taking three diamond finesses. 
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South plays 3NT. West leads the ´5 

                           ´  J 9 3 
                           ™  K 8 7 5 
                           t  7 5 2 
                           ®  K 10 3 
     ´   K 8 7 5 2                        ´  A 6 4 
     ™   J 6                                   ™  Q 9 4 3 
     t  9 4                                  t  K 8 6 3 

 ®  Q 9 7 4                           ®  J 6 
                           ´  Q 10 
                           ™  A 10 2 
                           t  A Q J 10 
                           ®  A 8 5 2 

N 
W      E 

S

South plays 4™. West leads the t2 

                           ´  7 6 4 2 
                           ™  5 4 
                           t  A 10 6 5 
                           ®  10 5 3 
     ´   Q 9                                ´  J 10 8 3 
     ™   9 7 3                               ™  8 6 
     t  J 9 4 2                             t  K 8 7 

 ®  A J 8 2                            ®  K 9 6 4 
                           ´  A K 5 
                           ™  A K Q J 10 2 
                           t  Q 3 
                           ®  Q 7 

N 
W      E 

S

Hand 3 
South plays in 4™. 
West leads the t2.

        
´  7 6 4 2 

        ™  5 4 
        t  A 10 6 5 
        ®  10 5 3 
                                
                                  

                             
          
        ´  A K 5            
        ™  A K Q J 10 2 
        t  Q 3               
        ®  Q 7 

N 
W      E 

S

After a spade lead to the ace and your ten and a 
spade return won by the queen, you’d be in a nasty 
place. You can cross to dummy twice and finesse 
diamonds twice but that is not enough and you 
would suffer defeat. 

After you (correctly) unblock the ´Q at trick one, 
West has no defence after a spade return. If he ducks 
it, you’d overtake with the jack and have three 
entries for diamond finesses – if he takes his king he 
has nothing good to play at trick three. 

There are other positions where unblocking a 
high card is the only route to success. How might 
you play 4™ on the next exhibit? West leads the t2. 

Your Count and Plan reveals four probable losers 
– two clubs, a diamond and a spade. Can you do 
anything about them? 

Well, life would be easy if West had led from the 
tK, so you play low from the table at trick one, only 
to see East produce the king. What is your Plan 
now? 

You might think of playing for spades to be 3-3 
and of later overtaking the tQ to reach the last 
spade. However, a diamond return from East at 
trick two would render that plan nugatory. 

The correct play is to throw the tQ under the 
king, setting up a finesse position against West’s 
hoped-for tJ. And, given that West has led the t2 
which proclaims an honour, that is a good shot. 
Here’s the full deal: 

Ditching the tQ under the king at trick one is 
the only way to make the game. At some point in 
the hand, you must finesse the t10 and ditch a 
spade loser on the tA, making two spades, six 
hearts and two diamonds. No other play succeeds 
against best defence.           r 

Have you got it?  
Paul’s quiz is online p67

mailto:info@webbingtonhotelandspa.co.uk
https://www.webbingtonhotelandspa.co.uk/
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North       South 
                2NT 
3NT

In the last article, I talked about second hand low 
and the principles of being second to play. The 
general idea is that you shouldn’t waste your 

high cards unnecessarily and that you should play 
low unless you have a reason not to. 

Obviously, the problem of which card to play is 
significantly easier when you don’t have any good 
cards. Or so you thought… 

Let’s say you have a poor collection of cards like 
852 and declarer leads the suit. Which card should 
you play? Well, in all likelihood it doesn’t matter, but 
you may as well play low, just in case your eight 
somehow comes into the game. What about 8752? 
Well, it’s the same idea, right? You should play low, 
conserving your high cards in case they become 
useful. Or could you do something to help partner? 

Giving Count

Crocs on Defence    
click 

 
link

by Stephen Kennedy

South plays 3NT. West leads ™2 
        ´   6 4 3 
       ™   Q 7 
       t   9 3 2 
       ®   Q J 10 8 4 

                                ´  J 10 5 
                                ™  K 10 8 3  
                                t  K 8 7 

                               ®  A 5 2  

N 
W      E 

S

Partner (West) begins with the ™2 and declarer 
calls for the queen. You cover with the king and 
declarer takes it with the ace. Next, declarer places 
the ®K on the table, partner following with the ®3 
and dummy the ®4. How should you play? 

Obviously, it is tempting to take the ace and 
continue the play in hearts. Partner’s lead promised 
an honour, the jack in this case, and the tricks are 
there for the taking. But there is no rush. 

Partner’s opening lead was the ™2, promising no 
more than four cards when playing 2nd and 4th 
leads. As such, we only have four defensive tricks, 
not enough to defeat the contract. Taking our ®A 
prematurely could lead to disaster. 

Currently, declarer has no entry to the table, 
except in clubs. If you take the ®K with your ace, 
you give him that entry and the four club tricks on 
the dummy. As that will surely be enough to make 
the contract, you should hold up your ace. 

Unfortunately, you have to make the decision 
again when declarer continues with the ®7 and 
partner the ®9. 

If you hold up your Ace for another round, you 
will definitely cut declarer off from the dummy. 
Even if declarer started with three clubs, he will not 
have another entry and will only manage to score 
two club tricks, rather than four. 

But, if you duck, you give a trick away 
unnecessarily when declarer started with only two 
clubs. These are the two layouts you are considering: 

        ®  Q J 10 8 4 

® 9 3             ® A 5 2
                                 

    ®  K 7 6 

N 
W      E 

S

        ®  Q J 10 8 4 

® 9 6 3          ® A 5 2
                                 

    ®  K 7  

N 
W      E 

S

Ducking the second club is clearly right on the 
first hand, as it limits declarer to two tricks in the 
suit and only eight tricks in total. But on the second 
hand, not only does ducking twice give away a trick, 
it gives away the ninth trick. 

So what should you do? ‘Guess well’ has always 
been a favourite answer of mine, but only when I 
actually have to guess. Since I don’t like to guess, I 
like to signal with my partner. And one of my 
favourite signals is ‘count’. 

Giving count is a very easy and a very useful 
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South plays 3NT. West leads ™2 

                           ´  6 4 3 
                           ™  Q 7 
                           t  9 3 2 
                           ®  Q J 10 8 4 
     ´   9 7                                 ´  J 10 5 
     ™   J 9 5 2                             ™  K 10 8 3 
     t  Q 10 6 4                         t  K 8 7 

 ®  9 6 3                              ®  A 5 2 
                           ´  A K Q 8 2 
                           ™  A 6 4 
                           t  A J 5 
                           ®  K 7 

N 
W      E 

S

South plays 3NT. West leads ™3 

                           ´  A 10 8 7 4 
                           ™  9 7 4 
                           t  K 7 4 
                           ®  J 7 
     ´   J 5 3 2                            ´  Q 
     ™   Q 10 6 3 2                      ™  A J 8 
     t  10 6                                t  J 9 8 3 2 

 ®  K 3                                 ®  8 6 5 4 
                           ´  K 9 6 
                           ™  K 5 
                           t  A Q 5 
                           ®  A Q 10 9 2 

N 
W      E 

S

North       South 
                1® 
1´             2NT 
3NT

partnership agreement. In defence, when declarer 
plays a suit, you follow with a low card if you have 
an odd number in the suit, and you follow with a 
high card if you have an even number. So with 642 
in a suit, you would play the two, and with 6432, 
you would play the six. This information may not 
seem very helpful, but a little knowledge can go a 
long way if applied properly. 

If you can see eight cards in a suit between you 
and dummy, you can be pretty sure that partner and 
declarer have only five. So if partner follows with a 
low card, he probably started with three and 
declarer two. 

I think you can see where I’m going with this. 
Since partner followed to the first club with the ®3, 
he must have started with an odd number. This 
must be three, leaving declarer with only two. Here’s 
the full deal:

 Our correct play is to take the ace on the second 
round, trusting partner’s count signal and not 
allowing declarer any unnecessary tricks. 

And there’s that word: trust. For this to be 
worthwhile, you have to trust that partner will give 
you accurate count when it matters. And giving 
accurate count isn’t quite as easy as it may seem. 

Which card should you play from 9532? 

You could play the five and follow with the three, 
playing high-low while preserving the nine just in 
case. But what if partner needs to know your count 
straight away? Partner might mistake the five as low 
from 975, and if he’s a very good player he may try 
to use this information. It is true that the nine may 
score a trick if the stars align and declarer takes a 

very deep finesse, but in the long run it helps to be 
as clear as possible. Take a look at this hand: 

Sitting West you lead the ™3, and partner goes up 
in your estimation when he takes the trick with the 
ace. Declarer wins with the king when partner leads 
back the ™J, and we must follow suit when declarer 
places the ´6 on the table. 

As we have just learnt about giving count and the 
merits of being as clear and helpful as possible, you 
might think that the right card to play is the ´J. 
After all, if you follow feebly with the ´5, partner 
may place you with J95. But are you really going to 
play the ´J? 

If you do, partner won’t be upset that you gave 
him the wrong count; he will be upset that you gave 
declarer the contract. With the ´QJ falling in a 
single round, declarer will have five tricks in spades 
and more than enough to make 3NT. 

So where did we go wrong? We went wrong when 
we forgot second hand low (the entire focus of the 
last issue) and tried to give partner a super clear 
count signal. Giving count is a difficult thing. While 
it can be helpful, it can also be a curse. On many 
boards, the information is useless to partner and 
invaluable to declarer. And as we have seen, it can 
also cost a trick in a suit. 

My advice to you is to give count when you can’t 
see it costing. Don’t signal with a card that could 
actually be a winner. And don’t get too mad when 
partner doesn’t give you the exact right count. r 
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´  9 5 

        ™  10 9 8 
        t  Q J 9 8 2 
        ®  7 6 2 
                                
                                  

                             
          
        ´  Q J                
        ™  A K Q 6 4 3  
        t  A                  
        ®  A K Q 8 

N 
W      E 

S

A practice finesse is when you have a certain 
number of tricks guaranteed, and then take a finesse 
that will never gain you an extra trick if it wins, but 
will reduce your trick total if it fails. In some cases it 
can cost the contract. I have also heard such a play 
called the Overconfidence Coup. You might think it 
is the sort of mistake that a weak player would make 
– failing properly to count his winners and losers. 
Have a look at this example:

DAVID W (Seattle) wants to know what a ‘practice 
finesse’ is.

MARTIN C (Dortmund) says he heard someone 
say ‘walking the dog’. He wants to know if it really 
is a bridge expression and, if so, what does it 
mean.

It describes what was a well-known rubber bridge 
manoeuvre back in the day. The plan was to 
underbid your hand a couple of times so that, when 
you finally reached the level to which you always 
aspired, you would be doubled. A sort of reverse 
psyche, if you like, feigning weakness rather than 
strength. The expression is rarely heard now, and 
the technique is rarely used – not surprisingly, it 
doesn’t work often enough. The most famous 
walking-the-dog story dates from the '60s, and tells 
of John Collings passing first in hand with ten solid 
hearts and three singletons. The deal was thrown in 
and Collings asked his partner what he had held. ‘A 
flat hand,’ came the reply. ‘Just three bare aces.’ The 
Americans have their own version of this story. In 
theirs the player is Bobby Nail, and the suit is 
spades. 

I have failed to find the expression in a bridge 
book or bridge column. I did discover that 
Gershwin wrote a clarinet piece called Walking the 
Dog, used in the 1937 Fred Astaire film Shall We 

Ask Simon 2021

Bridge with a Twist                 by Simon Cochemé

click 
 

link

silly way of getting a bottom at pairs. As it was, the 
board was flat in 450. 

The reason this deal is particularly notable is that 
the declarer was Italy’s Lorenzo Lauria, partnering 
Benito Garozzo in the final of the 1979 Bermuda 
Bowl against the USA. The USA won by 5 IMPs over 
192 boards. 

KING FOR COUNT 
By the way: King for Count is a method of 

defensive signalling that is widely used in England 
but far from standard in the United States. And yet 
just the other day I heard an American claim it as 
theirs, invented by someone called Colonel Sanders. 
‘Y’all heard of KFC?’ I was asked. ‘What do you 
think it stands for?’

South was declarer in 4™, and West led the ®J. 
Declarer drew trumps in two rounds and cashed a 
second top club, dropping the 10 on his left. Then 
he crossed to dummy with a trump and successfully 
finessed the ®8. No doubt he chalked up his 
winning play to the Principle of Restricted Choice, 
which told him that East was twice as likely as West 
to hold the ®9. Declarer could now discard a spade 
from dummy on his master club, but he no longer 
had a trump left in dummy with which to ruff a 
spade. What you or I would have done is draw two 
rounds of trumps and cash the top clubs and, 
finding them breaking 4-2, ruff our club loser in 
dummy. The practice finesse in clubs didn’t put the 
contract at risk, but it would have been a silly way to 
waste an IMP – and would have been an extremely 
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r

PETER B (Southbank, London) has written to me 
about typos in emails. He tells me that he 
eventually plucked up enough courage to ask an 
attractive young widow at the club for a game. He 
sent a confirmatory email and received the reply: 
‘I look forward to laying with you. In the dairy.’ 

I think there are two possibilities, Peter. Either she 
lives on a farm, in which case please let us know 
how you got on. Or, and I think this is more likely, 
she is what is known as a qwerty-flirty, making 
provocative comments that can be dismissed as 
typos if challenged. I suggest you respond by saying 
that you think you should practice your bedding, 
and that you never like to miss a laydown dame. You 
could throw in ‘tummy reversal’ as well, if you like.

Email your best efforts from Talking of Dogs to lou@ebu.co.uk

SEND US A DOGGIE JOKE

Dance.  And it was also the title of a song written 

and performed in 1963 by one-hit-wonder Rufus 

Thomas. Or two-hit-wonder, if you insist on 

counting The Funky Chicken.  

TALKING OF DOGS 
Talking of dogs, I have a selection of excellent 

bridge/dog jokes. I don’t have enough space to give 

them to you in full, so you can write your own 

introductions for these punch-lines: 

DHe said ‘It must be my lead.’ 

D ‘Spayed and he can’t make it.’ 

DHe waved his hands in the air and cried ‘Paws.’ 

D‘I’ll tell you how you should have played it – ruff, 

ruff.’

mailto:enquires@pianola.net
https://www.pianola.net/
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          West          North     East           South 
          1™              1´           2™             2´ 
          3™              3´           4™             4´ 
          Dble

Sacrificing at the five-level

Traps for the unwary                by Michael Byrneby Michael Byrne

Last issue we looked at competing beyond 
game, bidding 4´ over 4™ in the hope that 
one of the two contracts might make. 

This time we are going to go further, and look at 
contracts where you expect to go down but hope to 
show a profit  – welcome to the world of sacrificing. 

A sacrifice contract is one that is bid with the 
expectancy of going down – something that is 
complete anathema to the average beginner, who 
intrinsically feels that every time they buy the hand 
they should at least have a fighting chance of getting 
their target. 

However, a shrewd knowledge of the scoring table 
quickly makes you realise that you can’t afford to 
play safe and wait until it is ‘your turn’ to play the 
hand – you need to play an active role in 
competitive auctions and fight for every point you 
can get. 

The ultimate aim of a sacrifice contract is to 
improve on the result you would have got by 
passing. The difference between -500 and -620 is big 
enough to make a reasonable difference at teams 
and a huge difference at pairs. Throw in the off 
chance that your opponents might fail to double 
you (and even drop a trick) to score -100, or even 
better push them to the five level and have them fail 
for +100 and you have a real incentive to get busy. 

What do you need to look for when you actively 
make a sacrifice? 

The key thing (as ever) is to have a big fit. You 
want to have at least nine trumps, normally ten (or 
more if you are at the five level) as this will ensure 
that, not only do you minimise your losses, but that 
their contract was making as well. 

The worst sort of sacrifice to make is one where 
the opponents aren’t actually making their game 
contract – this is called a phantom sacrifice 
(although partners normally have a few more 
colourful expressions for it). To avoid this you must 
be very careful that you don’t sacrifice when you 

hold defensive values, which are: 

DPoints in the opponents’ suits, particularly length 
headed by an honour K9xx, Q10x etc 

DPoints in short suits 

DHoldings that will be useless in attack but strong 
in defence (such as singleton kings) 

The other criterion which is of huge importance  
is the vulnerability. No surprises here, the best time 
to save is when you are non vulnerable and they are 
vulnerable. They would score +620 for game and 
you can afford to go three down doubled for -500 
and still show a profit. 

Love All is next best as one off doubled (-100) is 
better than any contract they can make and two off 
(-300) is better than any game their way.  Game All 
is similar, one or two off (doubled) beats game -200 
or -500, three off is too many. 

And finally when you are vulnerable against not 
you simply should not sacrifice at all. You can only 
afford to go one down, and if it is that close you 
should only be bidding it if you think you will have 
a chance of making. 

KEEP A POKER FACE 
Note that when you make a sacrifice bid you 

should try and do so in as few bids as possible, and 
as quickly as possible. Don’t sit there shaking your 
head and quivering in your seat before gingerly 
checking the vulnerability, sighing and reaching for 
the 5® card. You might as well have a neon sign 
above your head saying ‘please double me’. Part of 
the skill of a sacrifice is to look like a person that 
thinks they are going to make their contract. 

Let’s look at an auction like this. You are sitting 
North-South: 

click 
 

link
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Hand 1 Hand 2 
´ A 4 3 ´ J 10 7 3  
™ 2 ™ A 2 
t J 8 7 4 3 t 7 6 5 
® K 10 5 4 ® Q 9 5 4 

Hand 3 Hand 4 
´ J 3 2 ´ 2 
™ 8 7 ™ 5 4 
t K 7 4 3 t K Q 7 4 
® Q J 7 5 ® Q J 10 7 4 3 

          West          North     East           South 
          1´              2t           3´              ?

This will get a bad score no matter how many 
tricks in hearts they were making. You have pushed 
them into game and then told them you are saving! 
It is never right to save against contracts you tip the 
opponents into as, in order for your save to show a 
profit, you need enough of the field to be bidding 
and making game as possible. 

Armed with all of that, how do you judge the 
hands below?  You are sitting South and the 
vulnerability is going to be an unexciting Love All so 
as not to tip you in either direction. 

Hand 1 is perfect for a bid of 5t, although this 
might turn out to be making rather than a 
sacrifice. It is overwhelmingly likely that partner 
has a singleton spade, and since he is marked with 
some heart length (since we hold a singleton, and 
neither opponent has bid the suit) he will have six 
diamonds. (Not withstanding that a two-level 
overcall should have six cards anyway, 1453 or 
1354 would always double 1´). 

There is a danger that we will lose two clubs and 
a top card in one of the red suits but they are 
likely to make 4´. It’s unlikely partner will find 
the heart lead to give us our ruff. 

Hand 2 should Pass. Don’t raise diamonds which 
would give partner the chance to go wrong. If 3´ 
is passed round to partner he will be able to 
protect if he has a void spade (not so unlikely 
given our holding) so we will still be able to 
compete. 

The trouble with bidding 4t is not that it will go 
for a penalty but that when they raise to 4´ 
partner will sometimes take the push by bidding 
5t, a contract you know will have no chance. 
Given that you hold two certain defence tricks 

and chances for a third you must keep your 
powder dry. 

Hand 3 is well worth a raise to 4t, since there are 
signs of it being a double fit. (The opponents 
probably have nine spades and unless partner has 
four hearts they have an eight-card fit there too.) 

It would be a bit hasty to jump to 5t given that 
you hold a flat hand: you should give partner the 
option and then respect his decision. If he holds 
a bit of extra shape 

´– ™AQxx tAQxxxx ®10xx  

he can bid on. If not he will take his chances 
against 4´ (which they are likely, if not certain,  
to bid next). 

Hand 4 should bid 5t. You have no defensive tricks 
at all and 5t can hardly lose more than four 
tricks. Even if partner has no top cards in the 
majors he is favourite to hold a singleton club as 
we hold so many and have a singleton spade. 

The strong trumps may bounce the opponents 
into 5´. If nothing else, you have more chance of 
beating this than 4´.    

Sacrificing is a risky strategy but if you know 
what you are doing and look out for the clues you 
will be a big winner in the long run.                  r

Try the online quiz, page 68

SACRIFICING AT A HIGH LEVEL 
DO: 

Dconsider a sacrifice when you are certain the 
opponents are making their game and you hold 
good playing strength that will minimise your 
losses. 

Dbid your sacrifice contract as quickly as you can 
both in time and bids taken. The more 
confidence you project the more likely it is the 
opponents will be convinced and bid on. 

DON’T: 
D sacrifice if you hold length in the opponents’ 

suit, or soft holdings in their side suits, as you 
will find it combines with partner’s values to 
defeat their potential game. 

D sacrifice unless the opponents have had a 
sensible auction to game that suggests everyone 
will be in it. If you push them into a dicey 
contract take your chances on defence instead.
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Love All. Dealer South. 
                           ´  Q J 10 6 4 
                           ™ A 6 
                           t K 8 7 
                           ® J 5 4 
    ´  9 2                                   ´  7 5 3 
   ™  J 7 4 2                               ™  10 9 8 5 3 
   t  Q J 10                               t  6 5 

®  K 10 9 2                           ®  A Q 8 
                           ´  A K 8 
                           ™ K Q 
                           t A 9 4 3 2 
                           ® 7 6 3 

The Headmaster was less than enthralled to 
hear that the Reverend Benson would be 
deserting him for a few weeks, in favour of  

his wife, Elsie. 

‘I’m sure you won’t mind partnering one of the 
other masters,’ Benson declared. ‘It’s not as if you’re 
a great admirer of my play.’ 

‘I can hardly split up some established 
partnership, just to suit my own convenience,’ the 
Headmaster retorted. ‘I’ll have to play with Norma. 
We managed well enough in the past.’ 

Round 3 of the Thursday duplicate saw the 
Doultons facing Bertie Bellis and Percy Cutforth. 
‘How excellent to see you again, Norma!’ exclaimed 
Bertie Bellis. ‘You’re looking very well.’ 

‘That’s kind of you,’ replied Norma Doulton, who 
received few compliments of any sort from her 
husband. ‘Come on, Alfred. Let’s see how we do 
against these experts.’ This was the deal before them: 

N 
W      E 

S

  West         North             East           South 
  Percy          The                 Bertie         Norma 
  Cutforth     Headmaster     Bellis           Doulton 
                                                           1NT 
  Pass           2™A                 Pass           2´ 
  Pass           3NT                Pass           4´ 
  All Pass

Norma Doulton’s Return

Bridge Fiction                            by David Bird

The Headmaster used a transfer sequence to offer 
a choice of games. Norma Doulton chose to play in 
spades and regretted her decision when the tQ was 
led and dummy went down. Still, at least she had 
been spared a club lead. What chance was there? 
‘Play the seven, please,’ she said. 

Bertie Bellis followed with a discouraging t5 and 
Norma Doulton followed impassively with the t4.  

Noting that two spot cards were missing below his 
partner’s t5 signal, Percy Cutforth continued with 
the tJ. He could hardly believe it when the tK won 
the trick, his partner following with the t6. Norma 
Doulton drew trumps in three rounds and cashed 
three more diamond tricks, throwing two clubs from 
the dummy. ‘Just the eleven,’ she said. 

Bertie Bellis could not hold back from laughing 
openly. ‘What a great play!’ he exclaimed. ‘I don’t 
know how you’re meant to read that one, Percy.’ 

Cutforth shrugged his shoulders. ‘Norma played it 
well,’ he observed. ‘If she wins and sets up the 
diamonds later, a club switch would be obvious.’ 

The Headmaster’s wife seemed to think nothing of 
the play, pushing her cards back into the board. ‘3NT 
is a better spot,’ she said. ‘It was difficult for me to 
judge.’    

Later in the session, the two husband-and-wife 
partnerships faced each other. 

The Reverend Benson was in good spirits. ‘We’re 
doing quite well,’ he said. ‘Elsie bids very 
adventurously by our standards, Headmaster. She 
made a slam against Bertie and Percy, a few rounds 
ago.’ 

Elsie Benson leaned forward, assuming a 
sympathetic expression. ‘How are you doing, 
Norma?’ she enquired. 

‘No need to worry,’ came the reply. ‘Two or three 
tops over, I make it.’ 

This was the next board:

click 
 

link
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N/S Game. Dealer East. 
                           ´  A 10 6 3 
                           ™ K 9 8 4 
                           t A 9 6 
                           ® 7 4 
    ´  –                                       ´  K Q J 9 7 
   ™  J 6 3                                  ™  5 
   t  10 8 5 3                            t  Q J 7 2 

®  J 10 9 6 3 2                       ®  K Q 8 
                           ´  8 5 4 2 
                           ™ A Q 10 7 2 
                           t K 4 
                           ® A 5 

N 
W      E 

S

                           ´  A 10 6 3 
                           ™ 9 
                           t – 
                           ® 7 

    ´  –                                       ´  K Q J 9 
   ™  –                                       ™  – 
   t  10                                     t  – 

®  10 9 6 3 2                         ®  K Q 

                           ´  8 5 4 2 
                           ™ 10 
                           t – 
                           ® 5 

N 
W      E 

S

  West         North             East           South 
  Elsie           The                 Reverend    Norma 
  Benson       Headmaster     Benson       Doulton 
                                         1´              2™ 
  Pass           4™                  All Pass

Contrary to appearances, Norma Doulton was 
also an intrepid bidder. She hazarded a vulnerable 
overcall at the two level, emerging unscathed when 
her partner had a good fit and raised to game. Elsie 
Benson led the ®J and down went the dummy. 
‘Three good cards for you,’ observed the 
Headmaster. 

‘Yes, indeed,’ his wife replied, winning with the 
®A. Spades were obviously 5-0. How could she 
avoid three spade losers in addition to the club 
loser? 

Norma Doulton drew trumps in three rounds. 
She continued with the king and ace of diamonds, 
followed by a diamond ruff to eliminate the suit. 
These cards were still in play: 

When declarer exited with a club, the Reverend 
Benson won and returned the ´K. West discarded a 

club and the Headmaster reached for dummy’s ´A. 
‘No, no, play low,’ said his wife. 

Benson continued with the ´Q and again declarer 
played low from the dummy. She then faced her 
remaining cards. ‘It makes no difference, Charlie,’ 
she said. ‘Another spade is into dummy’s tenace and 
anything else gives a ruff-and-discard.’ 

Elsie Benson smiled happily at Norma. ‘I don’t 
expect Alfred is accustomed to such good cardplay 
from his partner,’ she said. ‘It makes no difference, 
of course, if Charlie unblocks a club honour at trick 
one. If I win the club exit, I’d have to give a ruff-
and-discard.’ 

The Reverend Benson blinked, struggling to recall 
what the club position had been.  

‘You and I must have a game together some time, 
Norma,’ Elsie Benson continued. ‘What a 
combination that would be!’        r

LICENSED BRIDGE  

WHEN you see the ‘LB’ sign in an ad vert  isement in 

the magazine, it means that: 

• The organisers of the holiday have applied for, and 

received, a licence from the EBU. 

• They may choose to give Master Points in accordance 

with EBU scales. 

• These Master Points will be accepted and added to 

player records. 

• The bridge will be played in line with EBU regulations 

and bye-laws, thus affording all players the protection of 

playing within the jurisdiction of the EBU. 

All county events advertised have an EBU licence. 

NOTE: Members playing in events licensed by another 

National Bridge Organisation will not be able to have 

Master Points credited to their records save for events in 

Wales, Scotland, Northern Ireland, Republic of Ireland, New 

Zealand and Australia. The conversion of Green Points to 

Gold Points will only happen at English events, the BGB 

Gold Cup and Home Internationals.
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Please take part – you have a good chance of 
winning! Sending an email is easy peasy - but 
don’t forget two answers - teams and pairs. 
lou@ebu.co.uk

A twin-pack of Piatnik playing cards is the prize on 
offer. For information on Piatnik cards visit 
www.gibsonsgames.co.uk/collections/all-cards 

There are TWO categories in our competi tion: up 
to and including Master, and those with higher 
ranking. Please indicate the category for which you 
are entering with your answers. In the event of a tie, 
the winner from each category will be randomly 
selected. The editor’s decision is final.   

Entries to the Editor, Leads Quiz, 
Raggett House, Bowdens, Langport, Somerset, 

TA10 0DD 
or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk  

by 30 June 2021. 
Please make sure you include your full postal 
address AND rank even if entering by e-mail 

TWO answers - Teams & PairsOpening leads are often subjective and 
virtual ly any opening lead can be successful 
some of the time. However, bridge is in 

many ways a game of percentages and there fore 
certain leads will gain more often than others. In 
each issue you will be given three hands and the 
bidding on each, and you are asked to choose your 
opening leads in both teams and pairs from those 
proposed by our Quizmaster. Answers will be in the 
next issue. In each problem you are on lead as West. 

What a delightful collection to lead from on this 
auction! I have ruled out a spade for you so . . . 
Choose from: (a) ™A; (b) ™7; (c)t3; (d) ®4

  Hand 1 
 ´   K 6 5 
 ™   A J 7 
 t   10 9 7 3 
 ®   K J 4 

         South       West       North    East 
         1´            Pass         2t         Pass 
         2´            Pass         3™          Pass 
         3NT          All Pass

Choose from: (a) ´7; (b) ™6; (c) t7; (d) ®9/6

  Hand 3 
 ´   7 
 ™   J 8 7 6 4 
 t   J 9 7 
 ®   J 9 8 6 

HHHHH

by Alan Mould

ANSWERS TO FEBRUARY’S QUIZ: Page 44

SEND IN YOUR ENTRY!

Choose from: (a) ´A; (b) a heart; (c) a diamond; (d) ®4

  Hand 2 
 ´   A J 8 4 
 ™   8 4 
 t   10 7 6 
 ®   K 8 7 4 

         South       West       North    East 
                                        1NT1      Pass 
         2™2           Pass         2´          Pass 
         3™            Pass         4™          All Pass 
 1 15-17; 2 transfer

         South       West       North    East 
         1´            Pass         2NT1      Pass 
         3™2           Pass         4t3        Pass 
         4´            Pass         4NT4      Pass 
         5®5           Pass         5´          All Pass 
 1 Game-forcing spade raise; 2 Shortage;  
 3 Cue bid; 4 RKCB; 5 1 or 4 keycards

HHHHH



Beat Today’s Experts 

These hands are all from modern events 
and David Bird points to some useful lessons 
to be learned from them. Bid them with 
your partner and then see how your efforts 
compare with the experts’ bidding. 

MAY 2021 
WEST HANDS 

(IMP scoring on every deal) 

  1.  E/W Game                ´  8 5 
       Dealer North             ™  A K Q 10 
                                        t  J 7 3 
       (Hoftaniska)               ®  A K 4 2 
   * North passes, then bids 2t if possible 
 
   2.  N/S Game                ´  K 8 4 
       Dealer East                ™  A J 5 
                                        t  A 9 6 5 3 
       (Padon)                     ®  K 9 
   * South bids 2™ 
 
   3.  N/S Game                 ´  A K Q 10  
       Dealer East                ™  A J 8 3 
                                        t  4 2 
       (Fitzgibbon)               ®  A K 9 
 
   4.  E/W Game                ´  K Q 6 
       Dealer East                ™  A J 
                                        t  K J 7 
       (Bakhshi)                   ®  A K 9 5 4 
 
   5.  Game All                   ´  K J 10 5 2 
       Dealer West               ™  J 8 3 
                                        t  K Q 2 
       (Townsend)                ®  K Q 
 
   6.  Love All                    ´  A J 10 9 8 
       Dealer South             ™  A K 9 8 
                                        t  K 10 
       (Padon)                     ®  K Q 

 * South bids 2™ 

    Did you beat the experts? – Page 33

Beat Today’s Experts 

These hands are all from modern events 
and David Bird points to some useful lessons 
to be learned from them. Bid them with 
your partner and then see how your efforts 
compare with the experts’ bidding. 

MAY 2021 
EAST HANDS 

(IMP scoring on every deal) 

  1.  E/W Game                ´  A J 10 9 4 
       Dealer North             ™  J 6 
                                        t  A 
       (Townsend)                ®  Q 10 8 7 6 
   * North passes, then bids 2t if possible 
 
   2.  N/S Game                ´  Q 7 3 
       Dealer East                ™  9 8 4 
                                        t  K Q 8 
       (Bakhshi)                   ®  Q J 7 3 
   * South bids 2™ 
 
   3.  N/S Game                 ´  4  
       Dealer East                ™  10 6 4 
                                        t  10 6 
       (Mesbur)                    ®  Q J 10 7 5 4 3 
 
   4.  E/W Game                ´  A J 7 3 2 
       Dealer East                ™  10 8 2 
                                        t  A 
       (Padon)                     ®  J 7 6 2 
 
   5.  Game All                   ´  A 4 
       Dealer West               ™  A 7 6 
                                        t  A 10 9 6 5 
       (Hoftaniska)               ®  A 8 2 
 
   6.  Love All                    ´  Q 5 3 
       Dealer South             ™  10 7 
                                        t  A Q 9 4 
       (Bakhshi)                   ®  A 8 7 6 

 * South bids 2™ 

    Did you beat the experts? – Page 33
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South plays in 3NT. West leads the t9 

                           ´  Q 
                           ™  K 10 8 
                           t  A K 4 2 
                           ®  K 8 6 4 2 
     ´   8 6 5 4                           ´  A K J 
     ™   9 6 4                               ™  J 7 3 2 
     t  J 9 8                                t  10 7 6 

 ®  A Q 9                              ®  J 10 5 
                           ´  10 9 7 3 2 
                           ™  A Q 5 
                           t  Q 5 3 
                           ®  7 3 

N 
W      E 

S

West         North           East       South 
                1®                Pass        1´ 
Pass           2t                Pass        3NT 
All Pass

Teams: N/S Game. Dealer North. 

                      ´   Q 
                      ™  K 10 8 
                      t  A K 4 2 
                      ®  K 8 6 4 2 

  ´ 8 6 5 4 
  ™ 9 6 4            
  t J 9 8 
  ®A Q 9           

N 
W      E 

S

Card counting

Sleuth’s Quiz                            by Ron Klinger

click 
 

link

West leads the t9: 2–6 (natural count)–Q 

What do you know from East’s t6? 

Playing natural count, the t6 is consistent with 

t65, t63, t1076 or a singleton. 

South plays the  

®7: 9–K–5 (natural count) and the ®2: 10–3–A.  

What did you know from East’s ®5? 

Playing count, East could have ®53, ®1075, ®J75 

or ®J105. 

Which holding was it? 

When East played the ®10 on the second club, 

East began with ®J105. 

You continue with the tJ: A–7–3.   

What is the diamond layout? 

East played the t6, then the t7. That means East 

began with t1076 and South with tQ53. 

Declarer plays the ®4: J–´2–®Q. 

What next?

The deal comes from the national finals of a 

Seniors’ Teams and a Women’s Teams: 

In the Seniors’ final, after the auction and early 
play given, West returned a third diamond and 
South claimed ten tricks, +630. A spade switch at 
trick four or at trick six would defeat 3NT.  

How can West tell?  

After trick five, West knows declarer has four 
diamond tricks and three clubs. If South also has 
the ™A, that makes nine tricks. Given the jump to 
3NT, South figures to be strong in hearts, the unbid 
suit and you will not be able to collect three tricks 
there. That leaves only spades.  

West also knows that South began with two rag 
clubs. Why is declarer tackling clubs? If South had 
decent spades, that would be the suit to establish. It 
all points to a spade shift. 

East could have been more helpful, of course. 
After t6 (natural count) on trick one, East could 
have played the t10 as suit preference on the 
second diamond. After the ®5, natural count, on 
the first club, East could/should have played the ®J 
as suit preference on the second club.           Cont/p25
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N/S Game. Dealer South. 

                       ´  10 8 5 
                       ™  10 9 8 4 
                       t  J 6 
                       ®  K Q 4 3 
    ´  K 6 2           
    ™  7                  
    t  K 9 7 4 3 

®  A J 7 2          

N 
W      E 

S

South in 4´. West led the ™7. 

                       ´  10 8 5 
                       ™  10 9 8 4 
                       t  J 6 
                       ®  K Q 4 3 
    ´  K 6 2           
    ™  7                  
    t  K 9 7 4 3 

®  A J 7 2          

N 
W      E 

S

Clever play

Heather’s Hints                      by Heather Dhondy

click 
 

link

Playing teams, South opens one spade and 
West passes. What call do you make with the 
North cards? 

         West        North     East       South 
                                                     1´ 
         Pass          2´           Pass        4´ 
         All Pass     

Your choices are between 1NT and 2´. When 
partner opens 1´ they will have either five or more 
spades, or a strong balanced hand. When you have a 
potential ruffing value, like the doubleton diamond 
here, you are better off raising spades than bidding 
1NT. If partner has five spades, you will have found 
a fit. If partner has only four spades and a strong 
balanced hand there could be a problem in 
diamonds for no trumps. If partner has length in 
diamonds, your doubleton can be useful for taking 
ruffs in the short trump hand.  

Knowing that partner may have raised with three-
card support, the South hand needs a five-card or 
longer suit to raise directly to game or to make a 
trial bid. With game invitational values, or game-
forcing values and a four-card suit, opener would 
rebid 2NT or 3NT. In this instance your 2´ is raised 
to 4´ which ends the auction.  

As West you lead your singleton heart. Dummy’s 
eight is covered by partner’s queen and declarer’s 

ace. A club is led towards dummy, which you win, 
partner following with the ten. How do you defend? 
This is where you have got to: 

What do you make of this play? It appears as 
though declarer is attempting to get to dummy. 
Partner’s signal suggests an even number which 
means that declarer might well have begun with a 
singleton club and will be struggling. Given that you 
do not want to play clubs, and leading trumps looks 
like it can only help declarer, you must risk a 
diamond.  

Leading a diamond is not as dangerous as it 
appears, since any diamond losers in declarer’s hand 
are going to be discarded on the clubs in due course. 
On the other hand, if partner has the ace or the 
queen-ten you will be able to get to their hand in 
time to collect a heart ruff. You need to lead low, 
since declarer can duck your king. When declarer 
plays low from table East inserts the 10 which is 
taken by declarer’s ace. The full deal is shown 
overleaf. 

When your partner plays the ten, you have 
established an entry to get a heart ruff, and declarer 
has no way to make the contract. Playing trumps 
from hand will result in losing two trumps, a 
diamond and a club. If a second diamond is led, 
partner will win and give you a heart ruff.
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North       South 
1t            1´ 
2®            2t 
All Pass

At the other table North-South bid as follows: 

This made eleven tricks, +150 but –10 IMPs. 

In the Women’s final, the contracts were 2´ by 
South for +110 and 1NT by North for +180 and  
+2 IMPs.               r

Cont/ from p23Sleuth’s Quiz

 South plays 4´. West led the ™7 

                           ´  10 8 5 
                           ™  10 9 8 4 
                           t  J 6 
                           ®  K Q 4 3 

     ´   K 6 2                              ´  Q 9 
     ™   7                                     ™  Q 5 3 2 
     t  K 9 7 4 3                        t  Q 10 2 

 ®  A J 7 2                            ®  10 9 8 5 

                           ´  A J 7 4 3 
                           ™  A K J 6 
                           t  A 8 5 
                           ®  6 

 HEATHER’S HINTS 

DWhen responding to partner’s 1™ or 1´ 
opening, it is acceptable to raise to the two level 
with three-card support. If you raise to the 
three level that guarantees four-card support. 
Raise to two with three-card support when you 
have a small doubleton, or a singleton or void 
in another suit, and are lacking the strength to 
mention a different suit at the two level. 

DWhen defending, try to get into the mind of 
declarer and work out their plan, or perhaps 
their problem. Declarer’s problem on this hand 
was that entries to dummy were scarce, so the 
plan was to establish one or two club tricks for 
when, and if, dummy could be accessed. Here 
your plan should be to deny that access to 
dummy.              r

N 
W      E 

S
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West        East 
               1´ 
2NT         3™ 
3NT         4t 
4™           4´ 
4NT         5´ 
6´            All Pass

´ K 5 3 2 ´ A Q 10 6 4 
™ A 5 ™ K Q 6 2 
t K J 5 t A 8 6 
® Q 7 5 2 ® 4

N 
W      E 

S

C
hris Jagger continues his series on 
playing Acol at the very highest level and 
lays bare his system card. 

 
A 2NT RESPONSE TO 1™ OR 1´ SHOWS A 

GAME FORCING HAND WITH AT LEAST  
FOUR-CARD TRUMP SUPPORT 

If you take a walk down the corridors of the Premier 
League, or indeed the World Championships, you 
will find a lot of different systems in operation. One 
area though that many people agree on is the use of 
2NT over one of a major to show a game forcing 
hand with at least four-card support.  

There are a few reasons for this:  

DThese hands are difficult to show in Acol. 
Without a convention, you would either simply 
have to raise to game, which could easily miss a 
slam and leave you with little room to investigate, 
or you start off with another suit, and hope that 
later on everything becomes clear.  

DYou need fewer points for slam with a good fit, so 
it is useful to be able to show that fit immediately 
and then investigate a potential slam.  

D If you have a large fit then opponents may well 
enter the fray, and the sooner you have described 
your fit the better. 

Instead, some people play 3NT as a balanced raise 
with four trumps, or use four of a minor in some 
way, but really this leaves you very little room to try 
to describe the hands and investigate slam.  

Jacoby is usually played in conjunction with some 
sort of splinter raises (thus for example, 1´-4® 
would show a game going hand with a shortage in 
clubs), with the option to differentiate between 
singletons and voids, but we shall not dwell on these 
here. For many people hands that are ‘too strong’ for 
a splinter would start with a Jacoby raise, as well as 
game forcing hands without a singleton.  

There is no absolutely standard way of continuing 
after Jacoby, but we give a reasonably common 

Jacoby 2NT

AAccooll  UUnnvveeiilleedd                           by Chris Jagger

method which would be suitable for any aspiring 
player. It is close to what we play (though as you 
might guess we have added some complexity). Note 
that we play a weak no trump range – for those 
playing a strong no trump some of  the point ranges 
would need tweaking. 

OVERVIEW OF OUR JACOBY METHOD 
The following applies after 1´-2NT:  

3® = Minimum hands up to about 14 points.  

3t = Any balanced hand or semi-balanced hand (ie 
no singleton), with 15+ points.  

3™/3´/3NT = Extra values (15+ points) with 
singleton (or void) in clubs/diamonds/hearts.  

4®/4t/4™ = Showing voids, with a decent 
minimum (but usually not much stronger).  

4´ = Bad hand, 5·3·3·2 shape, 11-12 points with 
poor cards.  

After a 1™ opening, exactly the same method 
applies, except that you clearly cannot bid 4´ to 
show the bad hand (as it would commit you to 5™), 
so you have to content yourself with bidding 3® on 
this hand. Let us consider a hand: 

click 
 

link

The auction starts easily, the 2NT showing a game 
forcing raise, and 3™ being extra values and a 
singleton club. After this you really don’t need any 
further artificiality, though I suggest one useful 
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West        East 
               1´ 
2NT         3® 
3t           3™ 
3´            4t 
4NT         5´ 
5NT         6t 
7t           All Pass

West        East 
               1´ 
2NT         3® 
3™/3´/3NT

´ K 7 6 4 ´ A Q 10 5 3 
™ K 7 2 ™ A 5 
t A Q J 6 t K 8 5 4 
® A 4 ® 5 3

N 
W      E 

S

addition is to use 3NT at any point in the auction to 
show a hand that isn’t absolutely minimum but 
doesn’t have a lot to spare (what is known as a ‘non-
serious slam try’). Here with 11 points working, it is 
a good description of West’s hand. The slam is 
reached after a couple of cue bids and RKCB. In all 
honesty, predicting auctions is a difficult matter, but 
it must be easier to bid slams having shown the fit 
and with opener having shown extra values and the 
shortage in clubs all by the level of 3™. 

BIDDING AFTER OPENER SHOWS A MINIMUM 
After 3®, much of the time responder may just 

bid game, and should be careful to avoid giving 
away opener’s hand if there is only a remote 
possibility of slam (in fact, as well as giving away 
partner’s hand, it may allow opponents to make 
lead-directing doubles).  

However, if responder is interested in slam they 
can either ask about opener’s hand with 3t, or 
show their own shortages using higher bids.  

1´-2NT-3®–3t (asking bid): 

3™ = Hand with no singleton (then 3´ asks, 3NT 
shows a 5·3·3·2 shape, four level bids show 5-4 or 
6-3 hands, showing secondary length in clubs/ 
diamonds/hearts respectively).  

3´/3NT/4® = Club/diamond/heart shortages 
(bidding shortages up the line, rather than, say, 
using 4® to show the club shortage. Note that 
there is no general agreement among players as to 
which way round you should show the 
shortages).  

4t/4™/4´ = Club/diamond/heart voids (sub-
minimum strength as otherwise you would have 
shown the hand directly over 2NT). 

I have long dreamed of having a sequence like this, 
and in truth your chances are low! By the time 4t is 
bid, opener is known to have a minimum hand, no 
singleton, and either 6-3 or 5-4 in spades and 
diamonds (and so a doubleton in the other two 
suits). Responder can then use whatever version of 
ace asking bids they play to find out that partner has 
the key cards and the king of diamonds, and then 
offers 7t, knowing that this should provide the 
13th trick if partner has the 5·4·2·2 shape, expecting 
partner to convert to 7´ with the 6·2·3·2 shape. 

[Note here the value of playing 6t as specifically 
showing the king of diamonds, which allows you to 
confidently bid the grand slam, as opposed to just 
showing one side suit king, which could be the king 
of clubs and leave you in a rather perilous spot. 
However, that is a subject for another day.] 

Alternatively, if responder has a hand too strong 
for a first-round splinter, instead of enquiring with 
3t they can show the shortage as follows: 

West is showing a 
singleton 
club/diamond/heart

West        East 
               1´ 
2NT         3® 
4®/4t/4™

West is showing a void 
club/diamond/heart

Note that the bidding is very similar after a 1™ 
opening, although jumping to game in hearts is 
simply to play, so a hand with the spade void has to 
show itself as a singleton.  

After these bids it is largely as you would expect, 
with 3NT (if available) being used to show a ‘non-
serious slam try’, as described above. That is, a hand 
which isn’t completely slam unsuitable, but is not a 
great hand either, and allows partner the room to 
go on if they choose.  

SPLINTER SYSTEM 
Any system has to be integrated, so your Jacoby 

will depend on what splinters you play. Avid readers 
may recall that in our methods we have ways to 
show weaker and better splinters (but not 15+ 
splinters), as well as show voids, though we do not 
have a direct way to show a game raise with a club 
void. Thus all our club void hands have to go 
through 2NT.  Because of that we actually modify 
the above responses to fit in those club void hands. 

Cont/. . .
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BIDDING AFTER SHOWING BALANCED HANDS 
Finally, how do you continue after the balanced 

or semi-balanced opening hands with 15-19 points, 
which rebid 3t over the Jacoby raise?  

1´-2NT-3t (extras, no shortage)-3™ = Asking bid 
(with responses as above to 1´-2NT-3®-3t-3™-
3´ except that all bids are one step lower, so, for 
example, 3NT shows 6-3 or 5-4 with a secondary 
club holding). 

1´-2NT-3t-3´/3NT/4® = 15+ points, shortages in 
clubs/diamonds/hearts. 

1´-2NT-3t-4t/4™ = 13+ points, void in 
clubs/diamonds (there is no room to show 
specifically a heart void, so these hands bid 4® to 
show the singleton heart).  

1´-2NT-3t-4´ = Sign off. 

The bidding over 1™ is the same, but there are 
two voids you cannot show directly over the 3t bid, 
as 4™ is natural. This is perhaps a bit of a flaw in the 
system, and with some people I play with we use 
1´-2NT-3t-3´ as an unspecified splinter with 3NT 
asking, so that all the voids can be shown.

West        East 
               1´ 
2NT         3t 
4™           4NT 
5t           5™ 
6®           6™ 
7´            All Pass

´ Q J 9 6 2 ´ A K 7 5 4 
™ A Q 6 2 ™ K J 3 
t – t 6 3 
® K Q 7 6 ® A 5 3

N 
W      E 

S

´ A 10 5 3 ´ K Q J 8 4 
™ Q 6 4 ™ 2 
t K 2 t A Q 3 
® K 8 4 3 ® J 6 5 2

N 
W      E 

S

´ A 10 3 2 ´ K Q J 8 4 
™ A 8 6 3 ™ 2 
t K 8 7 t A Q 3 
® A 3 ® J 6 5 2

N 
W      E 

S

´ Q 10 6 2 ´ A K J 5 3 
™ A J 3 ™ K 6 
t A 2 t Q J 5 
® K 7 5 4 ® A J 2

N 
W      E 

S

4™ shows the diamond void with 13+ points, and so 
East uses RKCB to find out about the ace of hearts. 
5™ asks for the queen of trumps, and West shows it 
and cues in clubs. East confirms all the key cards 
and cues the king of hearts, and West can 
confidently bid the grand slam.  

You will note that 4™ here is very likely to end in 
slam (some 28 points have been shown and one 
hand has a void, so even a misfit is quite likely to 
produce slam), so the main use is in being able to 
bid grand slams more confidently. 

1

2

3

INTERVENTION 
When Jacoby is bid, many players strive to come 
into the action, aiming to get partner to lead the 
right suit, taking away room from the opponents 
(you want to stop them using all their fantastic 
gadgets to find the best contract), and even finding 
a sacrifice.  

To cope with this, it is really useful to allow 
yourself to penalise the opponents, so they don’t feel 
they can overstep the mark with impunity, and to 
tell partner about your holding in their suit, which 
is key to making slam and also to deciding whether 
to defend or not.  

There are many ways to do this, but I suggest an 
immediate double of their suit is a singleton, a cue 
in their suit is a void – it is great to be able to show 
the shortage in their suit immediately and 
unambiguously, since it is quite likely they are going 
to raise the ante. Any other bid shows an ace or king 
in their suit.  

With no first or second round control in their 
suit, you pass, which would also be done with a 
trump stack (partner will usually reopen with a 
double). Then 3NT by either player is suggesting a 
contract (it is surprising how often you may be able 
to judge to abandon your major suit fit and play in 
no trumps).              r

Try bidding these hands. East is dealer. 

CHRIS JAGGER’S JACOBY QUIZ

Answers online, page 69.



ACROSS 
1 Partnerships in pursuit of diamonds? Probably (10)  
10 Winning with this, take a drink, one out of the pack  

(8, two words) 
11 Solitary woman’s hand has one ten missing (6) 
12 1 in 15 may be the subject of weather forecasts (4) 
13 A farewell from the Spanish radio station (5) 
15 Managed to have played the winners in a suit (3) 
16 Played a ten or it would be flamboyant (6) 
17 Three quarters of diplomats join (6) 
20 What might be used to treat three quarters of novel rural 

home (3) 
21 Give a sound beating to a pest of sorts (5) 
23 Care about size of plot, perhaps (4) 
24 E.g. singleton’s foot (6)  
25 Pirate’s greeting card about to be returned (8)  
26 Concentrated, though I forgot about December’s  

promise (10)  
 
DOWN 
2 Player with bad disposition is not up yet (4) 
3 According to the French, the world takes a drink (8)  
4 Flower from Fair Isle (4)  
5 Player at the heart of where things are being made (5)  
6 Bend over barrels — they may well hide a few wrinkles (6)  
7 Journalist, one caught by government order (5) 
8 What might appear in formal sign-off after heartless 

response (9) 
9 Coach organised a branch account (9) 
12 Plunders 15 bags (8)  
14 Acting minister’s disregard for society’s tragic (7)  
18 Old astronomer found in pretty choice surroundings (5)  
19 Tree doctor had ace to play (5)  
21 Tempo of march (4) 
22 Maybe good year for this Mediterranean city (4)

Send your entries for the cartoon above to 
lou@ebu.co.uk or Editor, Raggett House, 
Bowdens, Langport, TA10 0DD by the 15 June. 

Our lovebirds produced a slew of great 
captions. Congratulations to Alison Wall for my 
favourite, shown below the picture. Other close 
contenders were Dave Robinson’s ‘Perhaps 
Mary1932 and John1925 might have been clues’; 
Roger Merlyn’s  ‘Where ignorance is bliss, ‘tis folly 
to be wise’; Michael Wilke’s ‘Great Expectations!’; 
Mike Bowthorpe’s ‘A par result’ and Thea Hill’s 
‘Psyching is also contagious’.

CAPTION  
COMPETITION

Love All

CROSSWORD NO 31

Compiled by MERMAN                           Answers  p41

1
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10
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2 853 4 6 7

 
Our sponsor Fortnum & Mason will be 
rewarding the winner with some wonderful 
Handmade English Chocolates. Created entirely 
by hand by Fortnum’s master confectioners, 
these chocolates are made to a unique recipe, 
unchanged since the 1920s.
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There are two possibilities: 

Dyou agreed as a pair to play Benji and both 
understood that Benji 2® shows a strong hand 
but not game-forcing. 

Dyou agreed (as a pair) to play Benji but that 
agreement amounted to nothing because you did 
not have the same understanding of Benji 2®. 

In the first case, partner’s 2® bid appears to be an 
aberration and as long as you have correctly 
explained the agreement then the opponents have 
no recourse. 

In the second case, you have not done anything 
unfair, you have not explored all the implications of 
your agreement – but this happens all the time. The 
opponents were entitled to have 2® explained as 
‘Benji but we disagree (as a pair) what that means’.  

Ask Robin                         Compiled by Robin Barker

click 
 

link

Trouble at the table

At the end of either the auction or the contract 
(I cannot remember which) partner explained we 
were a new partnership and he had forgotten we 
were playing Benji and his 2® showed a weak 
hand.  

Our bidding caused opponents to finish up in 
the wrong contract, we got a top and eventually 
won the entire evening which we might not have 
done without this hand. Opponents (who are 
good players) were very courteous and accepted 
the situation with good grace. 

While this worked out in our favour it seems 
unfair. Was it handled correctly?

Doug Johnson explains, ‘I opened 2NT and 
partner bid 2t as a transfer. I 
immediately noticed it was an insufficient 

bid but the opponents did not. I brought it to 
partner’s and opponents’ attention and partner 
said it was up to opponents to challenge and if 
they did not the bid stood. Partner increased his 
bid to 3t and the auction continued. Two 
questions: 

‘Is partner right and if so do I respond at the two-
level? 

‘If he is right, is it not against the spirit of the 
game?  

‘I would not wish to benefit from a simple 
technical error and would always wish to bring it 
to partner’s and opponents’ attention.’ 

Doug Johnson continued, ‘We were playing 
Benji Acol. Partner opened 2®, I alerted 
and explained it was 19-22 unbalanced 

hand. Opponents entered the bidding and I also 
bid with a few values but partner did not respond 
to my bid and the opponents won the auction and 
subsequently the contract. 

2t is insufficient, and is an irregularity. Anyone can 
draw attention to an irregularity during the auction 
– when they do so the director should be called, and 
they will explain the options. 

You are not obliged to draw attention to it, but it 
is your decision, not partner’s. You and your partner 
do not have to agree what constitutes ‘the spirit of 
the game’. 

If the 2t bid stands (because no one draws 
attention to it or because the opponents accept the 
insufficient bid) then you can rebid 2™ or 2´ or 
anything which is sufficient over 2t. The laws do 
not constrain how you bid over 2t – a practical 
approach is to bid 2NT and let partner try again to 
respond with a sufficient bid. 

Robin Barker is the EBU’s Deputy Chief 
Tournament Director. He is editor of 
the White Book and looks forward to 

answering your questions. Please email him 
– robin@ebu.co.uk. 

The author, English Bridge and the EBU are 
not responsible if the information provided is 
incorrect or incomplete.
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The guidance on Undo on BBO (for EBU events) is 
mainly in the Sky-Blue Book. For the regular (daily) 
12-board open EBU/BBO games, the rule has 
always been that no Undos are allowed. For other 
events, the EBU allows Undos in the auction but not 
in the play. Asking players to set bid and play 
confirmations to ‘On’ stops almost all misclicks. 

If you play in games where Undos are allowed in 
the play, it is very difficult to know whether to allow 
a request for an Undo in the play. It is best to 
pretend they are not allowed. I would recommend 
not requesting Undos in the play, and not allowing 
an opponent's request for an Undo.

Self-alerting is regarded as one of the positive 
features of online bridge, since it reduces 
misinformation and the transmission of 

Unauthorised Information. This begs the question 
'Why don't you alert your own bids playing face-
to-face'? 

A director for his local online club, was asked 
for his opinion on the following auction. 

North/South remained silent throughout after 
East opened 2® (announced Acol strong) West 
responded 3t and East continued 4NT which 
went pass-pass-pass. North/South were somewhat 
amused and bewildered and asked me if they had 
any cause for redress. 

I said in my opinion that this auction was 
acceptable even if somewhat unusual!  

Would you have responded differently? East 
certainly had a strong 25HCP and West five 
diamonds tKJxxx and a couple of minor honours 
outside (and accepted that 2t should have been 
her bid!). West then apparently made a judgement 
call that 4NT would be high enough! 

No harm was done but could N/S have a case to 
appeal?

A club member asked for clarification on the 
issue of an Undo on online bridge, 
referring in particular to when a player 

accidentally clicks on the incorrect card and asks 
for an Undo.  

In some early games I was refused an Undo 
when I had accidentally clicked on the incorrect 
card. One explanation given by an opponent was 
that EBU guidance was to allow an Undo with bids 
but not in play. Since then I have not claimed an 
Undo even when I have genuinely clicked on the 
incorrect card accidentally. On that basis I have 
also rejected other people’s requests. What is the 
EBU guidance on this issue?

Of course, you can never give such an 
explanation; but after the hand the opponents 
might be due an adjusted score as if they had a more 
accurate description of the (lack of) agreement 
about 2®.

I am not sure what N/S were looking for. E/W are 

entitled to bid as they did: 2® strong, 3t natural, 

4NT natural non-forcing. It looks as if the strong 

hand did not want to bid 3NT because that would 

show less than 25HCP. 

There were no incorrect explanations during the 

auction, so the only problems could arise if the 

bidding was slow and E/W had taken advantage. 

If 3t was slow that suggests bidding only 3NT in 

case responder is subminimum for his 3t bid. So 

4NT is not the call suggested by the slow 3t. 

If 4NT was slow that suggests it could be that the 

4NT bidder is not sure what it means, which 

suggests bidding in case opener intended 4NT as 

Blackwood; so Pass is not the call suggested by the 

slow 4NT.  

There is no requirement to treat all 4NT as 

forcing, even if N/S would never bid 4NT as 

anything except Blackwood. So I would 'rule' that 

N/S have no grounds for a ruling or appeal.

If you were to alert and explain your own calls to 
the opponents, they would get the right 
information. But, in face-to-face, there is no way to 
explain your bids without your partner also seeing 
or hearing the alert and the explanation. Not only 
would this make it very difficult for any honest 
partnership that sometimes forgets its agreements – 
it would lead to abuse by less scrupulous players. It 
is so much easier to know what is going on if after 
you open 1NT, they double and partner bids 2™, if 
partner does or doesn’t say ‘transfer’. This sort of 
thing happens a lot in casual games online. 

There will be more about how face-to-face bridge 
procedures and etiquette work, and why we do 
them, in our July online issue.       r 
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The EBU Autumn Overseas Congress will take 
place from 6-13 October, run by our travel 
partners First for Bridge.  

The congress will take place in the beautiful city 
of Side, on the southern Mediterranean coast of 
Turkey, close to Antalya. Bookings can be made 
via the First for Bridge website. Please remember, 
you will need to book for the bridge aspect of the 
holiday directly with the EBU, once you have 
booked your holiday with First for Bridge. 

First for Bridge's flexible booking policy allows 
you to move to another EBU Congress or Arena 
Travel Holiday if the need arises and bookings are 
protected by ABTA/ATOL as appropriate.  

If you book early you are guaranteed the best 
price and can secure one of the limited number of 
double rooms for sole occupancy for a special 
£100 supplement per week. Once this limit is 
reached, the sole occupancy supplement will 
increase. 

For members who have already booked, First for 
Bridge has confirmed that you can now book your 
flights. 

The winter Overseas Congress is planned for 
early February in Malta which is currently (at the 
time of publication) on the UK government’s 
Green travel zone.

OVERSEAS CONGRESSES JOIN THE BRIDGE AGENDA

Taster Bridge & Conference Pairs 
Enquiries to bamsa@stir.ac.uk

BRIDGE: A MINDSPORT FOR ALL (BAMSA) 
is hosting a free online international conference 
designed for academics, bridge players, teachers 
and organisers. Join in with all sessions, or pick 
and choose. The full programme and more 
information is on the BAMSA website: 
https://bridgemindsport.org/conference-2021/ 

Mindsports in Academia & Society  
Mon 28 June 2021  13:00-15:00  

Wellbeing & Bridge  
Mon 28 June 2021  16:30-18:30  

Keynote Address: Prof Martin Seligman 
(University of Pennsylvania, USA)  

  
Impact of a Global Pandemic on Bridge  
Tues 29 June 2021  11:30-13:30  

Digital Bridge & Cheating  
Tues 29 June 2021  19:30-21:30  

Panelists: Jan Kamras (EBL), Boye Brogeland and 
Steve Weinstein (World Champions)  

Ageing, Intergenerationality & Bridge  
Wed 30 June 2021  10:00-12:00  
Social Identity, Ageing and Third-Places Polly 
Fong (Queensland, Australia)  

Gender, Sexism & Bridge   
Wed 30 June 2021 15:00-17:00  
Panel 1 Women’s Bridge: Segregation Pros & Cons       
Panel 2 Sexism within the Game: Solutions?  

New Approaches to Teaching & Recruitment  
Thurs 1 July 2021  13:00-15:00  

Panel 1 Learning & Teaching Bridge                
Panel 2 Schools & Youth: Retaining Learners  
Case studies: Czech Republic, Denmark, UK, 
India, Japan, Norway and USA  

Marketing Bridge and Conference Close  
Thurs 1 July 2021 16:30-18:30  

An Interdisciplinary Approach to Marketing 
Bridge (Bridge 2 Bridge) 

https://www.ebu.co.uk/competitions/turkey
mailto:bamsa@stir.ac.uk
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´ 8 5 ´ A J 10 9 4 
™ A K Q 10 ™ J 6 
t J 7 3 t A 
® A K 4 2 ® Q 10 8 7 6

N 
W      E 

S

opponents have bid, where partner is unlikely to have 

wasted values. He bids 3t and agrees clubs on the next 

round. Two cuebids are then followed by a jump to 6®. 

Twelve tricks are easily made. 

1. E/W Game. Dealer North

Beat Today’s Experts 
click 

 
link

2. N/S Game. Dealer East Although Dror Padon has only 15 points and no 
intermediates, he is worth a 2NT overcall. His ™AJ5 sits 
over the vulnerable 2™ opening and is more valuable  than 
the nominal five points. Bakhshi has an easy raise to 3NT 
and an overtrick is made after the ™10 lead, despite the 
diamond break. 

by David Bird
ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS ON PAGE 21

                        ´   A J 9 6 5 
                        ™   10 
                        t   J 7 4 2 
       ®  5 4 2 

  ´  K 8 4                              ´  Q 7 3 
  ™ A J 5                               ™  9 8 4 
  t A 9 6 5 3                        t  K Q 8 
  ® K 9                                ®  Q J 7 3 

                         ´   10 2 
                        ™   K Q 7 6 3 2 
                        t   10 
       ®  A 10 8 6 

West          North          East          South 
Padon          Garvey          Bakhshi      Nystrom
                                     Pass          2™ 
2NT           Pass             3NT          All Pass  

N 
W      E 

S

West          North      East           South 
Hoftaniska   Mesbur      Townsend    Fitzgibbon   
                 Pass          1´              Pass 
2®             2t            3t             Pass 
3™              Pass          4®             Pass 
4™              Pass          4´              Pass 
6®             All Pass      

Cont/. . .

Our deals come from the final of the Gold 
Cup, with de Botton facing Garvey. Tom 
Townsend has a great hand in support of 
clubs. His singleton ace is in the suit that the 

West           North          East          South 
Carroll           Padon            Moran       Bakhshi   
                   Pass              1´            Pass 
2®               2t               3®            3t 
3™               Pass              4®            Pass 
5®               All Pass

West        North            East         South 
Carroll       Hoftaniska       Moran       Townsend   
                                     Pass          2™
All Pass

The 2® response is forcing to game, and Mark Moran 
decides to show his club support immediately. The Irish 
pair proceed to 5® without East ever showing his great 
hand and the diamond control. It was a deserved 13 IMPs 
to de Botton. 

Awards: 6® (10), 3NT (6), 5® (5).

John Carroll opts for a cautious Pass and Townsend is left 

in 2™. East wins the ´4 lead with the queen and switches to 

the ®J. Townsend ducks and wins the next club, dropping 

West’s king. A finesse of the ´J wins, and he discards his 

t10 on the ´A. Eight tricks are made and it is 11 IMPs to 

de Botton.   

Awards: 3NT (10), 2NT (6), 3t (5), 2™ by South (4).
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3. N/S Game. Dealer East

4. E/W Game. Dealer East transfer. (If he rebids 3´, East is worth only 3NT next.) 
With a spade fit located, East’s 4NT was RKCB rather than 
a natural slam try. The 1430 response showed three 
keycards. North had an attractive ™K lead and the slam 
then depended on dropping the ®Q in two rounds. It was 
a good slam, though, since declarer could afford a club 
loser after any other lead.  

Six Clubs is slightly better. If a heart is led, a defender 
holding ®Qxx might have to follow to three rounds of 
spades. 

What should West bid in response to a non-
vulnerable 3® pre-empt in the first seat? 
Most pairs have no scientific way to progress 
the bidding on such hands. Nick Fitzgibbon 

Vulnerable against not, both Easts 
declined to open the bidding. The key to 
reaching a slam was Bakhshi’s break of the 

                        ´   9 3 2           
                        ™   K Q 9 7 5 2  
                        t   Q J 9 7      
       ®  – 

  ´  A K Q 10                         ´  4 
  ™ A J 8 3                            ™  10 6 4 
  t 4 2                                 t  10 6 
  ® A K 9                              ®  Q J 10 7 5 4 3 

                         ´   J 8 7 6 5      
                        ™   – 
                        t   A K 8 5 3   
       ®  8 6 2 

West           North          East         South 
Fitzgibbon     Malinowski    Mesbur     de Botton   
                                      3®           Pass 
6®               All Pass          

N 
W      E 

S

                        ´   8                 
                        ™   K Q 7 6 4     
                        t   Q 6 5 3 2  
       ®  10 3 

  ´  K Q 6                              ´  A J 7 3 2 
  ™ A J                                  ™  10 8 2 
  t K J 7                               t  A 
  ® A K 9 5 4                        ®  J 7 6 2 

                         ´   10 9 5 4      
                        ™   9 5 3 
                        t   10 9 8 4    
       ®  Q 8 

West           North          East         South 
Bakhshi         Garvey          Padon       Nystrom   
                                      Pass         Pass 
2NT             Pass             3™A          Pass 
4´               Pass             4NT        Pass 
5t               Pass             6´           All Pass  

N 
W      E 

S

West           North       East              South 
Townsend     Carroll        Hoftaniska     Moran   
                                   4®                Pass 
6®              All Pass 

West           North           East       South 
Fitzgibbon     Hoftaniska      Mesbur   Townsend   
                                       Pass       Pass 
1®A             1™                1´          Pass 
1NT            Pass              2®         Pass 
2´               Pass              3NT       Pass 
4®              Pass              4t         Pass 
4´               All Pass 

Many players nowadays open non-vulnerable pre-empts 
on six-card suits. With an ‘extra card’ in his suit, Thor-Erik 
Hoftaniska ventured 4®. Townsend’s decision to respond 
6® then had more going for it. If partner held eight clubs, 
there was slightly more chance of a singleton diamond 
alongside. The obvious diamond lead flattened the board. 

Awards:  5® (10),  6®/3NT (5), 6NT/part-scores (3).

leapt to 6®, hoping that (a) East might have a diamond 
control or (b) a diamond might not be led, and that (c) 
twelve top tricks would then be there. None of these turned 
out to be the case. Janet de Botton was blessed with an easy 
diamond lead and that was one down. Even if South held 
the tA and not the tK, she was likely to lead the ace on 
that bidding. 

Fitzgibbon opened a strong 1®, allowing a 1™ overcall.  
With a heart lead now marked, the spade slam became 
borderline.   

Awards: 6® (10),  6´ (9), 6NT (7), grand slams (6), games (4).
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5. Game All. Dealer West

slam contract, but here East has a promising diamond suit, 
not to mention all four aces. 3® was a transfer to 
diamonds. (North held ´Q987 ™K1092 t873  ®73. A 
heart lead would force declarer to guess the spades, but a 
club was led.)

Nystrom showed five spades and again East settled for 6NT. 
Both pairs bid it well. 

Awards: 6NT/6t (10), games (6), 7NT/7t (2). 

6. Love All. Dealer South

Lebensohl responses are best opposite a double of a weak 
two. A minimum suit response suggests 8-10 HCP. With 
most 0-7 hands, you start with an artificial 2NT. Partner 
will rebid 3® unless he holds something special; you can 
then pass with clubs or show some other suit. Here Bakhshi 
has enough for game and shows this by bidding 3™. Padon 
wastes no more time and leaps to 6NT, easily made. 

At the other table South passed. We will spare ourselves 
the task of studying the learned 14-bid artificial sequence 
that carried Mesbur and Fitzgibbon to 6NT. 

Awards:  6NT/6´ (10), 7NT/7t (6), games (3).

At the featured table our Gold Cup experts rack up a splendid 54 out of 60. Well done to them! At the 

‘second table’ they managed 38 out of 60.   

TIPS TO REMEMBER 
D You should play Lebensohl responses to partner’s double of a weak two. Look up a full explanation on 

the internet. 

D When considering a borderline 1NT overcall, a double stopper in the opener’s suit is worth an extra 

point or two.                                                                                                                                                    r

                        ´   K 7 4 2           
                        ™   5                     
                        t   J 8 6              
       ®  J 10 9 5 3 

  ´  A J 10 9 8                          ´  Q 5 3 
  ™ A K 9 8                              ™  10 7 
  t K 10                                  t  A Q 9 4 
  ® K Q                                   ®  A 8 7 6 

                         ´   6                    
                        ™   Q J 6 4 3 2 
                        t   7 5 3 2          
       ®  4 2

West         North           East         South 
Padon         Garvey            Bakhshi     Nystrom   
                                                     2™ 
Dble          Pass               3™           Pass 
6NT           All Pass           

N 
W      E 

S

´ K J 10 5 2 ´ A 4 
™ J 8 3 ™ A 7 6 
t K Q 2 t A 10 9 6 5 
® K Q ® A 8 2

N 
W      E 

S

West                          East 
Townsend                      Hoftaniska  
1NT                           2®A 
2´                              3®A 
3t                              4® 
5t                              6NT 
All Pass

West                          East 
Nystrom                        Garvey  
1NT                           2®A 
2´                              3t 
3´                              4® 
5t                              6NT 
All Pass

Hoftaniska holds 16 HCP opposite a 15-17 
1NT. A total of 31-33 is not always worth a 
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Game All. Dealer West.  

´ 10 8 7 4 3 
™ A 10 3  
t 7 6 
® A 8 5 

´ 5 ´ A J 6 
™ Q 7 6 5 4 ™ J 
t A 4 t K 10 8 5 2  
® K Q 10 4 3 ® J 7 6 2  

´ K Q 9 2   
™ K 9 8 2 
t Q J 9 3 
® 9

N 
W      E 

S

  West         North              East          South 
  Root          Belladonna        Roth          Avarelli 
  Pass          Pass                  Pass          2®1 

    Pass          2´2                   Pass          Pass3 
  Dble         All Pass 

1 12-16, any 4441 shape;  
2 To play unless opener has a singleton;  
3 Four spades 

  West             North         East           South 
  Forquet          Murray        Garozzo     Kehela 
  Pass               Pass             Pass           1t 

    1™                1´               Pass           Pass 

  2®                2´               3®             3´ 
  4®                Dble            All Pass

The American writer Ambrose Bierce 
composed a poem with the title 
Whangdepootenawah, which he explained 

was a word that in the Ojibwa language meant ‘a 
sudden and unexpected disaster that strikes hard’. I 
have no idea whether this is true, but perhaps an 
EBU speaker of Ojibwa would be kind enough to let 
me know. At any rate, the term seems to me 
appropriate for this deal, one of the most 
remarkable examples of creating complete 
catastrophe from thin air that I have ever seen. 

With a session to go in the final of the 1962 
Bermuda Bowl the position was a familiar one even 
then, for Italy led against the United States by quite 
a lot. The margin was not impossible for the 
Americans to overcome, so it was rather a pity that 
early in the last set they did this:

Whangdepootenawah

Great Bridge Disasters               by David Burn

click 
 

link

When Italy held the North-South cards this was the 

bidding:

When Bill Root doubled 2´ for takeout and Giorgio 
Belladonna passed, Alvin Roth decided that Walter 
Avarelli, who had been playing the Roman Club 
system for the best part of a decade, had suddenly 
forgotten it and passed 2´ with a singleton in the 
suit. So he left the double in, and although the 
defence added a fourth winner to their three top 
tricks this still meant that Italy had plus 870 on a 
dull partscore board. 

At the other table the developments were also not 
dull: 

This auction, in which all of the bids were natural 

and non-forcing, took a while to get going but 

eventually acquired an almost unstoppable 

momentum. When it subsided the Italians were in a 

doubled partscore at this table also – one that in 

theory could not be beaten, but the play was to 

follow a convoluted path. 
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Game All. Dealer West.  

´ 10 8 7 4 3 
™ A 10 3  
t 7 6 
® A 8 5 

´ 5 ´ A J 6 
™ Q 7 6 5 4 ™ J 
t A 4 t K 10 8 5 2  
® K Q 10 4 3 ® J 7 6 2  

´ K Q 9 2   
™ K 9 8 2 
t Q J 9 3 
® 9

N 
W      E 

S

Eric Murray, North, led a diamond to South’s t9 
and declarer’s tA. Pietro Forquet played a heart, 
which North ducked so that South had to win 
dummy’s ™J with the ™K (declarer was now up to 
eleven tricks on best play). South returned the ®9 
and West chucked a trick back by playing low from 
his hand, winning with dummy’s ®J when North 
also played low. Declarer cashed dummy’s ´A and 
ruffed a spade, then played a diamond to tK. The 
position was now: 

and declarer was at a crossroads. He needed to play 

a diamond from the dummy but instead ruffed ´J.  

A heart ruff in dummy was followed by a diamond 

which declarer ruffed with ®Q and North 

overruffed. When North played ®8 all South had to 

do was throw a loser and keep a winner, but he 

discarded his ´K on the basis that no one else had 

any more of that suit. West won ®K and ruffed a 

heart, bringing down ™A with which North should 

have won the second trick. Now when Forquet led a 

diamond from the table Sami Kehela had to win 

and give West the last trick with ™Q, bringing 

Forquet’s total to ten tricks and the Italian swing to 

17 IMPs. Another great American writer, James 

Thurber, might well have had bridge in mind when 

he (almost) wrote: 

Ashes to ashes, and clay to clay -  

If the enemy don’t get you, your own side may. r

HOW YOU play a suit will depend on: 

D the bidding (has someone pre-empted or shown 
a two suiter, do they need a card to justify their 
1NT opening?); 

Dhow many tricks you need; 

Dwhether you need to play safely; 

D if you have the entries to do what you want? 

2To finesse or not?

Solution: You have nine cards. Play the ace and 
the king. You will make all the tricks if they split 
2-2 or the queen is singleton in either hand. This 
gives you, roughly, a 52% chance compared to 
50% for a finesse of the queen. 

If one of your opponents had bid, say, an 
unusual no trump (showing 5-5 in two suits) that 
might influence you to finesse. 

You might also finesse if it is fatal to your 
chances if one hand gets in if a finesse loses.

SSUUIITT  CCOOMMBBIINNAATTIIOONNSS

        ´  A J 4 3 2 
                                    
             

         
        ´  K 10 9 8 

N 
W      E 

S

Solution: Take a first round finesse. Cashing the 
ace first only gains when the hand sitting over the 
long suit has a bare queen, but it loses with any of 
the four small singletons as you can no longer pick 
up Qxxx on side as you can only finesse twice in 
total, holding just two spades in South. 

Some things you can do nothing about,  such as 
Qxx with East. A 4-1 break happens around 28% 
of the time. Half of that time it will be four onside 
and one offside. There is a 2.8% chance of a 
singleton queen offside but an 11.3% chance of 
another singleton offside. 

        ´  A K J 10 9 8 
                                    
             

         
        ´  3 2 

N 
W      E 

S

1 The opposition have passed throughout the 
auction. How do you play this combination?

by Jeremy Dhondy
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England hold on to the Trophy

Camrose 2021                                      by David 

The first weekend of the 2021 Camrose was 
contested on RealBridge. The England team 
was John Atthey, Neil Rosen, Keith Bennett, 

Richard Hillman, Michael Byrne and Kieran Dyke, 
with NPC Jeremy Willans. 

England faced Northern Ireland on this bread-
and-butter 3NT contract: 

 
E/W Game. Dealer North.  

´ 9 7 
™ 10 9 5 3  
t A K 5 3 
® A Q 3 

´ K 10 5 2 ´ A J 4 
™ Q 8 4 ™ A K 6 
t 4 2 t Q J 8 6 
® K J 8 4 ® 10 6 2   

´ Q 8 6 3    
™ J 7 2 
t 10 9 7 
® 9 7 5

  West       North           East         South 
  Atthey      Anderson       N. Rosen  Greenwood 
                 1t                1NT         Pass 
  2®A         Pass               2t           Pass 
  3NT        All Pass

click 
 

link

N 
W      E 
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N/S Game. Dealer West.  

´ A Q 10 
™ A 8  
t K Q J 8 
® J 9 6 2 

´ 5 4 2 ´ J 9 8 7 6 
™ J 10 4 3 ™ K 9 6 5 
t 10 6 5 4 2 t – 
® 4 ® Q 10 7 5   

´ K 3   
™ Q 7 2 
t A 9 7 3  
® A K 8 3

  West          North        East           South 
  Disley          Byrne          Thomas      Dyke 
  Pass            1NT           Pass           4NT
  Pass            6NT           All Pass

N 
W      E 

S

David Greenwood led the t10 and Rex Anderson 
won with the tK. He then kept the defence alive by 
switching to the ™9. Neil Rosen won with the ™K, 
deliberately announcing his strength in the suit, and 
ran the ®10 to North’s queen. Another heart would 
have beaten the contract, but North returned the 
t3 to declarer’s queen. When Rosen cleared the 
clubs, North played the tA and, too late, returned 
to the heart suit. Declarer then had nine tricks for 

+600: three hearts and two in each of the other 
suits. 

by David Bird
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  West            North       East           South 
  Lindsay         Hillman     Hamilton    Bennett 
                      1NT          Pass           Pass 
  Pass

C
LO

SE
D

 
R

O
O

M

At the other table, Richard Hillman (North) 
opened a weak 1NT and Ian Hamilton (East) did 
not like to double on his 4-3-3-3 15-count. After a 
t6 lead, Hillman managed to set up and enjoy a 
heart trick, escaping for one down. That was -50 
and 12 IMPs to England. 

Michael Byrne can be pleased with his efforts on 
the next deal, against Wales:
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  West          North       East             South 
  Adamson     N. Rosen   Sanders        Atthey 
                    1t            2´               Pass 
  Pass            Dble         Pass             2NTA 
  Pass            3®A           Pass             3™  
  Pass            4™            All Pass

 
Game All. Dealer North.  

´ A 
™ A K 5  
t A K 9 7 2 
® J 10 7 5 

´ 3 ´ K J 10 6 5 4 2 
™ Q 7 6 ™ J 9 
t J 10 3 t Q 8 4 
® A K Q 8 6 4 ® 2   

´ Q 9 8 7    
™ 10 8 4 3 2 
t 6 5  
® 9 3

N 
W      E 

S

 
Game All. Dealer West.  

´ Q J 7 3 2 
™ K J 8 7 5  
t 3 
® A Q 

´ 9 8 4 ´ K 10 
™ A Q 9 3 ™ 6 
t 4 2 t A K Q 8 7 6 5 
® 9 5 3 2 ® K 8 4   

´ A 6 5   
™ 10 4 2 
t J 10 9  
® J 10 7 6

N 
W      E 

S

Adam Dunn’s 2NT showed 16+ points and the 
3t rebid indicated 4-4 in the minors. Declarer won 
the diamond lead and played two more diamonds, 
East throwing spades. He then played the ®AK to 
go one down. It was 17 IMPs to England.  

John Atthey was allowed to snatch a vulnerable 
game, on this board against Scotland:

Against 6NT, Adrian Thomas quite rightly chose 
a passive lead, the ´9. Byrne won with the 10 and 
played the tKQ. East’s void in that suit suggested 
length in clubs. Declarer’s next card was therefore 
the ®J, covered with the queen and ace. The t9 to 
the jack was followed by the ®9, covered with the 10 
and king.  

Byrne continued with the tA and the ´K, 
overtaking with the ace to cash the ´Q. The ®6 was 
covered with the 7 and 8. Declarer then threw East 
on lead with the ®5, forcing a lead away from the 
™K. A very satisfying +1440.  

John Atthey’s 2NT was Lebensohl, to show a weak 
hand. Alex Adamson led the ®K, receiving a ®2 
count signal. How should he continue? 

West switched to the ´3. won in the dummy. 
Atthey played ace, king and another diamond, 
ruffing as the suit broke 3-3. He cashed dummy’s 
two top trumps and discarded his club loser on the 
established t9.  

The defence was over. West ruffed with the ™Q 
and played a second top club. Declarer was then able 
to ruff a spade loser with the ™5. He scored six 
trump tricks, three diamonds and the ´A. 

Do you see how the contract could have been 
beaten? West must cash a second club winner, yes, 
but East must discard a diamond on this trick! Only 
then should West switch to the ´3. After this 
accurate start, nine tricks are the limit. 

At the other table, there was an identical 
Lebensohl start to the auction, but Stephen Peterkin 
(North) then passed 3™. Sam Punch made nine 
tricks and  England gained 10 IMPs. 

The first weekend drew to a close with this score 
line: Ireland 60.71 VPs, England 59.39, Wales 49.79, 
Scotland 44.42, N.Ireland 44.09, Welsh Bridge 
Union 39.50. 

For the second weekend, England fielded Sally 
Brock, Barry Myers, Jon Cooke, Cameron Small, 
Shahzaad Natt and Ian Pagan, NPC Claire 
Robinson. There were adventures on this board 
against Scotland: 

  West              North       East           South 
  Goodman        Pagan        Short           Natt 
  Pass                1´             2t             2´ 
  Pass                Pass           3NT           All Pass
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  West            North       East           South 
  Bennett         Jones         Hillman      Dunn 
  Pass              1®            Pass           2NTA

  Pass              3tA           Pass           3NT 
  Pass              6NT          All Pass
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Cont/p40
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Barry Myers played the tKQ, Stephen Peterkin 
ruffing the second round. The ´J was (correctly) 
covered by the king, won with dummy’s ace.  When 
a heart was led from dummy, Sally Brock rose with 
the ace and returned the ´8, declarer winning with 
the queen. He continued with the ™K and a heart to 
the 10 and queen. Brock then played her master 
trump and the defenders claimed a club trick for 
two down and +500. It was a handsome 14 IMPs to 
England. 

There was interest in both rooms on this deal 
against Ireland: 

 
N/S Game. Dealer East.  

´ Q 
™ A Q 10 7 
t A J 8 7 6 
® 8 5 3 

´ – ´ K J 7 5 3 
™ 9 4 2 ™ 6 5 3 
t Q 9 5 4 3 t 10 2 
® A 10 9 4 2 ® K 7 6   

´ A 10 9 8 6 4 2   
™ K J 8 
t K  
® Q J

  West          North      East             South 
  Walsh          Pagan       O’Gorman    Natt 
                                    Pass             1´ 
  Pass            2t            Pass             3™A 
  Pass            3´            Pass             3NTA 
  Pass            4´            All Pass
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  West          North           East           South 
  Brock           Peterkin          Myers          Punch 
  Pass            1´                 3NT           Pass 
  Pass            4™                 Pass            4´ 
  Dble           All Pass
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  West        North            East         South 
  Cooke       P. O’Briain      Small        M. O’Briain 
                                       2´            Pass 
  Pass          Dble              Pass         Pass 
  Redble     Pass               3®           Dble 
  All Pass
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Shahzaad Natt found the only lead to beat the 
contract, a heart. Brian Short won with dummy’s 
ace and called for a club. Ian Pagan rose with the 
®A, and had to judge his best continuation.  

A return of the ´Q, covered by the king and ace, 
would put the contract one down, provided South 
switched back to hearts. Pagan opted for a hair-
raising ´3! Declarer could now have made his 
contract by playing the ´10. It was a possible play to 
find, since South might well have led a spade if he 
held ´Qxx or ´Jxx. 

When Short rose with the ´K, Natt won with the 
ace and persevered with the ™10. 3NT was four 
down vulnerable.  

Shahzaad Natt’s 3™ was game-forcing and 
showed 6+ spades. His subsequent 3NT was ‘non-
serious’, where an immediate cue-bid would instead 
have shown serious interest in a spade slam.  

Natt won the diamond lead with the king and led 
the ™J to the queen. After discarding a club on the 
tA he led the ´Q. East covered with the king, which 
was not a good idea. Declarer won with the ace, and 
West discarded a club. East won the ´10 with the 
jack and switched to clubs,  declarer ruffing the 
second round. After one more round of trumps 
with the ´9, Natt led the ™8 to the ™10 and ruffed a 
diamond with the ´4. When the ™K was played to 
the ™A, East ruffed and declarer’s ´86 claimed the 
last two tricks for +620. 

‘Yes, yes,’ you may be thinking. ‘Try to make ten 
tricks if the defenders start with two rounds of clubs 
and East does not cover with the ´K subsequently.’ 
The contract can still be made! Let’s say that East 
returns a diamond. You overtake the king with 
dummy’s ace and lead the ´Q. If East plays low, you 
ruff a club in your hand, cross to a heart and then 
ruff a diamond. You play the ™K and ™A, leaving 
you with ´A1098 over East’s ´KJ75. You ruff 
another diamond with the ´8 and exit with the ´10 
to force East to lead from his ´K7. Shahzaad Natt 
no doubt told his bridge friends how unlucky he 
was, not to have received a more difficult club lead. 

Would Ireland also play in 4´ by South? Er… no. 

Small’s weak 2´ opening was explained as ‘May be 
five cards, but not insane.’ When he was doubled 
there, Cooke redoubled for rescue and East played 
in 3® doubled. A slip by the defence allowed him to 
escape for -300, and it was 8 IMPs to England.  

Jon Cooke found a neat extra-chance play on this 
slam against the Welsh Bridge Union:

Cont/ from p39
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E/W Game. Dealer South.  

´ J 10 7 
™ Q 10 3 
t J 7 5 3 
® 10 7 2 

´ Q 8 3 ´ A K 9 6 2 
™ K 9 7 5 ™ A 8 6 
t Q 9 4 2 t A 10 
® 8 5 ® A K 3   

´ 5 4   
™ J 4 2 
t K 8 6  
® Q J 9 6 4
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  West          North      East             South 
  Cooke          Davis         Small            Ingham 
                                                        Pass 
  Pass            Pass          1®A             Pass 
  1tA             Pass          2™A              Pass 
  2´A             Pass          2NT             Pass 
  3®A            Pass          3´               Pass 
  4®A            Pass          6´               All Pass
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1® was strong, 1t showed 0-7 and 2™ was 23-24 
balanced or game-forcing in a minor. Puppet 
Stayman found the 5-3 spade fit and 4® was a 
general slam try (limited by the 0-7 range).  

Gwynn Davis led the ´J, won with the queen, and 
Cooke then took an immediate finesse of the t10. 
When this forced the king, he had his discard for 
dummy’s heart loser. If the t10 had lost to the tJ, 
he would have reached his hand with a club ruff and 
ruffed another diamond in dummy. If this 
happened to bring down the tK from an original 
tKxx, he could then draw trumps and cross to his 
™K for a discard on the established tQ. 

At the other table the bidding started 2®-2t-
2NT, and Puppet Stayman found the 5-3 spade fit. 
West raised 3´ to 4´, and 12 tricks were made. The 
bold auction by England’s E/W gained 13 IMPs.    

England won all five of their matches and the 
final totals from both weekends can be seen below. 
Many congratulations to our two teams!               r 

2021 CAMROSE SCORES

England Ireland Wales Scotland N Ireland WBU

130.15 119.15 107.72 96.02 85.40 59.06

Please remember: if you have sufficient 
magazine points you can receive a free diary 
with the September issue of English Bridge, but 
you will need to positively opt in (if you have not 
already done this). If you do not have enough 
points you can become a Direct EBU member 
and receive every magazine issue and the diary 
regardless of how often you play. The deadline is 
31 July 2021. Register through MyEBU, or ring 
01296 317200, or send an email to 
karend@ebu.co.uk

DIARY REMINDER & DEADLINE
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CROSSWORD NO 31

Compiled by MERMAN                 Answers from p29

LADY MILNE & TELTSCHER TROPHIES

Match reports for the Lady Milne Trophy and the 
Teltscher Trophy (played in mid-April as English 
Bridge went to press) are online from page 72.  

Representing England in the Lady Milne – 
played between the home nations – was Diana 
Nettleton & Nevena Senior, Helen Erichsen & 
Fiona Brown and Nathalie Shashou & Sally Brock, 
with NPC David Burn and Coach Oliver Burgess. 

The seniors representing England in the 
Teltscher Trophy were Alan Mould & John 
Holland, Patrick Shields & Richard Chamberlain 
and David Mossop & Gunnar Hallberg. Simon 
Cochemé was NPC. The EBU also sent a team.
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    Hand 2 ´ – 
™ K 7 5 4 3 
t K 7 6 4 3 
® Q 5 2 

´ Q J 10 9 7 5 3 ´ A 4 2 
™ – ™ 10 9 
t Q J 5 t A 10 9 2 
® 9 7 3 ® K J 10 6

´ K 8 6 
™ A Q J 8 6 2 
t 8 
® A 8 4

    Hand 1 ´ K 10 
™ Q 7 5 2 
t A K J 9 5 
® 10 4 

´ J 9 6 5 4 2 ´ 8 7 3 
™ 10 8 3 ™ A 9 4 
t – t 10 7 6 4 2 
® A Q 8 3 ® K 9 

´ A Q 
™ K J 6 
t Q 8 3  
® J 7 6 5 2

N 
W      E 

S

advisable to test diamonds early. To retain finesse 
positions in both hands, you lead the t3 to the tJ. 
When West discards, you will now need to lead the 
t5 to the t8, then play the tQ.  

You only need two more tricks from hearts, so 
begin with the ™K. If the defenders win this trick, 
you will have an easy route to nine tricks upon 
regaining the lead, so you should plan for the 
possibility that the ™K is allowed to win. You can 
next lead the ™J. Again, the defenders need to duck 
to give you a problem, as you may be stranded from 
dummy’s remaining diamond winners. Did you 
manage to avoid this? 

The certain way of preserving an entry to the 
dummy arose in your decision at trick one. If you 
won the first trick with the ´Q, you will now be 
stuck in your hand, but if you won the first trick 
with the ´A, then the ´K will still be available as an 
entry to the dummy.  

the ®K. However, if East has both you will 
potentially lose two clubs and a diamond. There is a 
possibility of winning a diamond trick through 
length, but this would require diamonds to split  
4-3, and you will have entry issues. 

Can anything be done if East has both the tA and 
the ®K? There is another possibility. If you win a 
trick with the ´K, then you need three more tricks, 
and if you could still trump three losers in the 
dummy that would bring your total to 11 tricks. 

Instead of trumping the first trick look at the 
effect of discarding the ®2 from dummy. East can 
win the ´A and does best to return a trump, but you 
can draw the last trump, then play the ´K, throwing 
the ®5 from the dummy.  

You can now lead a diamond towards the tK, but 
when East wins the tA, you can win any return, and 
will be able to trump the ´8 and both of the ®4 and 
the ®8 after cashing the ®A.   

Heffalump Traps                      by David Bakhshi

5™ after West makes a pre-emptive 3  ́overcall and 
East raises to 4´. West leads the ´Q.  

Well pushed by the opposition! You have seven top 
tricks, and could make three extra tricks trumping 
spades in the dummy. There is also a 50% chance of 
winning a trick with the tK or the ®Q if you lead 
towards those cards and find West with the tA or 

Answers from 
page 8 click 

 
link
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3NT. West leads the ´5. 

You have six top tricks, and can expect to win at 
least three extra tricks from hearts and diamonds, 
so you should look for any pitfalls that could lead to 
the loss of five tricks. 

Diamonds will provide an extra trick, but if they 
split 5-0 then this will require a finesse, so it is 
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    Hand 4  
´ 8 7 
™ Q J 10 9 8 
t A K Q 6 4 
® 8 

´ K 10 9 3 ´ Q 2 
™ 6 4 ™ 7 5 3 2 
t 10 9 8 7 t 5 3 2 
® 9 6 3 ® J 10 7 2 

´ A J 6 5 4 
™ A K 
t J 
® A K Q 5 4

    Hand 3 ´ A K 7 4 
™ 8 5 3 
t A K 5 
® 7 4 2 

´ 10 5 ´ J 9 8 3 
™ K 10 7 4 ™ J 9 6 2 
t 9 4 t J 10 8 2 
® K Q J 10 8 ® 5 

´ Q 6 2 
™ A Q 
t Q 7 6 3 
® A 9 6 3

N 
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S

N 
W      E 

S

3NT. West leads the ®K, and East follows with 
the ®5. If you duck trick one, East discards a 
heart on the second round of clubs.  

3NT appears to be the right contract. You have eight 
top tricks, and could make an extra trick through 
length in spades, diamond or clubs, or via a 
successful finesse in hearts.  

Clubs are less likely to split 3-3 when West leads 
the ®K, but it costs nothing to duck this trick, and 
West continues with another high club, and East 
discards a heart.  

You will now need to make your extra trick from 
spades, hearts or diamonds. You can win the second 
trick with the ®A, but does it matter which order 
you play the remaining suits? 

Finessing hearts is a last resort. In order to 
maintain entries efficiently, it is thus better to test 
diamonds first. You cash the tA, the tK and the 
tQ, and only have a problem if they split unevenly. 
When West discards a heart on the third round of 
diamonds, you turn to spades, playing the ´Q then 
leading to the ´K and playing the ´A. Again, it is 
only an uneven split that leaves a problem. 

If West had a winning spade or diamond 
remaining in addition to three winning clubs, your 
best chance would be to take the heart finesse. 
However, when West discards a heart on the third 
round of spades, your contract can be guaranteed. 
Can you see how? 

Exiting with dummy’s ®7 will allow West to play 
her three remaining club winners, but she will be 
forced to lead a heart at trick 12, ensuring that your 
™Q wins a trick regardless of which defender holds 
the ™K.

6NT. West leads the t10. 
You have reached a slam that would be easy on any 
other lead, but with so many potential winners it is 
hard to predict the contract at the other table. 

You have 13 top tricks – one spade, five hearts, 
four diamonds and three clubs, but the lack of an 
entry to the dummy outside of diamonds means 
that you can only plan to win three of your 

diamond tricks. Condensing your winners in this 
way reduces your total to 12 tricks. West’s t10 lead 
complicates matters further since your hearts are 
blocked. This leaves you unable to cross to the 
dummy having first unblocked the ™A and ™K, 
since the t10 lead forces you to play diamonds 
prematurely. If West had led any other suit, you 
could have played the ™A and the ™K then 
overtaken the tJ to get to dummy. 

If you only make five tricks in hearts and 
diamonds then even winning four club tricks will 
leave you short of your target. Is there any way to 
overcome these issues? The key is to find a way to 
unblock hearts without losing access to the dummy.  

This can be achieved by winning the tQ at trick 
one, then playing the tA and the tK, discarding 
the ™A and the ™K from your hand! 

You can now cash all five of dummy’s hearts, 
throwing five of your losers in spades and clubs 
before crossing to hand to play the ´A and the 
®AKQ. This brings your total to 12 tricks and a 
successful slam venture.                                            r
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You cannot get much more topical that this. The 
hand comes from the last set of the Gold Cup 
played in December 2020 online. The final was, 
somewhat amusingly, fought between Garvey (five 
Irishmen and a Norwegian) and de Botton 
(including a Norwegian, a Pole and an Israeli). Such 
is the international nature of bridge these days. So 
never mind what I think – you can see how top 
players in the world think about this hand. 

(a) ´10: 3 marks. This is the dog that did not bark 
in the night. If you are to beat this hand, then 
partner has to have considerable values. Can then 
partner have five spades? Not really, or they 
would have bid them. This is, of course, one of 
the many reasons why players strain to overcall 
whenever they can – it provides not only positive 
inferences when they do, but negative ones when 
they don’t. So, you can be pretty certain the oppo 
have more spades than us, so why lead them? 

(b) ™J: 8 marks. Another negative inference. If 
partner has got considerable values and has not 
bid, then one of the reasons might be that they 
have values and length in hearts. However, 
partner will probably need four of them which 
means declarer has a singleton, so you would 
need to know at the table if that were possible (at 
one table I am sure it definitely was not).

Answers to February’s Problems click 
 

link

Otherwise even if you can set up the hearts you 
may well have trouble getting in to cash the 
fourth. On the other hand it may be an effective 
passive lead if that is what the hand is about. It 
was the choice of one international in the Gold 
Cup final, but no cigar as declarer had AQx facing 
Kxxx. This was the winner: 

(c) t3: 10 marks. Although dummy hit with AK10, 
partner had Qxxxx and there was no way home 
on that lead. Again a negative inference – if 
partner has a five card suit, it is far more likely to 
be diamonds than anything else.     

(d) ®2: 6 marks. It is interesting that neither player 
in the Gold Cup final led my favourite 4th highest 
of longest and strongest, so I probably will not be 
invited into those teams. But even I think here it 
does not have that much going for it. It could be 
right. Partner could have Axxxx say and we are 
just cashing the suit out. These methods where 
you open all balanced hands 1® more or less 
regardless of the actual pattern have their 
downsides – you can seriously lose minor suit fits 
for example (I have seen the opponents lose an 11 
card club fit after opening 1®), but they have 
huge upsides in giving blind leads to 1NT and 
3NT. Against a natural 1® opening a club lead 
would be ridiculous, but here, where the auction 
has effectively gone 1NT-3NT, it is much more 
attractive. The same issues about getting in to 
cash your suit apply though – you really do need 
partner to have at least four of them or there is 
very little chance. This sways me to trying to find 
partner’s suit rather than set up mine. I must be 
getting ‘modern’ in my old age. 

Pairs Bonus: ™J: 5 marks. At pairs I would go for 
the ™J as it is very likely to be safe and the hand is 
much more likely to be about preventing 
overtricks rather than beating the contract. Sigh – 
another game through the slips!

by Alan Mould

Choose from: (a) ´10; (b) ™J; (c)t3; (d) ®2

  Hand 1 
 ´   10 7 
 ™   J 10 9 5 
 t   J 8 3 
 ®   K 10 4 2 

         South       West       North    East 
         1®1           Pass         1™          Pass 
         1NT2         Pass         3NT       All Pass 
1 could be short (2); 2 12-14
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CONGRATULATIONS TO 
THE WINNERS:  

Master:   Robin Davies                              
               Horringer, Suffolk 
Open:     Graham Sadie 
               Fetcham, Surrey

Sponsored by

In reality this is down to a top heart or a low heart – 
why would you lead anything else? 

(a)  ´10: 2 marks. I suppose there are some layouts 
where this is right, but I cannot construct any 
easily. 

(b)  ™A/K: 10 marks. Look at your hand! If I had 
™AKxxx and out I would lead a low heart. But here 
I have an ace on the side, so if declarer has a stop I 
have a side entry to get in with. So what is the 
advantage of a top heart. Well, how about when 
declarer had Qx opposite Jx and eight tricks in the 
black suits as was the case here. Oops!  

(c) ™3: 4 marks. For the reasons above it should be 
a top heart.   

(d) t3: 1 mark. No idea why this should be 
considered the right lead. 

Pairs Bonus: ™A/K: 5 marks. The same lead for the 
same reasons.                                                          r

OK. If I could, I would give 10 marks to what I 
consider the right lead here and 0 to everything else, 
but I suspect Lou would have ‘words’ with me, so I 
had better try and be halfway sensible. The 
opponents have clearly picked a very bad time to 
interfere with our auction, but we still want the 
maximum! So… 

(a) ´A: 2 marks. I cannot see why you would want 
to lead this when you have so many other very 
good leads. It only costs four tricks . . . 

(b) ™K: 6 marks. Highly seductive, but wrong! This 
is the right lead… 

(c)tK: 10 marks. We have been here often before. 
When the opponents are outgunned in high cards 
in a doubled part score it is essential to draw 
trumps to stop them making tricks by ruffs. The 
2NT bidder was 0·1·6·6 (is that so surprising with 
so few high cards) and found his partner with 
5·5·3·0 shape. Our partner had (among other 
things) tAQx and ™A109x. So after the tK lead 
you can cross in hearts and partner can draw 
trumps. The contract can be held to three 
diamonds and the club ace for a cool five off. 

(d) ®K: 1 mark. I have no idea why you are leading 
their suit and helping to set up the cross ruff. This 
costs three tricks. 

Pairs Bonus: tK: 5 marks. Same lead for the same 
reasons.  

 

Email the editor, lou@ebu.co.uk. Alan 
will be delighted to use them if suitable.

SEND IN YOUR LEAD PROBLEMS

Choose from: (a) ´10; (b) ™A/K; (c) ™3; (d) t3

  Hand 3 
 ´   10 9 8 
 ™   A K 5 3 2 
 t   A 6 3 
 ®   7 4 

         South       West       North    East 
         1NT          Pass         3NT       All Pass

Boy, has North chosen the wrong time to get in the 
action! This ought to be a bloodbath. 

Choose from: (a) ´A; (b) ™K; (c) tK; (d) ®K

  Hand 2 
 ´   A 10 8 5 2 
 ™   K Q J 
 t   K 
 ®   K Q 6 2 

         South       West       North    East 
                         1´           2NT1      Dble2  
         3t            Pass3        Pass        Dble  
         All Pass 
 1 minors; 2 values, penalty oriented; 3  forcing
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Love All. Dealer North.  

´ 3 2 
™ A  
t Q 10 9 7 3 2 
® A K Q 9 

´ J 10 9 8 7 6 4 ´ K 
™ 6 3 ™ 10 9 8 7 4 
t – t J 8 6 
® J 10 5 4 ® 8 7 3 2   

´ A Q 5    
™ K Q J 5 2 
t A K 5 4 
® 6

Eton wins back the Cup after 55 years

Schools Cup

Eton College won the very first British Schools’ 
Cup in 1966 with a team that included 
legendary mathematician Simon Norton, but 

it has never won since.  Two weeks before the 2021 
Young Bridge Challenge, England U16 coach 
Giorgio Provenza encouraged some Eton parents to 
enter a team. He pointed out that there are four past 
or present members of his England U16 squad at 
the school, and they had a chance of toppling the 
mighty Haberdashers’ Aske’s, winners in 10 of the 
last 12 years. 

The team of Henry Rose (16), Roland Bourne 
(17), Andrew Bradkin (14), and Jacob Potter (13) 
rose to the challenge. The boys were not regular 
pairs and quickly confirmed bidding conventions. 
Coincidentally, Henry and Andrew’s regular 
partners, respectively Jasmine Bakhshi and Thomas 
Bradkin, were playing the same hands for different 
teams. 

Face to face may bring a certain tension, but the 
online bridge did not lack drama either. In the 
qualifying round Jacob mis-clicked. This made the 
semi-finals qualification very tight. 

At the end of the four 5-board Swiss matches, 
with four qualifying for the semi-finals, St Paul’s 
Boys 1 and High School of Glasgow were clearly 
through, but Haberdashers’ 1, Eton and 
Loughborough Grammar had 44, 43, and 43 VPs 
respectively. The coordinator entered the 
RealBridge chat with the Eton team and referred to  
the rule book. After reviewing several criteria, serial 
past winners Loughborough were the unlucky team. 
Eton advanced because they had played both the top 
teams and so had faced stronger opposition.  

In their six board semi-final, Eton beat St Paul’s 
Boys 1 16-4, making 14 IMPS when Henry Rose bid 
the diamond grand slam on Board 1: 

After Roland Bourne used Fourth Suit Forcing, 
RKCB (5´ response showing two keycards plus the 

 West               North       East             South 
 C. Hueffer        Rose           E. Hueffer      Bourne 
                       1t            Pass              1™ 
 Pass                2®            Pass              2´A 
 Pass                3t            Pass              4NT 
 Pass                5´A            Pass              5NT
 Pass                7t            All Pass

N 
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tQ) and then bid 5NT for kings, Henry Rose went 

straight to 7t. He admits to a nervous moment 

waiting for dummy to come down. Haberdashers’ 1 

beat High School of Glasgow 17-3, after bidding 7NT 

on Board 1. Glasgow tried to even the score by 

bidding a second diamond grand on Board 2, but 

were missing an ace.  They gained some consolation 

in the third place play-off, winning 15-5. 

The final saw Eton face Haberdashers’ 1. With one 

board to play, Eton were 1 IMP up, gaining 7 IMPs 

by bidding a narrow 5t on board 8 but losing 10 

IMPs by failing to bid 3NT on Board 10. Then came 

the fateful final board:
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N/S Game. Dealer West.  

´ A 8 7 2 
™ K 9 2 
t 9 6 
® 9 5 4 3 

´ Q 9 6 5 4 ´ K J 3 
™ 7 6 ™ J 4 3 
t 5 2 t 8 7 4 3 
® J 10 8 2 ® A K 6   

´ 10    
™ A Q 10 8 5 
t A K Q J 10  
® Q 7

  West              North      East           South 
  Bradkin           Lewis         Potter         Cater 
  Pass                Pass          1NT           Dble 
  2™A                Dble         2´              Pass 
  Pass                Dble         All Pass

N 
W      E 

S

At both tables, the opening 1NT was 
unsurprisingly doubled. Eton’s Andrew Bradkin 
escaped via a 2™ transfer which Jacob Potter 
converted to 2´, down three. Against a N/S 
maximum of 450 in 4™+1, a score of -500 was 2 
IMPS away, and it was another anxious moment. 
However, the Haberdashers’ pair chose to stick the 
double and found themselves -1100 when Henry 
Rose and Roland Bourne wrapped up 11 tricks for 
Eton. The 12 IMPs gave Eton a 15-5 victory and 
after 55 years the Schools Cup finally came back to 
its first holders. 

In the Schools Plate, for teams which did not 
make the finals, Loughborough Grammar 1 
(Thibault Crosnier, Neil Ruikar, Alexander Nelson, 
Robin Nutkins) topped the table. 

In the Harry Scully Trophy, the competition for 
mixed teams (pupils attending more than one 
school), the team with Lucy Norman, Charlotte 
Bedford, Venetia Anoyrkatis and Bjorn Ahl were 
victorious.               r 

Winners of the Schools Cup 2021, Eton’s Jacob Potter, Henry Rose, Roland Bourne and Andrew Bradkin

Please recycle  
this magazine when you have finished with it
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´ 8 4 2 
™ A 9 6 4 2
t K 10 
® Q 6 4

Play with the Experts

Juniors and Pros

On a dull Sunday in February, in the heart of 
lockdown, many of England’s finest bridge 
players gave up their time to compete in a 

duplicate partnering England’s talented U16 squad. 
The squad has gone from strength to strength under 
the leadership of Giorgio Provenza, training every 
Monday evening and playing in many junior 
international competitions online. Their aim is to 
perform well and compete for a medal in the World 
Championships later in the year – if they go ahead. 
Watch this space. 

The event was won by 12-year-old Harriet Cork 
partnering 12-and-bit-year-old David Burn. 
Harriet showed her skill throughout the event, 
making a 6NT contract and steering her partner to 
many making contracts in tricky auctions. 

Throughout the event, the talent of the squad was 
obvious. Sitting West you hold: 

 
E/W Game. Dealer South.  

´ A K 10 9 7 6 
™ K 5  
t J 6 5 
® 9 5 

´ 8 4 2 ´ Q J 5 
™ A 9 6 4 2 ™ 3 
t K 10 t Q 9 8 4 3 2 
® Q 6 4 ® 7 3 2   

´ 3    
™ Q J 10 8 7 
t A 7 
® A K J 10 8

  West          North         East           South 
                                                        1™ 
  Pass            1´               Pass           2® 
  Pass            3´               Pass           3NT 
  All Pass

N 
W      E 

S

 
Game All. Dealer West.  

´ 9 7 4 2 
™ 7 6 4 3  
t 5 4 
® Q 5 4 

´ A Q 8 3 ´ K 10 6 5 
™ Q 10 5 ™ A 2 
t A K Q J 3 t 8 7 
® 6 ® A K 10 7 3   

´ J    
™ K J 9 8 
t 10 9 6 2 
® J 9 8 2

N 
W      E 

S

What do you lead? Most of the field had listened 
to their teachers, leading fourth highest of their 
longest and strongest, the ™4. Is this a good idea 
though when this is declarer’s first bid suit? Fifteen-
year-old Freddie Beneat didn’t think so and was the 
only player in the field to find the tK lead. This was 
the layout. 

Who could blame the poor declarer for winning the 
ace and later in the play covering the t10 with the 
jack running into East’s (David Gold) six-card suit? 

One of the most talked-about hands of the event 
was this one: 

by Claire Robinson, Junior Liaison Officer, Selection Committee

Would you and your partner bid your way to 7´ on 

this deal? And then would you make it? Thirteen-

year-old Raffi Sinclair, partnered by Kay Preddy, 
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  West           North        East              South 
  Preddy                            Sinclair           
  1t               Pass           2®                Pass 
  2NT             Pass           3´                Pass 
  4NT             Pass           5t                Pass 
  7´               All Pass

  West           North        East              South 
  Cadge                            Hallberg         
  1t               Pass           1´                Pass 
  4®               Pass           4NT              Pass 
  5´               Pass           6´                All Pass

 
Game All. Dealer North.  

´ J 10 9 6 
™ Q 3 
t K J 8 
® A 4 3 2 

´ A K 7 ´ Q 5 
™ 9 7 6 ™ K 8 5 
t Q 7 6 3 t A 10 9 5 4 
® K 9 6 ® J 7 5   

´ 8 4 3 2    
™ A J 10 4 2 
t 2 
® Q 10 8

N 
W      E 

S

could do both. Their auction was compact, as grand 
slam auctions go: 

Raffi won the trump lead in hand and played 
another getting the bad news. She wasn’t fazed by 
this; she counted her tricks and knew she had an 
easy route to thirteen. Raffi crossed to the club ace, 
ruffed a club low in dummy, drew a trump, crossed 
back to the heart ace, drew the last trump and 
claimed with the ®K and the diamonds taking care 
of her remaining losers. I knew Raffi as an eight-
year-old, learning the game alongside her older 
brother Theo. She had an understanding of the 
game then which was way beyond her young years, 
so I am not surprised by her ability now. She, like all 
of this squad, will be a star of the future. 

On the same deal, although not finding the grand 
slam, 14-year-old Ben Cadge impressed his expert 
partner Gunnar Hallberg by executing accurately 
his first ever splinter bid. He’d just been taught 
them the previous week. How great to put the 
learning immediately into practice in a competitive 
event:

Here’s a tip 15-year-old Thomas Gardner will give 
you… ‘Your small cards played in defence mean 
something. Use them wisely’. Thomas, playing with 
Paul Barden, was defending an innocuous looking 
1NT. Thomas held the South cards shown in the 
next deal, with dummy on his right, having listened 
to an uninformative auction. 

Thomas’s partner Paul led the ´J on which, 
playing upside-down (reverse) carding methods, 
Thomas played the ´8. Declarer won the king and 
then got diamonds right playing a diamond to the 
nine which held. Declarer played the tA dropping 

Paul’s jack and then a final diamond to Paul’s king 
setting up the remainder of the suit.  

Thomas had to find two discards. What would 
you have chosen? Thomas had already ‘told’ Paul 
that he didn’t like spades and he knew he 
desperately wanted a heart switch through 
declarer’s king but Thomas rightly didn’t want to 
waste his valuable heart cards. Thomas’s solution… 
he discarded the ´4 then the ´3. This high-low 
order in a suit he’d already discouraged must be 
asking for a switch to the higher suit – hearts. 

 Thomas’s partner Paul, for the first time in his 
life he claims, was watching and switched correctly 
to the ™Q enabling the partnership to take the next 
five heart tricks. Gaining two more club tricks in the 
end game, they beat 1NT by three tricks for a tied 
top with a pair who beat 3NT by three tricks. An 
impressive defence led by our talented youngster. 

Full results are on the EBU website. It is hoped we 
can hold an U16 Play with the Experts event around 
every three months. They’re on RealBridge making 
kibitzing possible. Do take a look next time and 
watch the youngsters in action. You never know, you 
might learn something from them! 

With huge thanks to all of the experts who took 
part, giving up their valuable time to help, support 
and encourage our youngest squad: 

Paul Barden, Mike Bell, Sally Brock, David Burn, 
Jon Cooke, Simon Cope, Catherine Draper, David 
Gold, Susanna Gross, Gunnar Hallberg, Ben 
Handley-Pritchard, Barry Myers, Kay Preddy, 
Cameron Small, Tom Townsend, Jeremy Willans 
and Andrew Woodcock.          r
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CONGRATULATIONS NORA!

Congratulations to Nora Penn from 
York Bridge Club who reached 100 
in early April. The club intends to 
celebrate once it can reopen. Nora 
credits the game of bridge with 
keeping her alert and socially active 

in her later years. She was made an honorary 
member in 2011 in recognition of her 37 years as 
TD in the afternoon sessions – only giving up the 
role in 2016. With Nora directing the sessions 
would inevitably run smoothly.  

York BC tell us that Nora has a remarkable 
mental agility and is a gifted competitive player, 
playing both Acol and Precision with different 
partners.

EBU SOCIALS ON REALBRIDGE

For those who prefer to play casual games, why not 
try EBU Social Bridge, which allows you to play on 
RealBridge within your own social circle – you 
arrange who your partner and opponents will be, 
swapping around if you like. 

RealBridge is an online platform which 
integrates video and audio with play. There are 
three daily sessions where you can play up to 20 
boards, and if there are more than four players you 
can cut in and out. It costs just £5 for the whole 
table. One EBU member can book via My EBU, 
but the other players can be guests without EBU 
membership. You will be sent a link, and, on 
logging on, you’ll find a table with your name. 

Some teachers might also like to use it for classes 
and supervised games (tell us if you are going to 
do this and we can give you an extra login so you 
can watch the four players at the table). If you are 
an EBTA teacher, don’t forget that you can join 
new student members to the EBU for free. You do 
this from MyEBU -> Teaching -> Students. 

So, all you need to do is find some friends to 
play with, book and pay in My EBU, then use the 
link that we send you.

EVE REYNOLDS 1915-2021 
Eve Reynolds was Wimbledon’s popular 
centenarian member. She lived to the wonderful 
age of 105 and her bridge brain was still as sharp 
as a pin. There was never any sense of an easy 
round coming up when you approached her table 
to play. Even in her eleventh decade she was 
willing to be seated E/W while younger members 
of the club stayed put! Sadly EBU records cannot 
tell us if she was our oldest member. Do let us 
know if your club boasts a wise sage of similar age.

SO LONG EVE – AFTER 105 YEARS!

SUPPORTING THE LIFEBOATS

Despite no teas and none of the usual F2F bridge 
enjoying stunning views across the South Downs, 
Crowborough & District RNLI held its annual 
bridge drive online, hosted by Tunbridge Wells 
BC. Waitrose donated prizes for the event which 
raised nearly £1,300. Congratulations to winners 
Jeremy Willans & John Skerritt, as well as the 
highest placed ‘non-expert’ pair, Robin Webb & 
David Collinson.ADVERTISEMENTS  

Although staff of English Bridge and the staff of 
Danby Advertising (Advertising Agent for English 
Bridge) take reasonable precautions to protect the 
interests of readers by ensuring as far as 
practicable that advertisements in the pages of 
English Bridge are bona fide, the magazine and its 
publisher, the EBU, cannot accept any undertaking 
in respect of claims made against advertisers, 
whether these advertisements are printed as part 
of the magazine, or are in the form of inserts. 
Legal remedies are available if redress is sought, 
and readers who have complaints should address 
them to the advertiser, should consult a local 
Trading Standards Office or a Citizens Advice 
Bureau or their own solicitors. Members should 
ensure when booking holidays that they take 
suitable precautions to protect their booking: 
check the company is part of a relevant 
organisation (e.g. ABTA); take out suitable travel 
insurance; pay at least £100 by credit card. Readers 
should note that prices advertised may not be 
accurate due to currency exchange rate 
fluctuations or tax changes.
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TECH FOR TEACHERS

Teaching online is not without its challenges. 
There is a plethora of tips and helpful videos, but 
they are more likely to relate to history or science 
rather than bridge. That said, there is a vast array 
of advice for bridge teachers on YouTube. One skill 
which is well worth mastering is using Google 
Chrome which is the recommended browser for 
our English Bridge School (EBS). This may seem 
obvious but there are a few quirks which can trip 
teachers up – not least having more than one 
Google account. If you hadn’t realised, the EBS 
accounts are with Google. The key to success is to 
create a Chrome profile.  

It may sound complicated but it’s a five minute 
job. It helps keep your personal bookmarks 
separate and private – you don’t have to share your 
personal bank account, shopping and travel plans 
with your pupils! You can create a separate profile 
for your bridge teaching. Creating quick links for 
your online files, classroom and regular online 
play sites makes sense and you can find tips and 
advice on the EBS YouTube Channel: 
https://tinyurl.com/4vb9fnk6 

Next, for teaching, is the dark art of screen 
sharing to present your material. Do you have a 
spare telly lurking in your spare room? There is no 
need to splash out on new equipment. Just 
connect your laptop or PC/Mac to your TV with 
an HDMI or VGA cable and you are good to go. 
Our EBS YouTube Channel also shows some 
handy tips for using a second screen and working 
with multiple windows. You can also just split your 
screen using Windows keyboard shortcuts. The 
little used ‘windows’ button plus arrows do all this 
and for those who want a ready-made solution 
there is a Chrome extension called dualless.  

For more tips on using Google and Chrome 
applications for English Bridge School see: 
https://tinyurl.com/4vb9fnk6

Do you ever shop with Amazon? If so, you 

could further EBED’s good works at absolutely 

no cost to yourself.  

EBED has become a beneficiary of 

AmazonSmile, a website operated by Amazon. 

AmazonSmile is a simple way to shop at 

Amazon and Amazon will donate a small 

percentage of your purchase price to a charity 

of your choice. 

To support EBED, all you need to do is log 

onto Amazon through the AmazonSmile 

website and select English Bridge Education 

and Development as your charity. After that, 

for your purchases to count, always access 

Amazon through smile.amazon.co.uk 

Just to be clear, AmazonSmile is Amazon and 

when you log on, you will see the same prices, 

delivery options and all of your account details 

including delivery addresses, payment cards, 

Prime benefits, past orders etc. The only 

difference is that you must always log on 

through AmazonSmile for your charity to get 

the benefits of your purchase. 

Next time you make a purchase from 

Amazon, please consider logging onto 

AmazonSmile and selecting EBED as the 

charity of your choice.  Together, we could 

make a really big difference.

DATES FOR JUNIOR BRIDGE CAMP

The South East Counties Junior Bridge Camp 

2021 has been postponed from July, and will now 

be held  23-24 October at the same Bowles Rocks 

venue as the successful 2019 Camp.  If you would 

like to register for details when available, please 

email William Bourne at rwb225@gmail.com.

https://smile.amazon.co.uk/gp/chpf/homepage?orig=%2F
mailto:rwb225@gmail.com
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYtf9A9aP7apDhU18aX3ODw
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EASTER FESTIVAL ONLINE

This year saw the Easter Festival played online.  

GUARDIAN TROPHY 

The 
Championship 
Pairs – The 
Guardian 
Trophy – was  
scored across 90 
boards played in 

five sessions over Good Friday and Easter 
Saturday. Beverley Basquil & Colin Porch won by 
the narrowest of margins – 0.01% – from Susanna 
Gross & Ollie Burgess, in a finale that saw the 
order change three times after they had finished 
play, as the final boards came in from other tables. 

SWISS TEAMS 
Easter Sunday 
saw the teams 
event, which 
was won by 
Fredrik Helness, 
Simon Gillis, 
Erik 

Saelensminde & Odin Svendsen with a score of 
101 VPs. They were just ahead of the team of Neil 
Rosen, Anne Rosen, Jeremy Willans & Ian Draper 
in second place with 99 VPs.  

SWISS PAIRS 
Monday’s Swiss 
Pairs was won by 
Richard Hillman 
& Peter Taylor, 

with Jon Cooke & Cameron Small coming second. 

IMPROVER PAIRS 
On Saturday there was the Kent CBA/EBU 

Easter Improvers Pairs. Irina Hendrickx & James 
Foster finished in first place, David Small & Steve 
Johnson were second and Dorothy Green & Lynda 
Thorne finished third. 

JUNIOR PAIRS 
The EBU Easter/ 
Young Chelsea Junior 
Pairs was won by 
brothers Benjamin & 
Thomas Gardner.

The National Point-a-Board Teams was won by a 
team comprising David Bakhshi, Martin 
Seligman, Espen Lindqvist & Boye Brogeland. 
They finished ahead of Diana Nettleton, Nevena 
Senior, Brian Senior & Nigel Bird. In joint third 
place were Charles Bucknell, Ben Norton, Stefano 
Tommasini & João Paulo Campos and John 
Sansom, Jason Hackett, Clive Owen & Nick Stevens. 

Anne Rosen & Jeremy Dhondy won the Portland 
Pairs – the EBU Mixed Pairs Championship 
competition which was played online via 
RealBridge this year. Nigel Bird & Fiona Brown 
were second with Jon Cooke & Sarah Bell third. 

Premier Grand Masters Pairs 
Nick Smith & Roger Bryant 

Grand Masters Pairs 
David A Sherman & Peter Hasenson 

Premier Life Masters Pairs 
Giles Ip & Gabriel Ip 

Life Masters Pairs 
Shahzaad Natt & Ambrose Holmes-Mackie 

National Masters Pairs 
Sara Moran & Claire Robinson 

Regional Masters Pairs 
Tony Togneri & Elisabeth Bingham 

The Masters Pairs is a competition for those 
ranked below Regional Master. The overall 
winners were Amanda Bowden & Michael 
Bowden. 

The inaugural Peter Jordan trophy, awarded for 
the winning pair of the Tuesday session of the 
British Winter Sims, was won by Julian Pottage & 
Tony Ratcliff from Helston BC, with a score of 
nearly 71%. 

NATIONAL POINT-A-BOARD

RANKED MASTERS PAIRS

MASTERS PAIRS

PETER JORDAN SIM PAIRS

PORTLAND PAIRS
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NATIONAL PAIRS FINAL

The National Pairs competition was won by 
Shahzaad Natt & Ian Pagan. Sixty pairs took part 
having qualified in the Regional Qualifiers in 
March 2020 or 2021. Roger Eddleston & Rob 
Stevens were second and Michael Jackson & John 
Hayton were third. The National Pairs is part of 
the Championship Series of competitions, with 
results counting towards the Player of the Year.

THE 2020 MASTERPOINT 
ANNUAL COMPETITIONS 

THE NATIONAL 
LEADER BOARD 

Congratulations to Ron Davis who has won the 
Sunday Telegraph Salver for the most Master 
Points earned in the calendar year. He scored 
31,225 points in 2020. Tracy Capal was second 
with just over 24,000, and Robert Plumley third 
with over 20,000. 

HIGHEST SCORING JUNIOR 
For the third year in a row, the highest scoring 
Junior was Ben Norton with a total of 9,334 
points. In second place was Henry Rose with 9,174 
and Jamie Fegarty was third with 8,630. 

GOLD POINT RANKING 
Mike Bell topped the Gold Point list with a total of 
59.59. Michael Byrne came second with 54.25. 
John Holland was third with 54.21.  

ALL TIME LEADERBOARD 
Derek Oram remains on top with 881,241 points. 
John Holland is second with 868,946. 

CLUB CHAMPIONS  
The highest earners of Master Points in each club 
are entered into a draw. This year’s winner ws 
Beverley Thomson of Phyllis Court Bridge Club 
who was first out of the hat and wins £400. Marion 
Beecher of Westbury Bridge Club was drawn 
second and wins £200, and David Beever of 
Burnham Bridge Club wins £100 for  third.  

The Master Point lists for 2020, including a 
breakdown by county and rank, can be accessed 
on: www.ebu.co.uk/masterpoint-reports/2020

The Young Chelsea Bridge Club has launched a 
new weekly duplicate exclusively for junior 
players. Under 26s from across the country and 
beyond are able to play, via Realbridge, on Friday 
evenings – and all for FREE! 

Each session is scored using x-imps, with EBU 
masterpoints awarded to leading pairs. 

The duplicates are being organised by William 
Clennell, President of Cambridge University 
Bridge Club, who ran the hugely successful junior 
pairs initiative last summer. 

Sign up at: 
https://forms.gle/UVuxuNqkSKwQktLV8 

Or visit: 
www.bridgewebs.com/youngchelsea 

U26 DUPLICATE AT YOUNG CHELSEA

LIZ MCGOWAN TROPHY

The inaugural Bridge Great Britain Junior Pairs 
took place in April. The event was run by the 
Scottish Bridge Union on behalf of BGB, with free 
entry to all juniors. 

Congratulations to the winners who received 
the Liz McGowan trophy – English players Jamie 
Fegarty & Thomas Gardner. The runners-up and 
winners of the Paul Porteous trophy were also an 
English pair – William Clennell & Dominic Cooke.
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PIANOLA PLAY 
MIXING ONLINE AND F2F

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pianola has been the go-to software for many 
bridge clubs providing tools to help run clubs and 
to give players in-depth analysis of results.  

The company has now launched Pianola Play 
which provides another new way to run club 
games online. Currently, it's online-only but (by 
the time lockdown rules end) you will be able to 
arrange hybrid games that can include a mix of 
face-to-face and online players in the same game. 
This is being developed in collaboration with 
Bridgemate and will be available to any club that 
uses Bridgemates – whether or not they use 
Pianola. Pianola Play gives clubs: 

DA simple, easy-to-use interface for both players 
and directors; 

DNo additional fees for either the club or players. 
Like all Pianola's club features, Pianola Play is 
included as part of the standard club 
subscription. There’s no need to buy credit or 
make any other payment to use the service; 

DEasy access: players login using their existing 
Pianola credentials. No need to remember yet 
another username and password; 

DPlayers’ real names are used during the game – 
instead of obscure usernames; 

DThe software accommodates playing directors. 

DThe ability to publish results to Pianola with 
one click, or download results as XML to 
publish elsewhere (for instance on BridgeWebs). 

All affiliated clubs can use Pianola free of charge 
for twelve months. Thereafter, rates are based on 
table-count if a club chooses to take a paid 
subscription. 

Visit www.pianola.net for more information 
about Pianola's other features and to sign up for a 
free 12-month trial.

MEMBERS SUSPENDED 
An EBU Disciplinary Committee recently 
considered the following charges against Steve 
Abley (Bedfordshire) & Julie Abley  
(Hertfordshire) – (BBO names Westhamman & 
Winniemole) at a hearing in early April. 

DThat when they played in online games on the 
Bridgebase Online (BBO) platform organised 
by the English Bridge Union and others from 
May 2020 onwards, they had knowledge of 
some aspects of each other’s hands obtained 
by illicit communication with each other. 

DThat they took advantage of this information 
to make calls and plays which they were 
unlikely to have made had they not known 
the layout of the hands, to the benefit of their 
bridge scores in those sessions.  

The defendants denied the charges. A 
disciplinary hearing was held. The Disciplinary 
Committee found the charges proved to their 
comfortable satisfaction, and that the 
defendants’ conduct constituted an offence 
under paragraph 3.2(iv) of the EBU 
Disciplinary Rules, being unfair or dishonest 
play. The Committee imposed a sanction of 
suspension of EBU membership for a period of 
three years plus an additional three months for 
a breach of the interim playing suspension. The 
sanction is subject to the possibility of appeal.

MEMBER SUSPENDED 
An EBU Disciplinary Committee recently 
considered the following charges against Kevin 
Colling (BBO name KevinPC) of Berks & Bucks 
at a hearing in early April. 

DThat when he played in online games on the 
Bridgebase Online (BBO) platform organised 
by Phyllis Court Bridge Club and others, he 
had knowledge of some aspects of the hands 
obtained by misusing his access as a 
tournament director. 

The defendant admitted the charges. The 
Committee imposed a sanction of suspension of 
EBU membership for a period of 24 months. 
The sanction is subject to the possibility of 
appeal.
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MEMBER SUSPENDED 
 An EBU Disciplinary Committee recently 
considered the following charges against 
Andrew Smith (BBO name Andrewafs) & Anne 
Smith (BBO name Smithan) of Essex at a 
hearing in early April. 

DThat when they played in online games on the 
Bridgebase Online (BBO) platform organised 
by the English Bridge Union and others from 
July 2020 on, they had knowledge of some 
aspects of each other’s hands obtained by 
illicit communication with each other.  

The defendants admitted the charges. The 
Committee imposed a sanction of suspension of 
EBU membership for a period of 18 months. 
The sanction is subject to the possibility of 
appeal.

MEMBER SUSPENDED 
An EBU Disciplinary Committee recently 
considered the following charges against Peter 
Woodhouse (BBO name Zillahandp), a member 
of Merseyside & Cheshire. 

DThat when he played in online games on the 
Bridgebase Online (BBO) platform organised 
by the Deva Bridge Club in September and 
October 2020, he had knowledge of the layout 
of the hands obtained either by ‘self-kibitzing’ 
or by illicit communication with a kibitzer. 

DThat he took advantage of this information to 
make calls and plays which he was unlikely to 
have made had he not known the layout of the 
hands, to the benefit of his bridge scores in 
those sessions.  

The defendant denied the charges. A disciplinary 
hearing was held. The Disciplinary Committee 
found the charges proved to their comfortable 
satisfaction, and that the defendant’s conduct 
constituted an offence under paragraph 3.2(iv) 
of the EBU Disciplinary Rules, being unfair or 
dishonest play. The Committee imposed a 
sanction of suspension of EBU membership for 
a period of five years.

MEMBERS SUSPENDED 
An EBU Disciplinary Committee recently 
considered the following charges against 
Matthew & Heather Tan (BBO names 
MatthewTa & HeatherTa) at a hearing in 
February.   

DThat when they played in online games on the 
Bridgebase Online (BBO) platform organised 
by the English Bridge Union and others from 
May 2020 onwards, they had knowledge of 
some aspects of each other’s hands obtained 
by illicit communication with each other. 

DThat they took advantage of this information 
to make calls and plays which they were 
unlikely to have made had they not known 
the layout of the hands, to the benefit of their 
bridge scores in those sessions. 

The defendants denied the charges. A 
disciplinary hearing was held. The Disciplinary 
Committee found the charges proved to their 
comfortable satisfaction, and that the 
defendants’ conduct constituted an offence 
under paragraph 3.2(iv) of the EBU 
Disciplinary Rules, being unfair or dishonest 
play. The Committee imposed a sanction of 
suspension of EBU membership for a period of 
three years.

MEMBERS SUSPENDED 
An EBU Disciplinary Committee recently 
considered the following charges against 
Stephen Swiatek, member of Oxfordshire (BBO 
name wisekat) & Ngairy Palin, member of Berks 
& Bucks (BBO name Ngairy).   

DThat when they played in online games on the 
Bridgebase Online (BBO) platform, they 
exchanged information about their hands 
illegally with their partner and used this 
information to inform their bidding and play. 

DThat they took advantage of this information 
to make calls and plays which they were 
unlikely to have made had they not known 
the layout of the hands, to the benefit of their 
bridge scores in those sessions. 

The defendants admitted the charges. The 
sanction initially imposed by the Disciplinary 
Committee was appealed and the  Appeal 
Committee, at a hearing on 10th March, 
imposed a sanction of suspension of EBU 
membership for a period of 24 months for Mr 
Swiatek and 21 months for Ms Palin.
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ONLINE ADVANTAGES 
We are fortunate that most of 
our community has been able to 
continue enjoying our favourite 
pastime during lockdown. 

While I eagerly look forward 
to the return of F2F bridge for 
club competition, county and 
some national events, I consider 
that a balance ought to be struck 
between F2F and online 
competition. I reflect that prior 
to the pandemic, my last match 
in the Gold Cup was a first round 
tie in November 2019 at 
Stamford Bridge Club – which 
entailed a round trip of over 150 
miles door-to-door. 

I would propose the following 
policy change for all national 
knockout competitions from the 
start of next season onwards: 

Da default position that local 
county league and knockout 
matches be played F2F; but 

Dwhere a F2F fixture would 
entail a round trip of more 
than 50 miles (or more than 
two hours travelling time) for 
one or more members of the 
away team, the captain of the 
away team should in principle 
have the right to elect that the 
match be played online with  
adequate safeguards to protect 
players who are unable to play 
online because of inadequate 
connectivity and/or a lack of 
digital skills. 

This would: 

Dminimise travel time and 
expenses for away teams;  

Dencourage younger teams who 
work during the day and find 

late finishes in far-flung 
venues a challenge; 

Dallow a greater variety of 
opponents for competitions 
where the early draws are 
regionalised; 

Dmake it easier to find 
compatible dates for both 
teams as the entire duration is 
shorter; 

Dcombat climate change – the 
policy is environmentally 
friendly and recognises the 
need for urgent action to 
tackle the climate emergency. 

Simon Mostyn 

KEEPING ONLINE BRIDGE 
I am sure that the majority of 
bridge players ‘can’t wait’ for the 
opportunity to return to playing 
face-to-face when it is permissible. 

However, the past year has 
seen a very large number of 
players online. With the 
impending requirement to 
reduce CO2 emissions the EBU 
should consider maintaining a 
substantial online programme. It 
might also keep costs down. 
Traditional congresses have extra 
costs to hire adequate 
tournament directors and staff 
including travel and 
accommodation costs – not to 
speak of the additional costs for 
the players attending such 
events. 

This is not the only issue – it is 
a lot easier to tell one’s family 
that you will be in your office 
playing a bridge tournament at 
the weekend, but with them 
between sessions rather than 
disappearing for a whole 

weekend spending considerable 
resources.  Popping out to the 
local club a couple of times a 
week is totally different to 
travelling all over the country for 
weekend events. 

I am not suggesting that you 
should abandon the traditional 
face-to-face events but give 
consideration to the changes in 
lifestyle that have been forced 
upon us and sensibly adapt your 
programme to make some 
allowance for these changes. 

I accept that holding the 
summer congress for 10 days at a 
seaside venue allows lots of 
players to combine a holiday 
with playing bridge – and long 
may it continue. I spent a good 
many years attending bridge 
events most weekends but even 
then I would have hesitated 
about driving from the North 
Midlands to Bournemouth to 
play a one day Swiss Teams but I 
was more than happy to play the 
Dorset one day Swiss Teams on 
RealBridge a few weeks ago. 

We all want less restrictions on 
our movements but when it 
happens I believe there is an 
opportunity for the EBU to have 
more players than ever 
participating but NOT by a 
blanket restoration to the good 
old days.                   Tony Sowter 

These ideas are very much 
under consideration. Any event 
that uses a large number of boards 
due to being barometer (playing 
the same boards at the same 
time), and those that we hope will 
be supported by significant 
numbers of players from the 

Send your letters to the editor, Lou Hobhouse 
Raggett House, Bowdens, TA10 0DD, or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk 

The editor reserves the right to condense letters. Publication does not mean the 
EBU agrees with the views expressed or that the comments are factually correct.

LETTERS TO THE 
EDITOR
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furthest corners of the country, 
have organisational advantages to 
being online. So we may well hold 
events online, in whole or in part – 
we are looking at ‘fusion’ events 
for some congresses, with some 
playing in person and others online. 

We expect to keep a number of 
our regular daily 12-board games 
on BBO to fulfil demand for extra 
games over and above those 
offered by clubs, as well as for 
those who don’t feel able to go to 
play in their clubs.  

Personally I am a big fan of 
online bridge, both as a player and 
as a TD, but we also need to cater 
for those who don’t share that 
view – nearly half our members 
have not played any formally 
organised online bridge in the last 
year.                 Gordon Rainsford 

EBU CEO and Chief TD 
 

ONLINE ETIQUETTE 
I have resorted to online bridge 
for regular club games, 
congresses and competitions. 
One downside is that partner can 
replay the boards and point out 
where I went wrong.  

For normal club sessions I 
accept that we have to be tolerant 
of players not used to how it all 
works. However, for congresses 
and competitions I think we 
should all follow the rules that 
would be there in face-to-face 
bridge. For example: 

D I played two 'expert' pairs in a 
county event with no 
convention card available. One 
told me it was on the county 
website, another gave me a 
www. address link; 

DExplain claims. Wrong claims 
give the opponents a chance to 
re-think it. We are encouraged 
by TDs to claim to speed up 

play but they should include 
an explanation if not obvious.  

DAlert all non-natural or system 
calls or give point counts 
where appropriate (1NT, 2NT, 
strong club, Benji  etc). Some 
give answers in the chat which 
their partners can see – use the 
Alert Bid or Chat ‘Opposition’ 
option.  

DSome players prefer to remain 
anonymous. I believe in 
competitions it is mandatory 
to have your name listed. 

I would like organisers to 
make it clear what is expected 
and if a pair does not have a 
convention card posted perhaps 
they could be told to do so?  

Having said all that I would 
like to thank all the online bridge 
organisers and TDs. Without 
them we would not have all these 
events.                     Roger Harris 

THANKS FOR BRIDGE 
The second lockdown has 
incarcerated us in our homes for 
weeks after a nightmare year 
from hell. The one single thing 
that has kept us going and made 
it bearable is online bridge. I 
want to take this opportunity to 
thank the EBU and all its officers 
for facilitating the formation of 
online clubs and for bringing 
online bridge to everyone. They 
have done a fantastic job and we 
have seen record turnouts. Who 
knows, maybe when we return to 
‘normal’, players will prefer in 
the winter months to play online 
rather than turn out to play in a 
draughty village hall. 
Congratulations to the EBU and 
long may she flourish. 

Penney Salter 

BBO FOR THE SERIOUS 
Conviviality is an essential 
element of club bridge, and 
RealBridge offers the clear 

advantage of enabling eye 
contact and conversation, 
offering face-to-face conditions 
without having to leave home. 

But what about tournament 
bridge? In its purest form, the 
game's focus should be 
exclusively on trying to outbid 
and outplay one's opponents. 
Why are table screens used in 
international events? Surely to 
eliminate as far as possible those 
human factors which should 
have no place in a game of skill: 
facial expressions, voice 
inflections, gamesmanship and – 
rarely – cheating in the form of 
finger signals or the like.  

BBO is the undisputed winner 
here. It creates an almost 
perfectly sterile environment 
from which those factors are 
entirely eliminated. It excludes 
all background noise from 
elsewhere in the household. It 
spares us the sometimes 
unwelcome sight of others' 
appearance or eating habits. 
There is also no distraction from 
other tables as in face-to-face 
tournaments, when the TD is 
adjudicating over a dispute or 
other players are audibly 
discussing a hand which we have 
yet to play. Under BBO, the 
entire emphasis is precisely 
where it should be: on the 
bidding competition and the 
subsequent struggle in play 
between declarer and the 
defence. 

Clubs should clearly be free to 
choose whichever platform they 
wish, according to member 
preference, cost factors, or 
anything else. But I argue that all 
Blue and Green Point events run 
by counties and the EBU should 
run exclusively on BBO, so that 
these important tournaments 
should be competitions of skill, 
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without the disadvantages and 
unnecessary distractions which 
RealBridge inevitably imposes. 

Peter Griffin 

REALBRIDGE 
Now that we have the truly 
amazing RealBridge platform, 
there are a couple of things that 
need to be regulated: 

Self-Alerting 
I don't like self-alerting; it is 
obvious to anyone who chooses 
to look that I am typing before 
bidding, so ... at the very least, I 
think that we should know at 
entry whether or not self-
alerting will be in use. 

Use of Camera (& microphone) 
I think players on RealBridge 
should be required to have these 
devices; if they don't, they can 
always go and play elsewhere! 

Use of Mute 'button' 
It needs to be widely advertised 
that, if you get a visitor or phone 
call, you should mute yourself as 
a courtesy to other players. 

Simple System Disclosure 
The SSD buttons used on BCL 
are sadly lacking on RealBridge. 

 Andrew Billson    

NGS WRINKLES 
I appreciate that the EBU has 
enabled us to continue playing 
bridge while clubs are closed but 
I feel the NGS grading system is 
now subject to errors. 

In many of the EBU 12-board 
sessions there are over 100 pairs 
of which you will only play six. 
The standard of players is so 
wide that it is possible either to 
play only the better players or 
only the weaker players.  

In the section on the EBU 
website dealing with NGS it 
states: When you play in an event 
your expected score is based on the 
average of your and your partner’s 

current grades and on the average 
strength of the players against 
whom you are competing. The 
amount by which you over (or 
under) achieve this score is used to 
determine your ‘session grade’ for 
that session. 

I cannot see how knowing the 
average grade of the pairs against 
whom you are competing helps 
when you play just a fraction of 
the opposition. 

This also applies to a lesser 
extent when you play in games 
online organised by individual 
clubs where there may be over 
20+ tables and you only play 18 
boards.                      Jeff Stanford 

This applies to any large game, 
including EBU Congresses, but 
while you might get a lucky (or 
unlucky) run of opponents on 
occasion, over time it will even 
out. Since the games are only 12 
boards long, they have half the 
effect on your NGS that a 24-
board club game would. As they 
are two-winner movements, the 
field against which your score is 
compared is just those playing in 
the same line as you. 

                    Gordon Rainsford 
EBU CEO and Chief TD 

NEW WEBSITE 
It is difficult to find things on the 
new website. There was nothing 
wrong with the old website, so 
why change it? Change for 
change's sake? I cannot even find 
the BBO results. Where are they?  
Get rid of it and restore the old 
website, is the general verdict 
here in Oxfordshire.  
                                  Peter Finbow 

Keeping the old website was not 
an option as the existing website 
software went out of support at 
the end of last year. Any change 
can take getting used to, but most 
feedback we have had has 

welcomed the new site, not only 
for its appearance but because the 
navigation is simpler. For BBO 
results, click on ‘Results’ on the 
front page Competitions box and 
then click on ‘BBO 12-board daily 
games’.              Gordon Rainsford 

EBU CEO and Chief TD 

TICK TOCK 
Ten minutes before the start of a 
recent Welwyn Garden City BC 
game, the director posted the 
following message: 

A reminder that this morning 
we are trying out the EBU’s new 
system to speed up the auction. 
When the cards are dealt, a clock 
will appear in front of dealer. It 
will count down, like a chess clock, 
from 90 seconds. As soon as dealer 
calls, the clock stops and his 
opponents’ clock starts counting. A 
similar thing happens after each 
player calls. Each pair will have 90 
seconds for the whole auction so it 
can’t last longer than three 
minutes. If a pair runs out of time, 
they have to pass for the 
remainder of the auction. If you 
bid higher than 3NT, you are 
automatically credited with an 
extra 30 seconds to investigate a 
possible slam.  

You may wish to spend some 
time discussing strategy with your 
partner, particularly if one of you 
tends to be slower than the other. 

He was immediately called to a 
couple of tables, mostly by 
people who wished to have a 
moan and generally question the 
sanity of the EBU. One said she 
thought it was a great idea, as a 
few players were very slow, but 
she still thought that it would 
cause chaos during the session. A 
minute before the start, the field 
was informed that: 

We'll be starting in one minute 
but, before we do, may I just 
remind you of today's date . . . it's 
April 1st.                          A Sucker
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MAGAZINE ARCHIVE 
Can you tell me how I access the 
archive please as the English 
Bridge magazine and diary link I 
have used in the past seems to be 
unavailable now. 

Chris Patrick 
The English Bridge archive is now 
available under Information> 
Community and Communication 
> English Bridge Magazine and 
Diary                             Sam Kelly 
   EBU Communications Officer  

FORESIGHT 
I came across some old EBU 
magazines and in the April 1996 
edition I found an article by 
Jeremy Dhondy, which included 
the following: 
‘one day, it is said, we will do our 
banking, shopping and bridge 
playing without leaving our sofas.’ 
His crystal ball was obviously 
well polished!      Adele Wayman 

STATS OF EMAILS 
I write regarding Charles 
Carlyle's letter, English Bridge, 
February 2021.  

It would take considerably 
longer than the approximately 72 
million years Charles suggests to 
be dealt all the possible hands. 
His calculation makes no 
allowance for duplicated hands 
being dealt. For example, when 
you receive the hand that takes 
you past the 50% mark of the 
total possible hands there is an 
even money chance that the next 
hand will be one you have 
already been dealt. With each 
subsequent hand the chances of 
a duplicate increases to the point 
where, when you have been dealt 
95% of the possible hands, there 
is only a one in twenty chance 
the next hand will not be repeat 
and so on. David Willett

53,644,737,765,488,700, 
000,000,000,000 

Impressive though Mr Carlyle's 
figure is for the different number 
of hands a player may pick up, it 
pales into insignificance when 
compared with the number of 
possible deals. In mathematical 
terms, once a player has been 
dealt a hand (in 52C13 ways as 
Mr Carlyle states), the next 
player can receive the 39 
remaining cards in 39C13 
different ways, the third player in 
26C13 ways and the final player 
in 13C13 ways (this last number 
is in fact 1 as, after three players 
have received their hands,  there 
is only way to receive the 
remaining 13 cards. Therefore 
the number of possible deals is 
52C13 x 39C13 x 26C13 x 13C13 
which is the above number. I 
suggest that regular reports by 
those who say that  they dealt a 
hand where each player has a 
complete suit  are, in the words 
of a  namesake comedy character 
invented by a comedy character, 
‘having a laugh’. 

This number  (53.644 octillion  
or 5.36E+28 to be less 
cumbersome) can be 
represented as follows: 

If the whole population of the 
world (7,700,000,000), sitting 
down  to play at 1,925,000,000  
tables, managed to play each 
hand in six minutes, playing 
continuously,  it would take over 
265 trillion years to get through 
every possible deal. 

And we wonder why bridge is 
such a difficult game? 

Simon Stokes 

I was interested to read the letters 
from Iain Climie (Principle of 
Restricted Choice) and Charles 
Carlyle. If one moves the 
goalposts slightly the outcomes 

are somewhat different. Iain's 3-
box restricted choice 
conundrum assumes the TV 
game show host knows where 
the prize is, doesn't mind you 
winning, and is compelled by the 
rules to open a losing box – you 
should take your improved 50/50 
chance, and switch. What if the 
host didn't know, and opened a 
box at random which just 
happened to be a loser – does 
that make a difference? Maybe 
not.  Now move the scenario to a 
travelling fairground, where the 
host knows where the prize is, 
and doesn't want you to win, and 
can open any box – now you 
must not switch, because if you 
originally chose a losing box the 
host could have revealed the fact 
by opening either your box or 
the winning box – they didn't, so 
you must be on to the winner.  

Charles Carlyle's calculation of 
an amazing 635,013,559,600 is 
for a single hand of 13 cards, but 
what if one redefines the term 
'hand' to be the whole deal, 
consisting of all four hands?  
Now the possibilities are 
52!/13!x13!x13!x13! which is a 
lot more – more than a 2 with 50 
zeros after it. Our ultra keen 
player would now have to play a 
board every six minutes, day and 
night, for way longer than the 
age of the Universe to encounter 
every possible deal.  I got this 
hand once:   

´KQJxxxxx ™AK tAKQ ®–  
My partner's only points were a 
singleton ace of spades! I've got a 
feeling that's not going to 
happen again any time soon.        

Stewart Harrison 

DALZIEL’S 
DELIBERATIONS

More letters on page 69 from Ian 
Dalziel on every subject.
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Avon 
Master 
Neil Connelly 
Christine Moore 

Bedfordshire 
Life Master 
Peter Malpass 
Master 
Christine Gibson 

Berks & Bucks 
Master 
Graham Bennett 
Reg Horne 
Valerie Hughesdon 
Heidi Lewin 
Iain MacKenzie 
Charles Miller 
Richard Prior 
Clair Sirkis 
Dave Williams 

Cambs & Hunts 
Master 
Terry Otterman 

Carol Webb 

Channel  
Islands 
Regional Master 
George Couzens 

Cornwall 
Master 
Bob Bennett 

Cumbria 
Regional Master 
John Wilmott 
Master 
Steve Burge 
Kath Clarke 

Derbyshire 
Master 
Iris Hubbard 
Brian Rickards 
Stuart Sutton 

Devon 
Regional Master 
Rosemary Caddy 
Master 
Joan Clarke 
Ailie Henry 
Ray Mitchell 
Jacqui Munns 
Chris Reynard 

Dorset 
Life Master 
Tim Dunsby 
Robin Wright

Essex 
Regional Master 
Ashley Sawyer 
Gary Waller 
Master 
Penny Blower 
Richard Glasby 
Pers Gozubuyukoglu 
Lesley Harvey 
Mustapha Rahaman 

Gloucestershire 
Master 
David Curnow 
Sylvia Desert 
Betty Harris 

Hants and I.O.W. 
Regional Master 
Steve Bedford 
Master 
Charlotte Bedford 
Mandy Bristow 
Reggie Lewis 
Kate Morris 

Herefordshire 
Regional Master 
Michael Cornelius 
Master 
Mary Barrett 

Hertfordshire 
Life Master 
Steven Allen 
Regional Master 
Denver Gorman 
Vincent Shaw 
Master 
Peter Byford 
Sheelagh Cirket 
Clare Crout 
Keith Harrington 
Gill Little 
Sue May 
Liz Orrock 
Mo Purdie 
Marcia Scane 
Robert Scane 
Merv Smith 
Gill Winter 
Kent 
Regional Master 
John Beamish 
Master 
Ashley Barnes 
Simon Children 
Wenche Immink 
Tim Owen 
Lyn Parker

Lancashire 
Master 
Nick Aves 
Sandra Boff 
Ian Clough 
Ian Douglass 
Neil Draper 
Dave Ellis 
Janet Gander 
Kris Hughes 
Sue Kenny 
Margaret Sloss 
Robert Sloss 

Leicestershire 

Master 
Stephen Clark 
Kiran Ganatra 
Steve Potts 
John Radford 

Lincolnshire 

Master 
Jane Brown 
Patricia Donaldson 
Sue Westcott 

London 
Master 
Fergal Boland 
Joe Eskinazi 
Eva Ferguson 
Nic Madge 

Manchester 

Life Master 
Tom Slater 

Master 
Hilary Abramson 
Ben Anwyl 
Martin Hurley 
Terry Krell 
Jenny Rippin 
Mike Wakefield 
Lesley Wright 

Merseyside & 
Cheshire 

Master 
Richard Tresias 

Middlesex 
Master 
Yu Kew Leung 
Peter Lewis 
Rosalind Preston 

North East 

Master 
Beverley Basquil 
Mary Kingcome 
Brenda Mueller 

Northamptonshire 

Master 
Elise Alliston 
Brenda Gray 
Maggie Knight

Nottinghamshire 
Regional Master 
Richard Milne 
Master 
Irene Brown 
Marc Gaudart 
John Hooper 
Richard Lightfoot 
Mike Robinson 

Oxfordshire 
Regional Master 
Barbara Jordan 
Richard Sills 
Master 
Annabel Barnett 
Diana Cawdron 
Jane Lennox 
Andy Melville-Jackson 
Margaret Place 
John Rogers 
Fiona Scriven 
Steve Thomas 
Jean Thompson 

Somerset 
Grand Master 
Eric Cummings 
Master 
Judith Mathews 
Jennifer Panayiotou 
Stephen Thomas 

Staffs & Shrops 
Master 
Tracy Aherne 
Joanne Mclauchlan 

Suffolk 
Master 
Heather Catling 
Nigel Mortimer 
Conrad Simons 
Trevor Stiff 
Dulce Threlfall 

Surrey 
Life Master 
Dan O'Farrell 
Regional Master 
William Clennell 
Roy Westwater 
Master 
David Bradbury 
Stewart Broome 
Susie Furniss 
Stephen Goldman 
Mary Hyde 

Ken Johnson 
Bill Lumb 
Nigel Marks 
John Mitchell 
Terry Mitchell 
Robert Plastow 
Ron Reising 
Derek Thrumble 

Sussex 
Master 
Susan Collinge 
Brian Gillbanks 
David Green 
Peter Pelling 
Derek Ryan 
Andy Wright 

Warwickshire 
Regional Master 
Neil Ford 
Susan Ford 
Mark Johnson 
Master 
Sue Debling 
Sally Hodgetts 
Sarah McNutt 
Julia Speakman 
Steve Speakman 
Linda White 

Wiltshire 
Grand Master 
Colin Webb 
Master 
Irene Button 
Ann Green 
Duncan Montgomery 
Clare Wigmore 

Yorkshire 
Regional Master 
David Donaldson 
Tish Hopkins 
Master 
Peter Gibbons 
John Guest 
Bryan Hutton 
David Longworth 
Andy Lucy 
Alan McDonald 
Richard Porteus 
David Ritchie 
Jeanne Smales 
Andrew Taylor 
Margaret Taylor 
Katie Thorpe 
Michael Warwick

Congratulations to the newly promoted 
Grand Masters: 

Eric Cummings, Somerset 

Colin Webb, Wiltshire

 
Landmark Promotions January – March 2021
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W N E S         

1NT 
Pass 2tA Pass 2™ 
Pass Pass 2´ 3®        
? 
A transfer 

 
3´.   When one of you reopens the bidding and the 
opponents bid higher, you usually let them play, 
content knowing that your opponents are a level 
higher than at some tables. Here, with four-card 
spade support and a singleton, you make an 
exception.  

  
W N E S          

1t 
Dble Pass 1™ 2® 
? 
 
 

3™. If you had opened 1® and partner had 
responded 1™, you would have bid game or made 
some sort of splinter bid. Here, since you forced 
partner to bid, you should bid a level lower. Partner 
could have a very weak hand. 
 

W N E S         
1´ Pass 1NT Pass 
? 
 

Pass. Holding 16 points and a lovely five-card suit it 
is tempting to raise to 2NT. The hand does have 
some negative features as well, principally the 
absence of any tens or nines. Matchpoint pairs does 
not reward pressing for thin games.                       r

 
W N E S         

2´A 3™ 
? 

A Weak 
 

3´. You expect your side to have a 
nine-card fit and so should compete to the nine-
trick level. Do not worry about ‘pushing your 
opponents into game’. If they bid it over 3´, they 
were probably bidding it anyway. Besides, you have 
two trump tricks and an ace, which gives hope of 
defeating 4™ if partner has anything useful.  

  
W N E S  

1t Pass 1™ 
? 

 
 

Pass. When both opponents are bidding it is 
dangerous to enter the auction. You are in what is 
known as the sandwich seat because they have 
strength either side of you. This hand would not be 
good enough for a 1NT overcall in second seat and 
is even further away from being good enough here.     

W N E S         
1® 1™ 1´ 

Pass 2® Pass 2™A  
? 
A General force 

Dble. You have already denied heart support and 
you have already denied a decent hand – you could 
have raised hearts or doubled on the previous 
round if you had support or strength respectively. 
Doubling now merely indicates that you are happy 
for a heart lead if partner ends up on lead.

Julian’s answers to questions from Page 8

Club Bidding Quiz                  by Julian Pottage

click 
 

link

Hand 1 
´ Q 10 4 
™ A J 10 
t A 8 
® 10 9 5 3 2

Hand 2 
´ K J 5 
™ Q 6 4 3
t A 10 5 
® A 6 2

Hand 3 
´ 10 9 8 5 
™ A 8 
t K 10 8 4 
® 9 5 2

Hand 4 
´ Q 10 8 5 
™ A Q 10 5 
t J 8 4 3 
® 9

Hand 5 
´ Q 8 5 
™ A Q J 5 
t A  
® K Q 7 5 3

Hand 6 
´ A K Q J 4 
™ 8 6 
t K 8 4 
® Q J 3



https://www.arenatravel.com/
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  West               North       East          South 
  1NT                 Pass           Pass          3´ 
  Pass                 4´             All Pass

On this board from a daily Drop-in-drop-

out Tourney in Bridge Club Live, London’s 

Peter Cardiff showed how to extract useful 

overtricks.

Useful Overtricks

Bridge Club Live                     by Barrie Partridge

click 
 

link

N/S Game. Dealer West.  
´ 6 2 
™ A 8 2 
t Q J 2 
® A 9 8 6 5 

´ 9 7 ´ A 10 8 
™ Q 10 6 4 ™ 3 
t A K 3 t 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 
® K J 3 2 ® 10 4 

´ K Q J 5 4 3 
™ K J 9 7 5 
t – 
® Q 7

N 
W      E 

S

N/S Game. Dealer West.  
´ 6 2 
™ A 8 2 
t Q J 2 
® A 9 8 6 5 

´ 9 7 ´ A 10 8 
™ Q 10 6 4 ™ 3 
t A K 3 t 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 
® K J 3 2 ® 10 4 

´ K Q J 5 4 3 
™ K J 9 7 5 
t – 
® Q 7

N 
W      E 

S

The declarer at my table had also come to this 
ending but hadn’t realised that West could be 
squeezed on the lead of the ´5, even though West 
must have both minor kings for the 1NT opening. 
Sixty one tables played this board and only Peter got 
to this ending and led his last trump. West had to 
keep the tK to prevent the tQ becoming a winner, 
so threw the ®J, but Peter threw the tQ and took 
the last two tricks with the ®A and ®Q. 4´+2 was 
worth 98.33%. Elsewhere, someone had been 
doubled in 4™ for 100%!         r

· Fast, fun and friendly bridge 
24/7 in a format that suits you; 

· Use of Audio and Video chat 

· Dedication to Best Behaviour 
at Bridge and to fair play; 

· Drop-in Drop-out Match 
Point Pairs and social games; 

· Private social tables available 
with MP scoring; 

· Individual, Improvers and 
IMP Pairs Tournaments, and 
Teams events; 

· Full programme of special 
competitions (Swiss Pairs, 
Leagues, KOs); 

· Full bidding and play records 
of every deal played; 

· System cards for new and 

regular partnerships; 

· Discussion forums and 
members’ reunions; 

· Free coaching by senior 
members; 

· Free dedicated teaching area 
for teachers and their students; 

· Free participation in dedicated 
sessions for your F2F club. 

West led the tA, ruffed by Peter in the South seat. 
Declarer then led the ´K taken by East, who 
returned another diamond ruffed by declarer. 
Declarer took two more rounds of trumps and 
unfortunately, West threw a small heart. Declarer 

Bridge Club Live offers

then tried a sneaky Chinese finesse by running the 
™J and catching West napping. After cashing some 
more trumps and hearts, declarer arrived at this 
ending: 
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We have previously discussed helpful 
count signals by defenders. Making use 
of such signals can sometimes produce 

some interesting end positions. This deal comes 
from Division 1 of the Series Tournaments on 
Funbridge. Despite a high point count, even game is 
not certain to make once trumps fail to divide. 

would rarely duck if he held the ace. You cash one 
more high trump from hand and settle back to look 
for a way to make an overtrick without risking the 
contract. Still feeling that eliminating diamonds 
might be of some benefit on this deal, you play  
the tQ, on which West plays a high spot card and 
East follows with the t2. When you then play  
a second diamond to dummy’s king, West 
completes a high-low signal. So, he started with two 
or four diamonds.  

In dummy again, you now play a second round of 
clubs. East goes up with the ®A and exits in the 
same suit to your queen, West following with the 
®J. Your next move is a spade to dummy’s king, 
which wins. You can picture the end position, and it 
is surely safe to play a third round of diamonds  
now. If West began with a doubleton, he can ruff 
this trick but he will then be endplayed either to 
play a spade away from his ace or to give a ruff  
and discard.  

Surprisingly, perhaps, West follows to the third 
round of diamonds. It’s time for a recap: West 
started with four hearts and, presumably, four 
diamonds. He has followed to three clubs so he 
began with only two spades. Conclusion, the ´A is 
now singleton. You exit with the ´10 and up pops 
West’s ace. Whether he plays his last trump or his 
diamond, you will make the last two tricks to score 
that vital overtrick. 

Note that you were only able to make eleven 
tricks with certainty on this deal because West told 
you that he held an even number of diamonds. 
What possible use did his partner (robot or human) 
have for that information? None at all. Accurate 
defensive signalling is vital in many situations, when 
partner needs information. It is, though, important 
to recognise when signalling is of no help to partner 
and can only assist declarer’s cause.     r

Free Shot

Funbridge Competitions                    by Marc Smith

4™ by South. West leads the ™6. 

The bidding is best left unrevealed. Suffice to say 
that you managed to stop in 4™ played from the 
South seat. West leads a trump. How would you 
plan the play? 

You win the trump lead in hand and play a second 
round back to dummy’s jack, on which East pitches 
a spade. You have two potential losers in both black 
suits. If trumps had split 3-2, you might have 
eliminated diamonds and attempted some sort  
of endplay on West. That is not a practical solution 
if you have to draw four rounds of trumps, as  
there would then be a serious danger that West 
would have the thirteenth card in one of the minors 
to cash. 

You play a club from dummy at trick three and 
your king holds. That’s good news, as this West 

 
Game All. Dealer South. MP Pairs 

´ K 7 2 
™ A J 8 4 
t K 10 3 
® 10 6 5 

´ A 6 ´ J 9 8 5 4 
™ 7 6 3 2 ™ 5 
t J 9 7 4 t 8 5 2 
® J 8 3 ® A 7 4 2  

´ Q 10 3    
™ K Q 10 9 
t A Q 6 
® K Q 9

N 
W      E 

S
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Paul Bowyer’s Entries Quiz from p10

ANSWERS

East plays the ™9 at trick one on dummy’s ™5. 
Dummy displays a very useful diamond suit for the 
raise to game.  

Your Count and Plan appears to show sufficient 
tricks – one spade, two hearts, four diamonds and 
three clubs – but can you set up the diamonds and 
reach them? 

You play low from dummy at trick one and East 
plays the ´K. 

Your Count and Plan appears to show nine top 
tricks (two spades, two hearts and five clubs). 
However, can you reach them all? 

South plays 3NT. West leads the ™4 
´ 10 6 2 
™ Q 7 5 
t K Q J 10 8 
® 8 4 

´ K 9 5 ´ Q 8 7 3 
™ K J 8 4 3 ™ 9 2 
t 7 3 t A 4 2 
® J 7 2 ® 10 9 6 5 

´ A J 4 
™ A 10 6 
t 9 6 5 
® A K Q 3

Hand 1: On the assumption that West has led his 
fourth-highest heart, you should play him for the ™K. 
To unblock the hearts, therefore, you need to take 
trick one with the ™A before knocking out the tA. 
Nothing can now prevent you from reaching dummy 
with the ™Q to make all the diamonds.  

This way, you are likely to score an overtrick (one 
spade, two hearts, four diamonds and three clubs). 

Suppose you take the Greek gift of the ™10 at 
trick one. East would now hold up the tA for two 
rounds and you would find it impossible to

reach the dummy. The defence could now hold you 
to one spade, two hearts, two diamonds and three 
club tricks. The full deal is below left. 

Hand 2: On the assumption that West has led from 
the ́ J10, you must throw the ́ Q under the king. This 
leaves the ´A9 as a tenace over the top of West’s 
remaining ´10xxx, allowing you to pick up two spade 
tricks at your pleasure. 

Not unblocking the ´Q at trick two allows the 
defenders the opportunity to defeat you by stranding 
the ´A in dummy. Here’s the full deal:

Hand 1 
South plays in 3NT. 
West leads the ™4.

        
´  10 6 2 

        ™  Q 7 5 
        t  K Q J 10 8 
        ®  8 4 
                                
                                  

                             
          
        ´  A J 4             
        ™  A 10 6          
        t  9 6 5            
        ®  A K Q 3

N 
W      E 

S

South       North 
1®            1t 
2NT          3NT

Hand 2 
South plays in 3NT. 
West leads the ´J.

        
´  A 9 6 

        ™  10 6 4 
        t  Q 8 5 2 
        ®  6 5 2 
                                
                                  

                             
          
        ´  Q 3               
        ™  A K 2            
        t  J 6 3             
        ®  A K Q J 3

N 
W      E 

S

N 
W      E 

S

South plays 3NT. West leads the ´J 
´ A 9 6 
™ 10 6 4 
t Q 8 5 2 
® 6 5 2 

´ J 10 8 7 4 ´ K 5 2 
™ J 9 5 ™ Q 8 7 3 
t K 10 4 t A 9 7 
® 8 7 ® 10 9 4 

´ Q 3 
™ A K 2 
t J 6 3 
® A K Q J 3

N 
W      E 

S

South       North 
2NT          3NT
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Michael Byrne’s Quiz from page 16

ANSWERS

suit into the auction. If partner is 4·0·6·3 then the 
last thing you want is to struggle in 5® (partner 
having bid 4NT when 4™ comes around to him) 
on a trump lead with nowhere to put all of your 
heart losers. 

Hand 4 – Bid 4´. This is risky, but the chance of 
hitting a 4-4 spade fit (or a 4-5 spade fit if partner 
didn’t quite have enough for a 2´  bid)  makes 
this worthwhile. All the points in the long suits 
and the chance to play at the four-level make this 
a reasonable shot. Partner shouldn’t expect five 
spades, since with six clubs and five spades we 
would have made a Michaels’ cue bid last time. 
Facing something like  

´Kxxx ™xx tQxxx ®Axx 

we should make 4´ and there isn’t likely to be any 
defence to 4™. More likely partner has  

´xxx ™xxx tKxxx ®Axx 

and 5® will be one down against a likely make in 
4™. 

Hand 5 – Bid 5® and try not to smile as they 
double you. The heart holding suggests partner is 
short, and if he has a singleton and the A® that is 
all we need to make 5® (one of the diamond 
honours must surely be right on the bidding).r

Hand 1 – Pass. You hold a fair hand but too many 
points in your short suits and modest clubs. You 
will lack entries to the dummy to take all of these 
finesses and it’s not certain 4™ will make given 
that you hold some defence. Facing  

´10xx ™Qxx tQJxx ®Qxx 

5® doubled will cost 300-500 and 4™ will 
struggle. 

Hand 2 – Bid 5® – and hope the opponents 
weren’t bluffing. Three small hearts is a good 
holding. Assuming they have a nine-card fit 
partner will have a singleton and there are signs 
of a double fit. Remember partner would strain to 
show spades over 2™. The fact he hasn’t and is 
short in hearts suggest your diamonds will come 
in handy. Facing something like  

´Jxxx ™x tKxxxx ®Jxx  

5® is only one off whilst 4™ is making at least ten 
tricks if not 11. 

Hand 3 – Double – the hunter becomes the hunted!  
There’s something fishy about this auction. The 
opponents’ bidding suggests partner has a void 
heart, but if so why did he only bid 3®? He 
probably has only three clubs. If you pass 4™ he 
might try and bring his long diamond or spade

    W          N          E          S 
    1™         2®        2™        3® 
    4™         ?

You must decide how high to go – the decision has been forced upon you – what will you do? At least 
the vulnerability is love all, so the stakes aren’t as high as usual – or are they? 

Hand 4 Hand 5 
´ A Q J 7 ´ –  
™ 3 ™ 6 3 2 
t 6 5 t A Q 9 
® K Q J 9 6 4 ® K J 9 6 5 4 2 

Hand 1 Hand 2 Hand 3  

´ K J 7 ´ 7 ´ 8 
™ 7 ™ 6 5 4 ™ Q 10 6 2 
t A 4 3 t A Q 10 t A J  
® K J 9 8 4 3 ® K Q 10 7 4 3 ® A J 6 5 4 2 
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´ A 10 5 3 ´ K Q J 8 4 
™ Q 6 4 ™ 2 
t K 2 t A Q 3 
® K 8 4 3 ® J 6 5 2

N 
W      E 

S
1

´ A 10 3 2 ´ K Q J 8 4 
™ A 8 6 3 ™ 2 
t K 8 7 t A Q 3 
® A 3 ® J 6 5 2

N 
W      E 

S
2

´ Q 10 6 2 ´ A K J 5 3 
™ A J 3 ™ K 6 
t A 2 t Q J 5 
® K 7 5 4 ® A J 2

N 
W      E 

S

3

West         East 
                1´ 
2NT          3® 
4´ 

Once West hears that partner 
has a minimum, they have no 
further interest in slam and 
sign off in game.

West         East 
                1´ 
2NT          3® 
3t            4® 
4t            4™ 
4NT          5´ 
6´ 

A bare 15 count is not usually 
likely to make slam opposite a 
minimum, but here there are 
plenty of aces and if partner 
has a fitting singleton you will 
want to have a go. Note the 
heart singleton is much better 
news than the club singleton 
due to West’s shorter clubs. If 
you swap East’s hearts and 
clubs the slam has virtually no 
play. 4® showed a heart 
singleton and 4™ was ‘last train’ 
to keep the bidding open.

West         East 
                1´ 
2NT          3t 
3™             3´ 
3NT          4® 
4t            4™ 
4NT          5® 
6´ 

3NT was a non-serious slam 
try. Essentially this is a slam bid 
on power. Both hands are 
balanced, and in truth there is 
not a great way to tell how well 
the hands fit, but West finds 
out about the 5·3·3·2 shape of 
East (from the 3´ bid), and 
then shows a respectable 
minimum by bidding 3NT. 
Once East is still interested in 
slam, West’s hand becomes 
pretty good.       r

JAGGER’S JACOBY ANSWERS 
(quiz on page 28)  

DALZIEL’S DELIBERATIONS

As bridge teachers go, Ian Dalziel is one of the 
more famous ones. He has taught 1000s of players 
and used to write Teacher’s Corner in Bridge 
Magazine. In a fit of letter-writing zeal, he sent 
many missives about English Bridge which might 
chime with other members. Here we go . . . 

In the last issue Don Gibb seems to believe that 
seven riffle shuffles by a battery shuffler will 
randomise the pack.  I don’t believe it despite what 
the ‘experts’ say – in fact after eight perfect riffle 
shuffles the deal is back where it started! Riffle 
shuffling is not random; each deal is still related to 
the previous deal in a complex but ordered 
fashion.    

Overhand shuffling is better but only if done 
properly for at least two minutes - so your average 
shuffler needs at least five minutes to randomise 
the deck. If you don’t shuffle properly, then you 
are playing a different game from the truly 
random computer dealt hands what most clubs 
and all tournaments use. 

The best thing to do for home games is to make 
up boards from hand printouts.  It doesn’t take too 
long and you can study the boards afterwards at 
your leisure and see the computer predictions. 

HHHHH 

Thank you for the link to Hugh Darwen’s 
Double Dummy Corner which was prompted by 
Robin Adey’s letter in the last issue. This fabulous 
web site not only has a monthly problem but has 
an archive of at least 900 problems which are 
categorized by composer, theme and difficulty 
rating. Problemists are rated from novice to Grand 
Master and it tells you everything you want to 
know about double dummy which originated in 
1840 in the days of whist. However, be prepared to 
be challenged – I thought I was quite good at 
double dummy but have failed to get one right yet! 

Hugh Darwen wrote DD problems in Bridge 
Magazine from 1966 and continued in that and 
other magazines till 2004 and started Double 
Dummy Corner online in 2002. He also published 
a book of DD problems called Bridge Magic in 
1972.  

I am just amazed that Hugh Darwen and his 
website have never been mentioned in English 

Cont/p70
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Bridge till now and I think he should get an EBU 
award for his massive contribution to this aspect of 
the game. 

Of course prizes can no longer be awarded for 
DD problems as computer software like Deep 
Finesse can now solve them almost instantly. Hugh 
assumes that all submitted solutions are ‘unassisted’ 
and the honesty of his members is shown by the 
fact that 32 of his problems remain unsolved! 

HHHHH 

You certainly gave RealBridge a great plug and 
rightly so. Your reviewers gave the pros and cons of 
this new platform but RealBridge is a ‘work in 
progress’ and is getting better by the day. 

BBO, which has ruled the roost for far too long, 
seems to be set in its ways and although the player 
interface is good the rest of this web site is anything 
but friendly. The four creepy actors on the opening 
screen have clearly never played bridge in their lives 
for their etiquette is deplorable. We are all bored 
silly with them – could this opening screen be 
changed to something more suitable?  

BBO’s customer support is terrible and my query 
of four months ago is still unanswered. Does BBO 
have a human face or is it run entirely by 
computers? Could BBO put up a spokesperson to 
be interviewed in the next edition of English 
Bridge? They could also be taken to task which 
might force them to up their game. 

I’m not a great fan of BBO but after giving six 
pages over to Realbridge I think BBO does deserve 
‘a right of reply’.  

HHHHH 

I’m sure you are aware of the Netflix mini series 
called The Queen’s Gambit which is a movie about 
the life of a young female chess prodigy. It has been 
incredibly successful and is liked by chess and non- 
chess players alike. It has massively boosted the 
image of chess; sales of chess sets have rocketed and 
chess.com has reported several million new users 
since the release of the movie.  

It’s based on the book of the same name which 
was written way back in 1983 by the late Walter 
Tevis. Scott Frank, the producer, bought the film 
rights in 1992 but it took him nearly three decades 
to get it on the screen. 

I imagine every bridge player who watches this 
movie will be thinking ‘I so wish it had been about 

bridge!’ To make a movie (or mini series) about 
bridge needs a good story and I think I have found 
one – Tickets to the Devil by Richard Powell. This 
story is based on the American Nationals in the late 
sixties, the same era as The Queen’s Gambit. It is a 
book which can be enjoyed by bridge and non-
bridge players alike. Once you start reading it, it’s 
hard to put down. 

The author, Richard Powell, wrote 19 published 
novels, four of which have been made into movies. 
He was a certified bridge director and was manager 
of a bridge club back in the 1970s, so he really knew 
his stuff. 

I’m sure I won’t be alone in thinking that a movie 
about bridge would be wonderful, but not many 
people alive today will know about the existence of 
Tickets to the Devil as the book came out nearly 40 
years ago. 

Anyone with some spare cash interested in 
getting this project off the ground? If so, I can put 
you in touch with each other. 

HHHHH 

I read Tim Anderson’s Keep Bridge Fun (English 
Bridge, Feb 2021, p61) with interest. I imagine you 
will be deluged with responses from bridge teachers 
like me; here is my take . . .  

I have never found it a problem ‘making bridge 
fun’ right from the start. As my first five classes are 
pay as you go, if I don’t succeed in doing this at my 
first lesson there won’t be a second lesson! If I do 
succeed then some might bring a friend. 

The bigger problem in my view is getting them 
through the door in the first place. I honestly 
believe the reason most people don’t play bridge is 
because they have never tried it. If the game is 
properly presented most people are ‘hooked’ from 
their first game, nothing will stop them now, they 
may or may not make great players, but they love it.   

The majority of my students come by word of 
mouth, adverts in the local press, posters in 
libraries and the internet will bring in others. Some 
innovative ideas can work too, like have a table of 
bridge in the local library, at a supermarket, in a 
café or pub and asking people to ‘take a hand’ with 
assistance. Quite a lot of community groups are 
looking for a ‘speaker’ to fill their syllabus. I have 
done that quite successfully but after my talk I have 
them all playing either basic bridge or minibridge.  
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 However it’s no use having clever methods to 
recruit beginners if you can’t keep them! As Tim 
said, some bridge teachers make the game ‘too 
much like hard work’. 

At my first lesson I say ‘don't feel apprehensive 
about learning bridge, there is nothing to worry 
about. I will progress gradually with lots of 
revisions, anyone who has the time and motivation 
is capable of learning bridge. But no one can 
completely master the game, no matter how long 
you play and how good you get – bridge will always 
be a challenge. The only person who need be 
anxious is me –for if I don’t do a good lesson today, 
you won’t come back next week and I’ll be out of a 
job!’ 

The late Ken Latty of East Sussex used to start his 
beginners class by saying ‘You are here to enjoy 
yourselves – if you learn bridge in the process that’s 
a bonus!’ Perhaps that’s a bit extreme but Ken was a 
very popular and excellent bridge teacher. 

To play bridge you don't need to be able to count 
points and learn a bidding system or even draw 
trumps – all that comes later. When asked how long 
does it take to learn to play bridge I say ‘one lesson’. 
The first hour I demonstrated the mechanics of the 
game at a large table, then there is a 15 minute tea 
break and for the last hour they play bridge with 
random hands (not minibridge). They all enjoy it 
and find it easier than they expected. 

During the demonstration I usually have them 
laughing. I don’t crack all the jokes for if you can 
engender the right atmosphere the students crack 
most of the jokes themselves. Laughter eases any 
tension as some people come in terrified! 

People can sometimes get a bit aggressive at 
bridge it’s usually because they lack confidence and 
get defensive. Hence I never show annoyance (and 
just smile) no matter what mistakes they make so 
they tend to follow my example and be tolerant of 
others. In fact if someone is ‘telling off ’ their 
partner or opponent I often intervene and say ‘can I 
tell them off first?’ Result – laughter. Alternately I 
might wait till the post mortem and say ‘yes, you 
should have drawn trumps as Jennifer very tactfully 
pointed out to you’ even though Jennifer wasn’t in 
the least tactful, but the point has been made!  

It’s essential to know everyone’s name and call 
them by their first name. Name badges are essential 
until every one gets to know everyone else. Partners 
and tables are drawn every week so in a short time 

everyone gets to know everyone else. The idea is to 
make it ‘one happy family’ and no-one need be 
scared whoever they partner. I get a few people who 
are naturally aggressive and I have to surreptitiously 
change their behaviour. If don’t succeed I have a 
quiet word with them at the end of the class, and on 
rare occasions suggest they leave the class and spend 
more time with their family! I have to win with 
these menaces or I might lose the class as people will 
vote with their feet. 

People learn best by ‘doing’ rather than ‘listening’ 
so 75% of the time they learn with cards in their 
hands. I still do a 20-30 minute spoken lesson with 
the whiteboard or Powerpoint but never go over 30 
minutes.  

My point is they are definitely 'playing bridge' at 
their first session, though they haven't a clue what's 
still in store! My 'bridge manual' has 40 pages but 
it's an empty A5 clear pocket album and they add 
new pages as they learn more. If I gave them all 40 
pages at the start it would put them right off. 

My students are usually ready to play duplicate 
bridge at a learners club in six months but their 
lessons continue for as long as they wish and run in 
parallel with their duplicate games.  

Many bridge teachers make the game harder than 
it actually is. They use prepared hands at all their 
lessons and hence the student are not 'let loose' on 
random hands for years! Where’s the fun in that? 
Prepared hands are a very necessary part of teaching 
but if the students don't play random hands too 
they are not really playing bridge. 

I taught bridge full time for 40 years and I think 
my methods really work and I'm not alone. Ned 
Paul does his highly acclaimed ‘learn bridge in a 
weekend’ sessions. Top USA bridge teacher, Edith 
McMullin, popularised Easybridge at 
easybridge.com which gets people playing bridge 
straight away and then learn more as they go along. 
The top bridge club in the USA 
‘honorsbridgeclub.org‘ has the same idea.  

Many teachers are obsessed with teaching a 
detailed bidding system at the start. In the first year 
all they need is the very basics of bidding, card play 
and lots and lots of practice. Once you can play a 
basic game then you will put in the work to learn a 
bidding system in order to improve.  

As Iain Macleod famously said, ‘Bridge is an  
Easy Game’.                                                                r
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Down to the wire
Lady Milne 2021                                   by David 

I wrote last year that we hoped the first running 

of the Lady Milne Trophy on RealBridge would 

be the last. Not because there’s anything wrong 

with RealBridge, which continues to be an excellent 

host for our major events, but because we’d like to 

see each other again. That wasn’t possible just yet, so 

Northern Ireland took its turn to act as virtual host 

of a virtual event. 

The England team contained a couple of 

debutantes – Diana Nettleton playing with Nevena 

Senior, and Nathalie Shashou with Sally Brock. 

Fiona Brown and Helen Erichsen, comfortable 

winners of the team trial earlier in the year, made up 

the side. Ollie Burgess accompanied me as Coach, a 

role which usually consists of buying the drinks, but 

he set up the Zoom meetings instead. 

The draw for the Lady Milne is, I am sure, 

completely random. The fact that the two teams 

who have been principal contenders for decades 

invariably meet in the last round is one of those 

statistical miracles for which there can be no 

explanation. By the time England and Scotland 

resumed their traditional rivalry, England had 67.53 

Victory Points and Scotland had 65.82. 

Consultation of the World Bridge Federation’s 

Discontinuous Transcendental VP Scale revealed 

that if Scotland won by more than 3 IMPs, the 

Trophy would end up on the wrong side of 

Hadrian’s Wall. 

After the first three deals Scotland had four times 

as many IMPs as they needed – England overbid to 

a game, dropped a couple of overtricks and overbid 

to another game. They could actually have made the 

second game by taking the wrong line of play, but a 

rot-stopper was needed.

 
Game All. Dealer West.  

´ 8 2 
™ K J 2 
t A K 9 8 5 
® A 10 2 

´ A Q 5 4 ´ J 10 7 6 
™ A Q 6 ™ 9 3 
t Q J 7 2 t 10 6 4 3 
® Q J ® K 6 5   

´ K 9 3    
™ 10 8 7 5 4 
t – 
® 9 8 7 4 3

  West         North        East            South 
  Diana        Ying           Nevena       Laura 
  Nettleton   Piper          Senior          Middleton 
  1t            1NT           Pass            2t1 
  Pass           2™             All Pass 
1 hearts 

click 
 

link

N 
W      E 

S

West for Scotland, playing a weak no trump and 

four-card majors, opened 1´. North doubled and 

East’s raise to 2´ ended the auction. The defenders 

got a couple of diamonds, a couple of ruffs and a 

couple of tricks in the side suits for down one. At 

the other table, this was the bidding: 

by David Burn

Nevena Senior led the ´J, which held the trick. A 

trump switch, to prevent a spade ruff in the North 

hand, looked a possibility – but that would enable 

declarer to establish diamonds while retaining 

control. Instead, the defenders continued spades 

and North ruffed the third round. She cashed the 

top diamonds, ruffed a diamond, played a club to 

her ®A, ruffed another diamond, and led a heart. 

Nettleton played low and declarer put up the ™K 
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N/S Game. Dealer East.  

´ K J 
™ 10 6 3 2  
t Q 6 5 
® K Q 7 3 

´ Q 10 8 7 5 4 3 ´ 6 2 
™ 5 ™ K 8 
t J 8 t A 4 3 2 
® 9 6 5 ® A J 10 8 2   

´ A 9    
™ A Q J 9 7 4 
t K 10 9 7  
® 4

  West          North           East        South 
  Helen          Samantha      Fiona       Anne 
  Erichsen       Punch            Brown     Symons 
                                         1®1         1™ 
  Dble2          2NT3             Pass        4™ 
  4´              All Pass 
1 may be short, 2 spades, 3 good heart raise

 West              North           East             South 
 Fiona              Nathalie        Liz                Sally 
 McQuaker       Shashou        McGowan    Brock 
                                                              1NT1 
 Pass               3NT2             All Pass 
1 15-17, 2 Samuel who?†

N 
W      E 

S

 
N/S Game. Dealer South.  

´ Q 4 3 
™ K 10 6 4  
t A J 10 7 
® 9 6 

´ A J 10 9 7 ´ 8 5 2 
™ Q 7 2 ™ 8 5 3 
t Q 3 t 9 8 6 4 
® K J 2 ® 7 5 4  

´ K 6   
™ A J 9 
t K 5 2  
® A Q 10 8 3

N 
W      E 

S

before leading the last diamond, but Senior ruffed 
that with ™9. To overruff would leave West able to 
over-over-ruff, draw all the trumps with the ™A, 
and cash a club and a spade. So declarer threw a 
club from the table, but Senior could lead a low club 
to her partner’s ®Q, and Nettleton drew trumps 
and cashed the spade for down one. Five IMPs to 
England, but in this match the swings would be 
small and the margin tight until near the end. 

A close vulnerable game bid by the Scots but not 
the English made, and at the half-way point it was 
England playing catch-up; they trailed by 14 IMPs 
and needed to recover at least 11 of them. That did 
not take long, for on the first deal after the 
resumption England missed a grand slam but 
Scotland missed a slam altogether, and England had 
the narrowest of leads. Immediately afterwards: 

obvious for Erichsen to venture to the four level 
with no great assurance of a fit, but so confident did 
her courageous 4´ sound that neither Scot felt she 
had enough to double it, and England won another 
11 IMPs. 

Scotland put the match back on the line by 
making a game that went down two at the other 
table. Truth to tell, both declarers played correctly – 
the Englishwoman took the percentage line given 
that both her opponents had passed throughout, 
while the Scotswoman took the right inferences 
from a positive English call. But then there was this: 

England played peacefully in 4™ – Sally Brock 
looked to have misguessed diamonds for an 
overtrick by leading to the tQ in dummy, but she 
was merely raising Scottish hopes only to dash them 
again by playing the tK on the second round. At 
the other table this was the bidding: 

The best saves are the ones that make, the next 
best are the ones that don’t get doubled. It wasn’t 

When Scotland were N/S West had stuck in an 
overcall after South’s strong no trump. Reaching 
3NT anyway, declarer took a couple of club finesses, 
lost them both, and was down one. At the other 
table there was no intervention: 

West led the ´10, her systemic card from a strong 
holding, and Sally Brock won with the ´K. When 
she led a diamond towards the table, the spectators 
weren’t quite sure what she was going to do – but 
when West put in the tQ the uncertainty had been 
resolved. Brock ran ®9 to West’s ®J, covered the 
return of the ´J with dummy’s ´Q, and thought she 
might as well cash some diamonds before deciding 
what to try next. West, under some pressure for 
discards, chose to throw hearts, so when Brock 

† Samuel Stayman
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crossed to dummy’s ™K West contributed her 
second red queen and Brock had 12 IMPs for her 
plus 630. 

England missed a game, Scotland missed a game, 
England played in the wrong game, Scotland missed 
another game… it was all getting a bit hectic. But 
when the dust had settled and folk saw what had 
occurred, England had recovered their deficit with 
interest. They won the match by 11 IMPs in the end, 

2021 LADY MILNE SCORES

England Scotland Ireland Wales N Ireland NIBU

79.97 73.58 49.29 42.51 40.52 14.33

and the Lady Milne Trophy could stay where it was 
for another year.            r 

Ireland strike Gold
Teltscher Trophy 2021                           by David 

The 2021 Teltscher Trophy was held online on 
RealBridge in mid-April.  The England team 
was made up of the three pairs that had won 

the trials: John Holland & Alan Mould, Richard 
Chamberlain & Patrick Shields, and Gunnar 
Hallberg & David Mossop, together with NPC 
Simon Cochemé. England were hosting the event 
and so had two teams playing. The EBU team (the 
pairs who had finished fourth, fifth and sixth in the 
trials) was John Hassett & Trevor Ward, Roger 
Bryant & Nick Smith, and Clive Owen & Nick 
Stevens, with NPC Alan Wilson.  

England started their campaign to retain the 
Teltscher Trophy on Friday evening against the EBU 
team, and the latter got their revenge for the trials 
by winning the 32 board encounter by 12.95 VPs to 
7.05. England faced Ireland on Saturday morning 
and suffered a 4.76–15.24 loss. The margin of defeat 
would have been even larger without this grand:

click 
 

link

by Simon Cochemé 

 
E/W Game. Dealer West.  

´ K 5 3 
™ 9 6 5 4 
t 10 8 6 
® 8 7 4 

´ 10 9 8 6 ´ – 
™ 10 2 ™ A K Q 
t 9 4 t A K Q J 5 
® A J 10 9 2 ® K Q 6 5 3   

´ A Q J 7 4 2    
™ J 8 7 3 
t 7 3 2 
® –

  West         North        East            South 
  Mould        P. O’Briain  Holland       M. O’Briain 
  Pass           Pass           2®              3´ 
  Pass           4´             Pass1           Pass 
  Dble          Pass           4NT2           Pass 
  5®            Pass           6®              Pass 
  7®            All Pass 
1 forcing, 2 two-suited,  

N 
W      E 

S
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A diamond-club two-suiter is the most awkward 
hand to describe after a 2® opening, because the 
bidding space is consumed so quickly. In this 
instance the 3´ and 4´ bids made it even more 
difficult. Suddenly Holland was at the five level and 
he hadn’t bid either of his suits. 4NT showed any 
two suits, not necessarily the minors, and the 
pressure was eased when Mould bid 5®. 6® seemed 
fairly straightforward and 7® was of the ‘if he can 
go to six missing AJ10xx of trumps it won’t be my 
fault if seven goes one down’ variety. That was 13 
IMPs to England. Holland got to a cold grand slam 
without really ever bidding either of his suits. 

The Teltscher Trophy and Lady Milne played the 
same boards. A grand slam was bid five times, a 
small slam three times, and four pairs languished in 
a paltry 5®. 

England were lying in sixth place (sixth doesn’t 
sound as bad as last) when they faced Scotland in 
the third round. Here is another slam, this one 
featuring Chamberlain and Shields, both making 
their first appearances for England.

 
N/S Game. Dealer West.  

´ K Q J 9 
™ J 10 8 6 
t 10 8 6 
® 8 3 

´ A 10 8 6 4 ´ 3 
™ A K Q 5 2 ™ 4 3 
t – t A K Q 9 7 5 
® 10 9 2 ® A K Q J   

´ 7 5 2    
™ 9 7 
t J 4 3 2 
® 7 6 5 4

N 
W      E 

S

                  West                     East  
                  Chamberlain           Shields  
                  1´                         2t1  
                  2™                         2NT 
                  3™                         3´2 
                  3NT                       6®3 
                  All Pass 
1 game forcing, 2 waiting, 3 offer to play  

                  West                          East  
                   Silverstone                   Shenkin  
                  1´                              2t 
                  2™                             3® 
                  3™                             4® 
                  4´                              5NT 
                  6™                             6NT 
                  All Pass

5NT was not alerted, but presumably was ‘pick a 
slam’. Silverstone picked one, but Shenkin didn’t 
like it. Now the spotlight was on Hallberg in the 
South seat. He chose to lead the ´5 and the contract 
had no play. North guards the spades and the 
hearts, but is discarding after dummy, so there is no 
squeeze. That was 14 IMPs to England, who won 
the match 11.67 to 6.22 VPs (I know, that doesn’t 
add up to 20; but that’s another story). 

Across the other 10 tables, 6NT made four times 
(always by East, on a heart or club lead), 6t made 
once, 7t went one down and the rest were in game. 

England continued their recovery with 18.45 VPs 
against Wales on Sunday morning and climbed to 
third place. They faced Northern Ireland, who were 
lying second, in the last match: 

 
N/S Game. Dealer East.  

´ K J 
™ 10 6 3 2  
t Q 6 5 
® K Q 7 3 

´ Q 10 8 7 5 4 3 ´ 6 2 
™ 5 ™ K 8 
t J 8 t A 4 3 2 
® 9 6 5 ® A J 10 8 2   

´ A 9    
™ A Q J 9 7 4 
t K 10 9 7  
® 4

N 
W      E 

S

  West         North        East            South 
  Sharp         Mossop      McDowell    Hallberg 
                                    1tA             1™ 
  1´             2tA            Pass            4™ 
  4´             Pass           Pass            5™ 
  Pass           Pass           Dble           All Pass

Would Scotland be able to match them, or even 
outbid them to 7®? West was Victor Silverstone; 
East, playing from Florida, was Barnet Shenkin. 

 Chamberlain-Shields ended up in a suit bid for 
the first time at the six level. Shields had no 
problem wrapping up all 13 tricks. 

Cont/p76
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This deal also featured in the Lady Milne report, 
p73. Hallberg didn’t think he would score enough 
against a doubled non-vulnerable 4´ contract, and 
bid on to 5™. He won the ´5 lead in dummy, ran the 
™10, dropping the 9 from his hand, and drew the 
last trump. Now the contract depended on finding 
the tJ. E/W were playing a strong club system and 
East’s 1t bid had been alerted as 11-15, ‘2+t’. 
Despite the ‘2+’, East almost certainly held more 
diamonds than West, and was therefore favourite to 
hold the tJ. Hallberg spotted an extra chance – 
what he called a psychological endplay. He could 
always fall back on the diamond finesse, one way or 
the other.  He led the ®4 to West’s 6, dummy’s 7 and 
East’s 8. This was the position: 

 
N/S Game. Dealer East.  

´ K J 
™ 10 6 3 2  
t Q 6 5 
® K Q 7 3 

´ Q 10 8 7 5 4 3 ´ 6 2 
™ 5 ™ K 8 
t J 8 t A 4 3 2 
® 9 6 5 ® A J 10 8 2   

´ A 9    
™ A Q J 9 7 4 
t K 10 9 7  
® 4

N 
W      E 

S

East has to realise that one discard on dummy’s 
clubs won’t be enough, and he must return a low 
club, however unattractive that looks. He chose to 
cash the tA, and that was enough for Hallberg to 
chalk up +850. At the other table East opened 1® 

and South made 5™ on the nose when he started on 
diamonds, playing to his king. England gained 5 IMPs.  

England won the match by 16.68 VPs to 3.32, 
enough to overtake Northern Ireland and claim 
second place behind Ireland. 

The EBU team had a good start against England, 
but fell away in their other matches. 
Congratulations to Ireland on their victory. The 
final table of scores is shown below.                      r

2021 TELTSCHER TROPHY SCORES

Ireland England Scotland N Ireland EBU Wales

71.63 58.61 49.87 48.95 35.23 31.60

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MONICA LUCY 
1931 – 2021 

Monica Lucy, who died in January aged 89, was a 
leading figure at Bedford Bridge Club and in 
Bedfordshire County. However, her most 
significant creation was her own Monday 
morning duplicate club which welcomed players 
of all standards from the early 1990s. 

Monica had come to Bedford ten years 
previously as Head of Physics at Bedford High 
School. After her retirement in 1991 she taught 
bridge at evening classes and many of her pupils 
went on to the Monday club. This rapidly grew 
from three tables to a room-bursting fifteen. 

Always an innovator, Monica embraced new 
technology; her club was the first in the county to  
provide duplimated boards and hand records. 
Electronic, wireless and tablet scoring all 
followed. It is a mark of her dedication and 
generosity that she allowed Bedford Bridge Club 
to use all her own equipment. She deservedly 
received a Dimmie Fleming Award in 2005 and 
became an honorary life member of Bedford BC. 

Peter Coles writes: ‘I had the pleasure of 
partnering Monica for the last twenty years. She 
was a formidable bridge player, partner, great 
friend and one of the most popular people I have 
met. We got together because Monica wanted to 
play with me and, in true Monica style, she just 
arranged it and told me I was playing. We had 
some great times playing (with some success too), 
lots of laughs along the way, and I shall miss her 
always. It was super to see her face light up when 
I introduced myself at the table as her toy boy.’ 

I am delighted that Monica’s club is now run by 
Bedford BC with the Monica Lucy Shield as a 
regular competition for the best improver. 

                                                    Paul Habershon


